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Court revisits affirmative action
BY ANDREW MILLETTE
Assoc. News Editor
Last Wednesday, the United States
Supreme Court began oral arguments for
Fisher v. University of Texas, a case whose

ruling could redefine the landscape of
higher education. Abigail Fisher, a young
white woman, was rejected from the
University of Texas at Austin in 2008. She
believed that the university?which considersrace duringits admissionsprocess?had

violated the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendmentby discriminating
against her based on her race, and filed
a lawsuit against it. The case has risen
through the lowercourts, and now has the
potential to change theadmissions process
at schools across America, including Boston College.
?Boston College has always practiced
affirmative action in compliance with the
Supreme Court?s belief that diversity is
a compelling interest for universities in

crafting their student populations,? said
John Mahoney, directorof undergraduate
admissions.
The last time the Supreme Court ruled
on affirmative action was in 2003, when
it upheld the University of Michigan?s
affirmative action policies in Grutter v.
Bollinger. Mahoneybelieves that BC?s affirmative action policies are in line with
the opinion the Supreme Court released

See Affirmative Action, A4

EIGHTH ANNUAL RED BANDANNA RUN
eun hee kwon heights staff
The Residence HallAssociation hosted the first BC Street on Friday afternoon in O?Neill Plaza.
/

RHA mimics New York
City street in O'Neill Plaza
BY JENNIFER HEINE
For The Heights

hope of creating a similar environment on
the BC campus.
AlthoughRHA hired four dancegroups,

Despite the morning drizzle, a festive
atmosphere pervaded O?Neill Plaza on

three comedians, and a caricature artist, all other featured groups were from
BC, including dance groups Fuego del
Corazon, F.I.S.T.S., Synergy, Conspiracy

Friday as the Residence Hall Association
(RHA) kicked off its first event of the year.
Called ?BC Street,? the event aimed to
promote RHA within the Boston College
community and provide a forum for BC?s

many performance groups.
For Nate Schlein, RHA vice president
and A&S ?14, the planning for BC Street
started over the summer. Inspired by the
alex gaynor / heights staff

The eighth annual Welles Remy Crowther Red Bandanna Run was held on Saturday as a tribute to Sept. 11hero and BC graduate Welles
Crowther, who lost his life while helpingto evacuate the World Trade Center. The race raises moneyfor the Welles Crowther Charitable Trust.

culture of street musicians in New York
City, as well as the recent renovation of
O?Neill Plaza, he and co-vice president
Tony Kim, A&S ?14, began contacting potential performers over the summer in the

Theory; a capella groups the Heightsmen,
the Acoustics, and BC Sharps; musical acts
Jammin? Toast, BC bOp!, the Music Guild,
and the Boston College Drumline, among
others. ?We wanted to get as many people
involved as possible,? Schlein said. ?There
are opportunities to see these talents, but
not in onevenue. In O?Neill [Plaza], people
have the chance to see everything, and it?s
a great opportunity for BC to showcase

See BC Street, A4

OIR looks for
student input
on conduct

BC 2 Boston
hosts Harpoon
Brewery event

BY SHANNON QUINN

BY KATIE MCCLURG

For The Heigh

ts

Heights Editor

The Office of Institutional Research,
Planning, and Assessment has recently distributeda University-widesurveyin orderto
gatherinformation on howfamiliar students
are with the current Code ofConduct System
at Boston College and their opinions on the
process.

According to their mission statement,
the main goal of the Office of Institutional
Research (OIR) at BC ?is to support the
achievementof Universitygoalsbyproviding
informationfor institutionalplanning,policy
formation, and decision-making.?
The survey is a means of gatheringinformation and consists of about 16 questions.
Some are multiple-choice, while some are
open-ended, allowing students to give spe-

cific feedback and share their thoughts with
the OIR. This survey is open to all BC students, and student involvement is a critical

See Conduct Survey, A4

eun heekwon / heights staff
Professors from BC?s political science department joinedWBZ-TV anchor Paula Ebben to discuss specific aspects of the upcomingelection.

Poli sci profs weigh in on upcoming election
BY JULIE ORENSTEIN
For The Heights
The American political landscape and
its numerous facets were examined and
evaluated Thursdaynight, as four of Boston
College?s political science experts weighed
in on the upcoming presidential election at
the Decision 2012 panel.
The discussion, presented by the BC
Alumni Association, the Political Science
department, and the BC Political Science

Alumni Network, featuredprofessors Dennis Hale, David Hopkins, Kay Schlozman,
and Marc Landy, who each focused on a
specific aspect of the election. Moderated
by Paula Ebben, WBZ-TV anchor and BC
?89, the panel then opened up the floor to
questions from the audience, mostly made

the first ?modern election? and the first

up of BC alumni.
Schlozman opened with a brief overview
of the changing political environment over

influence?have drastically alteredthe way
that we elect our officials. Fewer people
are in the ?wrong party,? and ideologiesare
mostly aligned with partisanship, she said,
meaning voters are continually drifting

the last half-century, beginning with the
monumental 1960 election, which was

See Decision 2012, A4
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to create opportunities for students.
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to

receive televisioncoverage.
She specified that four aspects of American politics?party coalitions, nominating
procedures, campaign finance, and media

to find out how you can help elect President Obama and Elizabeth Warren.
Get breaking campaign updates and info on how to
make sure your voice gets heard on Tuesday, November 6.

On Fridaynight, BC 2Boston heldtheir
first ever 21-plus event at HarpoonBrewery in Boston?s Marine Industrial Park.
SeventyBoston College juniors and seniors
were bused to a private tasting room at the
brewery, where students hadthe opportunity to sample 15 different types of beer
while mingling with friends and learning
a little about their favorite drink.
Out of the 10 events scheduled for
this semester, BC 2 Boston directors have
been most excitedabout this one. ?This is

something that is unprecedented in BC 2
Boston history,? said BC 2 Boston?s deputy
director Tim Koch, A&S ?14. ?We hope that
seniors whodon?t know our namecan leave
BC with those memories of Boston as part
of their experience.?
In previous years, BC 2Boston hadbeen
a part of the Student Affairs department
within UGBC, but is now in its inaugural

See Harpoon Brewery,
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IN THE NEWS

Creator God, Evolving World

1

Today
Time: 5:15 p.m.
Location: Gasson
305

Cynthia Crysdale and Neil
Ormerod, authors of the
book Creator God, Evolving
World, will discuss theirposition on the supposed tensions betweenreligion
and evolution. They argue that chance is an intelligibleforce interactingwith God and nature in an
effort to reconcile the two.

Instagrammed photos

JB Harvey would have never been a member
of a sports team if not for Team Impact, the organization that pairs children with life-threatening
illnesses with college sports teams.
Harvey, 5, is already feeling the effects of
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, the only fatal
form of muscular dystrophy. As a result, he cannot play sports, but the Boston Collegefootball
team has made him feel like a true member of
their team. Harvey hangs out on the field during
games and practices, participates in some warmup activities, and has his own personal locker
filled with Under Armour gear in the team?s
locker room. About 65 players volunteered to be a
part of Harvey?s leadership team, a smaller group
designed to help him have a more personal connection to the team. It was eventuallynarrowed
down to two players from each grade level.
?BC is a big Division I program, and the fact
that they have taken the time to let us in has been
great,? Harvey?s mother said in an interview with
The Boston College Chronicle.

Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: Gasson 100
The authors of Catholic Spiritual Practices: a Treasury of Old and New will
discuss how spiritual practices help
strengthen one?s faith.

Lowell humanitiesseries: Paul Muldoon

Wednesday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Devlin 101
Muldoon, The New Yorker?s poetry
editor, will speak at Boston College
as part of the 55th annual Lowell
Humanities Series.

to recruits

The NCAA sent out a guide to its members on
Wednesday that clarified its rules regarding the
sending of altered photos to recruits, stating that
?a photograph that hasbeen altered or staged for a
recruiting purpose cannot be sent to a prospective
student-athlete,? leading many to believe that the
use of thepopular app Instagram was now prohibited. The NCAA laterreleased a statement saying that
it does in fact allowthe use of Instagram because it
does not alter the actual content of a photo.
Some considered this a clumsy yet earnest effort
on the part of the NCAA to keep up with modern

technology, while others considered the clarification ridiculous.

LOCAL NEWS
Newton Police Chief fired for remarks made to female employees
A six-hour hearing invesitgating the conduct of
Police Chief Matt Cummings on Thursday resulted
in his termination from his post.
The official report of the hearing stated that
there was evidence that Cummings made offensive

and inappropriate comments to a female officer and
anotherfemale employee.Cummings? attorney, Tim
Burke, said that one of the women had motivation to
lie because she has been charged with stealing $660
from the police department.
Burke said that Cummings will appeal the decision to an arbiter.

FEATURED STORY

Hispanic Heritage Month closing celebrates identity
BY DEVON SANFORD
Heights Editor
On Saturday night, Boston College Hispanic Heritage
Month celebrated its closing

ceremony with a fiesta of food,
dancing, and performances in
Gasson 100. Theceremony,presented by theOfficeof AHANA
Student Programs (OASP), the
Hispanic Heritage Planning
Committee, the Archbishop
Oscar Romero Scholarship
Committee, and the Latino/as
at Boston College Association, marked the end of BC?s
fourth annual Hispanic Heritage Month. Students, families,
and facultyfilledthe audienceto
celebrateBC?s Hispanic culture,
language,and history.
?Our running theme for
this year?s Hispanic Heritage
Month has been ?¿Quienes Somos? Who Are We??? saidAlejandra Cabrera, a member of
the committeeof student representatives and A&S ?14. ?Our
theme for tonight is ?Somos.?
The closing ceremonyis about
answering that question?the
question of who we are.?
While guests waited for
the ceremony to begin, they
enjoyed a slideshowof photos
with students holding signs
saying ?Somos ?.? The pictures

Photo

courteSy

of

Sothavy Doeur

Sexual Chocolate performed at the closing ceremonies of Hispanic Heritage Month on Saturday night.
had been collected throughout to show our culture but at the
this year?s Hispanic Heritage same time we wantedto make it
Month.
integrative for everyone.?
?We had students write ?soThe closing ceremony began
mos? and an adjective describing with the ?Desfile de Nuestros
Paises,? or ?Parade of Our Countheir culture as one of our projects,? Cabrera said. ?The word tries,? in which BC students
could be in English, Spanish, carried flags representing the
world?s Hispanic countries. Ines
any language, describing [themMaturana Sendoya, director of
selves] or Latinos. I think it is important torememberthatthough OASP, reminded students of the
it is Hispanic Heritage Month, importance in celebrating their
at the end of the day we are very culture and heritage.
diverseand we are all one. That is
?As Latinos, we need to celwe
to
the message
wanted share ebrate everything we do with
with this project. We wanted dance,music, and food,? Sendoya

joked. ?So please celebrate with
your friends and family, and enjoytonight.?
The show featured performances from Uprising, Voices
of Imani, and Sexual Chocolate,
as well as outside groups Salsay
Control, who performed a contemporary salsa dance,Flamenco
Boston, Fuerza Internacional,
and Grupo Efectivo. During
intermission,guests dancedwith
friends and snacked on Latino
dishes and cake.
This year?s ceremony attracted a diverse audience of

students, faculty, and alumni,
and was something that Francisco Bernard, a member of
the committee of student representatives, co-director of the
closing ceremony and A&S ?15,
considered a great success. ?It
is amazing and heartwarming
for me to see so many students
and faculty membersnot onlyat
tonight?s event but the Hispanic
Heritage events throughout the
month,? he said. ?The diversity of
the student body here tonight is
really incredible.?
Hispanic Heritage Month
featured 13 events this year, including theLatin Soul Arts Festival, the Esperanza 5K, a Latin
Culinary Showcase on both
main campus and Newton, and
Hispanic Heritage Month?s first
everphoto exhibit. When asked
about the success of the closing
ceremonies, Cabrera believed
the diverseaudience attested to
the night?s success.
?I think therehasbeen agreat
turnout this year, and a very diverse turnout, which is great to
see,? Cabrera said.?It showsthat
there is a very big Latino community at BC. So many students
are interestedin the culture, and
I think Hispanic HeritageMonth
has been a great way to share a
littlebit about our heritagewith
everyone on campus.? n

POLICE BLOTTER

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

10/10/12-10/12/12

?If you could have starred in any movie, which
one would it be??

Wednesday, october 10
8:08 a.m. -An officer filed a report regarding medical assistance provided to
aßc student who was transported to a
medical facility by ambulance.

regarding medical assistance provided
to a Boston college employee at Stuart
Hall who was transportedby cruiser to a
medical facility.

?Forgetting Sarah
Marshall.?
?Meghan Kelleher,
A&S ?16

10:09 a.m. An officer files a report re-

11:57 a.m. -An officer filed a report regarding a larceny in cushing Hall.

garding assistance provided to another
police agency.
1:54 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding a past larceny at carney Hall.
2:44 p.m. An officer filed a report regarding a past larceny at Shaw House.
-

1:43 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding found property in o?Neill library, which was turned into the department and laterreturned to the owner.
-

2:21 p.m. -An officer filed a report

re-

garding a fire alarm in Stuart Hall. the
NewtonFire Department responded.

-

4:48 p.m.

An officer files a report regarding a subject who reported losing a
parking permit.

10:27 p.m. An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided

?Mean Girls.?
?Maggie Maretz,
A&S ?16

to a Bc student at the Plex.

11:24 p.m.
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An officer filed a report
regarding medical assistance provided
to a Bc student at Duchesne Hall who
was transported to a medical facility by
-

?Pulp Fiction.?
?Edris Samadi,
A&S ?16

ambulance.
6:53 p.m. -An officer files a report regarding assistance provided to another
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Boston Fire Department responded.
6:44 p.m. -An officer filed a report regarding assistance provided to another
police agency.

A Guide to Your

-

-

3:32 p.m. -An officer filed a report regarding a fire alarm in Greycliff Hall. the
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NCAA clarifies rules on sending

Five-year-old JB Harvey named honorary,
permanent member of BC football team
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CORRECTIONS

police agency.

2:34
7:19 p.m. -An officer filed a report regarding an actual fire. the Boston Fire
Department responded. there were no

a.m.

-

An officer filed a report

re-

garding suspicious circumstances near

Williams Hall.

injuries.

?Pirates of the Carribbean.?
?Johnny Steichen,

Thursday, october 11
9:16

a.m.

-

An officer filed a report

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

A&S ?15
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with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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Another ?Switch? examines energy crisis
approach to
admissions
BY SAMANTHA COSTANZO
Asst. News Editor

Boston College hosted a
screening on Thursday, Oct.
11 of the documentary Switch,
which aims to give a balanced
report of the world?s options for
a more sustainableenergy source

in the future.
Scott Tinker, a professor at the
University of Texas at Austin and
an

In 2003, the Supreme Court ruled
in Grutter v. Bollinger that universities could utilizeaffirmative action
in their admissionspolicies in order
to promote a diverse student body,
so longas the policy used race as

only a plus factor and not a deciding
factor. In the majorityruling, Justice
Sandra Day O?Connor wrote that the
Constitution does not prohibit the
use of race in admissions decisions
if it is used in a precise manner and
it furthers a compelling educational
interest that is derivedfrom havinga
diverse student body. However, she
also said thatshe did not see racial
affirmative action as a permanent
fixture in admissions decisions, suggesting that in 25 yearsit would no
longer be necessary.
It has onlybeen nine yearssince
that decision,and yet the Supreme
Court heard arguments in a similar
affirmative action case last Wednesday. The questionraised by petitioner
Abigail N.Fisher, a Caucasian female
applicant to the University of Texas,
was whether or not the University?s

admissions policy violated the
Equal Protection Clause of the 14th

Amendment in the case Fisher v.
University of Texas.

Out of the thousands of cases
that come beforethe Court, it hears

fewer than 100 of them. Given the
limited time resources that the Court
has, I wonderwhether or not those
resources are being efficiently used
by spending time hearing a case that
is not substantiallydifferentfrom a
case heard less than a decadeago. Al-

though O?Connor suggested thataffirmative action wouldeventuallybe
unnecessary, the time frame that she
suggested was that of a couple of decades, not a few years.Furthermore,
given the jurisprudentialimportance
of stare decisis, it seems unlikely that
the Court would overturn a case that
is not greatlydifferentiatedfrom an

identical case less than a decadeold.
The importance of the case
and the implications of a possible
decision,however,could justify
the Court?s decision to hear such a
similar case. Although racial affirmative action has beenaround since
the 1960s, there has always been
controversy over its constitutionality and its goalsand effects. Since its

inception, there havebeendifferent

stated goalsof theracialaffirmative
action programs used in university
admissions processes. While the
originalgoal was to redress social
injustices caused byslaveryand racial
discrimination, O?Connor framed
its purpose in her majority opinion
in terms of theeducationalbenefits
of havinga diversestudentbody at a
university.
Given bothof thesepurposes, I
have always questionedthe effectiveness of theracialaffirmative action
programs in place in universities
across the country. In most schools,
the admissionspolicies take race
into account withoutconsidering the

backgrounds of the
applicants. This diminishesthe effectiveness of the policies because of the
applicants that it helps the most.
When I was in high school, one
of myfriends toldme abouthis
experienceapplying to Yale as a black
socioeconomic

in the film, the world must consider other options. In addition,

there are currently no sources
of energy than can be produced
and shipped on the same scale
as coal.
With each energy source

internationallyknown energy

expert, traveled the world for
two years and interviewed other
experts in 11 countries to learn

ANDREW SKARAS

global warming. The NRG projlookingfor ways to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions to
produce what is known as clean
coal, but until then, Tinker said
ect is

about everything from coal to
steam to nuclear sources of energy in the hopes of discovering
an answer to the world?s energy
crisis.

Tinker measures the efficiency of each source of energy
by calculating how many people
it could power per year. He estimated that on average, a person
uses 20 million watt-hours per
year. This includes the gasoline
and electricity a person uses,
the energy used to power public
buildings he or she goes into, and

the energy used to makeand ship
food and other products such as
clothing.
Tinker?s journeystarted close

the Bell Ayre coal
mine in Wyoming. Bell Ayre is
the largest coalmine in the world
and can power 3.6 million people
per year. Coal is the cheapest
source of energy in the world.
According to United States Undersecretary of Energy Steve
to home, at

Koonin, coal accounts for about
half of the energy in the U.S.
Though he said there is still
plenty left, the biggest issue with
coal is not its abundance, but
rather its effect on the environment.

When burned, coal produces
carbon dioxide, which is considered a major contributor to

?We started with a
question, then went
out to find the answers, working hard
to remain unbiased
and open to new
ideas?
-Scott Tinker
Energy expert and
professor at University of
Texas at Austin
discussed, Tinker takes

a com-

prehensive look at the benefits

and drawbacks of each.
Biofuels, which are made of
plants such as corn and sorghum,
are difficult to produce on the
large scale this low-density fuel
would need in order to be viable. Solar and wind energy are
expensive and not very reliable,
but they are totally clean options.
Compressed gas, which is used to
fuel public busses in Fort Worth,
costs less than diesel and has
lower emissions, but the initial
switch can be very expensive.
France gets 80 percent of its
power from nuclear energy and
recycles the waste. Tinker noted,

however, that after the tragedy
at the Fukushima plant in Japan,
people are warier thanever about
embracing nuclear power despite
the fact that creating it is actually less dangerous than creating

energyfrom coal.Producingeach
of these on the scale needed to
make an impact is also an issue.
In Norway, Tinker discovered
that the country gets 90 percent
of its energy from water. He
called it ?the most successful
switch in the world.?
So how can the U.S. and developingcountries like Indiaand
China, which Tinker says will
account for most of the world?s
coal and oil use in the future,
maintain a sustainable source
of energy?
?The switch must be made in
the way we use and understand
energy,? Tinker said in the film.
In addition to using a variety of
renewable energy sources instead
of depending on just one, Tinker
emphasizedthat using lessenergy
in general will not only reduce
emissions, but it will alsoreduce
the amount of energy that must
actually be produced and therefore solve the problem of scale.
Switch has been hailed as the
first comprehensive, unbiased
documentary about the world?s
energy crisis.
?While many other energy
films set out with an agenda,then
advocate for one energy type or
another, Switch is different,? Tinker said in a press release. ?We
started with a question thenwent
out to find the answers, working
hard to remain unbiased and
open to new ideas.?
Switch is part of an energy education program geared toward
elementary, middle, and high

school students that includes
online videos and a curriculum
co-developedwith the American
GeologicalInstitute. n

Jacobs questions Vietnam strategy
BY ANDREW SKARAS
Heights Staff
In Southeast Asia, the United
States defined its foreign policy
through and basedits fight against
Communism on theextended conflict in Vietnam. While this is taken
for grantednow, professor Seth Ja-

cobs suggests that this was not the
necessary conclusionto America?s
involvement in the region.
An associate professor in Bos-

history department,
is focused on
United States foreign policy in
the post-World War II era. His
ton College?s

Jacobs? research

book, The Universe
Unraveling: American Foreign
Policy in Cold War Laos, analyzes
the decision to fight the advance
most recent

of Communism in Vietnam instead of Laos, a country in which

the Eisenhower and Kennedy
administrations spent considerable funds to back the Royal Lao
Government.

Although the generallyaccepted reason that the U.S. fought in
Vietnam over Laos is geographic,

Jacobs suggests that there was a
darker explanationunderlying the
decision. In a recent release from
the Office of News and Public

Affairs, he posited that the real
?ethnocentrism, a
poisonous contempt for an entire

reason was an

country.?

Jacobs suggested several rea-

for this contempt, including
the general mannerism of the
leaders as passive and not strong
enough to repel any attempt at a
Communist takeover. While he
said that this was not truly representative of the people?s ability to
fight and defend their country, Jasons

CONSIDEER THIS. .

of its
energyfrom hydro power
plants. It creates the sixth
highest amount of hydro
energy in the world, behind
China, Canada, Brazil, the
U.S., and Russia.

The diminished role of
nuclear power:

ates over 90 percent

Energy expert Scott Tin-

ker believes that creating
nuclear energy is actually a
safer process than creating
energy from coal. Despite
the opinons of Tinker
and other energy experts,
nuclear power has seen a
diminishedrole on an in-

The U.S. generates six
percent of its annual energy
from hydro power. Out of

all the renewableenergy
sources, the U.S. creates
the largest percentage of its
energy from hydro sources.

ternational scale since the

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
disaster of March 2011.

The Solar Energy Gener-

The disaster, which sent
one-tenth the amount of
raditation into the atmosphere that the Chernobyl
disaster did, changed the
energy plans of many

ating Systems solar power
facility in California is the
largest solar power plant
in the world. Although the

nese disaster, Germany had

U.S. has the largest solar
facility in the world, it generates less than one percent
of its toal power from solar

shut down eight nuclear

sources.

national governments.

Within days of the Japareactors. Once a country

Large growth in solar
energy production ca-

that created 23 percent
of its power from nuclear
sources, Germany has announced that it will shut
down all of its nuclear
power plants by 2022 at the
lastest.

pacity is expected in the
U.S. in the near future.

California?s state government has signed legislation
that promises to derive 33
percent of the state?s energy
consumprtion from renewable sources by 2020. In
order to do this, California
is planning to build a number of large solar energy
facilities within the state.
The current world leader in
solar energy production is
Germany, which produces
over 9,000 megawatts of
solar power a year.

Switzerland and Spain
have banned the construction of any new reactors,
and the United States,
which in 2007 planned
to build 28 new nuclear
reactors by 2020, will likely
have no more than three

built before this date. The
U.S. creates the most nuclear power of any country
in the world, though only
19 percent of the nation?s
total power creation comes
from nuclear sources.

Wind power creates the
second most energy out
of all renewable sources
of energy in the U.S. Only
two percent of the U.S.?s

Alternative sources of
power:

total energy production
from wind sources,
however. The U.S. created
the most wind power in the
world in 2010, though China has the highest capacity
comes

Tinker believes that
Norway?s use of hydro
power is a great example of
a nation succesfully ridding
itself of traditional power
sources. Norway cre-

to create wind power under
favorable wind

cobs said that it was this American

perception that led to the eventual

decision to fight in Vietnam instead of Laos. n

October concert series continues
meum.? The choir also gave period clarinet used during the

BY ANDREW MILLETTE

cor

Assoc. News Editor

the BC community the honor of
hearing the first North American
performance of music from the
Peterhouse Partbooks, the largest
existing source of pre-Reformation
English sacred music.
On Oct. 13, the Skalholt Quartet, which was ledby notedDutch

The Boston College music
department and the Institute for

the Liberal Arts have teamed up
to bring a series of concerts, span-

ning a variety of musical genres
and time periods and featuring
artists-in-residence, to campus

during October.
On Oct. 10, The Blue HeronRenaissance Choir came back to BC
to perform pieces from pre-Refor-

mation England.Directed by Scott
Metcalfe, theensemble performed

Nicholas Ludford?s ?Missa Inclina

violinist Jaap Schroder, performed
masterworksof classical chamber
music. This Icelandic group performed quartets by Haydn, Boccherini, and Mozart. Schroder is
known as a leaderin the movement
to perform early music in a manner
authentic to its time period. The

performance showed Schroder?s
commitment to this movement.
Pianist Stephen Drury will lead
the contemporary Callithumpian
Consort on Oct. 22. In residence

this academic year, the consort
focuses on contemporary music.
The consort will alsoperform with
music students on Dec. 10, and
willbe conducting workshops and
rehearsals for students throughout
their residency.
The concerts that comprise this
series have all been performed in
or will be performed in Gasson
100. n

student. He was an upper middle-

1

class suburbanitewho had allthe
advantages in life thathis white classmates had. Whilehis grades were
good and his resume strong, hesaid
heknew they were not as strong as
some of myother classmatesapplying to Yale.He was the only student
Yale accepted from myschool and
wondered whether he would have
had that opportunity if it weren?t for

.
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his race.
In many cases, these are the
students thataffirmative action
helps the most. Because of their
socioeconomic status, they haveall
the monetary advantagesin life that
seem so necessary to put together an
attractive collegeresume. Insofar as
cultural diversity is concerned, the
culture from which he came was no

different thanhis white applicants.
If the purpose of current policies is
to right socialinjustices and increase

cultural diversity, thenthat couldbe
more effectively achieved if it were
targetedoutright.
AndrewSkaras is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at news@bcheights.com.
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Affirmative action case could
impact BC?s future admissions
Affirmative Action, from A1
for that case.
?We evaluate all applicants in a
holistic manner, considering both
objective and subjective criteria in
making our decisions,? Mahoney
said. ?Justice Sandra Day O?Connor
wrote in her majority opinion from
2003: ?Instead, a university may

consider race or ethnicity only as
a plus factor in a particular candidate?s file, without insulating the
individual from comparison with
all other candidates for the available seats.? This captures the kind
of thoroughness and sensitivity

which Undergraduate Admission
brings to the review of every application.?
Many colleges and universities

have come together to support the
University of Texas in this case. BC
is one of the institutions making an
argument foraffirmative action.
?Boston College this summer
joined an amicus brief with other Jesuit universities, including

Georgetown, supporting the University of Texas in this case,? Mahoneysaid. ?Over 100 amicus briefs

have been filed with the Supreme
Court in favor of maintaining affirmative action.? Fewer than 20
briefs have been filed in support of
Fisher thus far.
While the administrations of
many colleges and universities
strongly and publiclysupport affirmative action, it hascaused enough
controversy to leadto its banningat
public universities in severalstates,

including Florida and California.
Colleges in strong support of the
policy see great benefits in the
diversity it fosters.
?My personal belief is that diversity of all kinds?geographic,
ethnic, religious, thought?greatly
enhances the educational experience here at Boston College and
elsewhere,? Mahoney said. ?By
meeting peoplefrom differentparts
of the country or the world, people
from differentethnic or socioeconomic backgrounds, or people
with different religious beliefs, our
students encounter multiple ideas
and ways of viewing the world. To
me, as a lifelong educator, this is

wherereal learning occurs.?
Mahoney also believes that affirmative action helps BC achieve

its mission as a Jesuit, Catholic
institution of higher learning.

?I believe thata diversestudent
body here at Boston College helps
us to fulfill one of the Ignatian ideals of education,? Mahoney said.
?That is, we are about the business
of pursuing knowledge on allfronts
with a mind toward discovering
truth. We are better equipped to
know the truthwhen we have been
exposed to multiple perspectives
on thebig questionswe face as human beings.?

The Supreme Court will not
issue a ruling until next year. A decision in favor of the University of
Texas would leavehigher education
unchanged. A decision in favor of
Fisher, which wouldoverturn Grut-

Bollinger, would declare the
of racial preferences in college
admissions unconstitutional for
public universities. Many private
universities are not beyond the
ter v.

use

reach of the influence of this case,
however. Any private college or
university that receives federal
funds, including BC, would also
have to do away with affirmative
action practices if Grutter is over-

turned. n

Students respond to OIR survey
Conduct Survey, from A1
part of the survey?s process.
?[The survey] is a part

of an
ongoing assessment that all administrative departments go through,?
said Michael Pimental, director of
the Administrative Program Review.
?Every seven years, each administrative department will go through

this student conduct assessment at
least once.?
The Office of Residential Life,
the Career Center, and theOffice of
AHANA Student Programs are all
notableadministrativedepartments
that have gatheredstudent feedback

allowing student affairs to
analyze responses to the questions
more closely.
For instance, akey questionin the
survey asks, ?What are your primary
sources ofinformationabout the student conduct process?? Responses
close,

to this

question in particular allow

student affairs to ?gain insight into
whatcommunication vehicleswork,?
Pimental said. Student affairs is
interested in knowing how students

becoming educatedon the conduct policies at BC. Knowing where
students are gatheringinformationis
critical, as for instance, if most studentsare learning about the conduct
are

in the past, Pimental said.
?[The Officeof the VicePresident
for] Student Affairs really takes this

policies from theirRAs, it is then es-

program seriously,? Pimental said.
They are concerned with ?getting a
better sense of where are we, where
do we needto be, where canwe go.?
A few hundred students have
completed this survey already, and
in a few weeks? time, the survey will

these policies.
Additionally, open-ended questions such as, ?How do you think BC
might improve theconductprocess??
allow students to describe their
personal thoughts on the process.
This will allow student affairs to

sential to make sure that theRAs are
conveying theright messages about

acquire specific information about

the ?level of awareness that students
have about theroles of the student
conduct policies,? Pimental said.
Furthermore, feedback such as this
from students will allowstudent affairs to pinpoint precise areas that
may need improvement.

Ultimately, according to the
Office of Institutional Research,
Planning, andAssessment?s website,
?The intent of theseefforts is to foster
the mission of Boston College as
a Catholic, Jesuit university, while
contributing to the advancement
of the broad field of institutional
research.?
Efforts like the student conduct
survey are part of an ongoing process of evaluation by the OIR that
encourages improvement in various
areas. Student involvement in these
efforts is crucial to their success,

Pimental said. The more students
who takepart in this survey, the more
student affairs can grow and evolve
accordingly. n
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BC Street featured performancesby various BC dance groups, musical groups, and even a caricature artist (above).

BC Street features music, dance
BC Street, from A1

traffic in O?Neill Plaza, so that the
performers would have a constant
audience.

its talent.?
In addition to performance
groups, RHA sought to get many

BC Street offered an incentive to

for the whole performance as
well. In a nod to street musicians,
of BC?s students involved as well. the performance groups came
Since September, their 10-person equipped with a hat or another
container,but rather than soliciting
student programming council has
worked to promote the program, change,they encouragedthosewho
giving the event its own Twitter enjoyedtheperformance to deposit
hashtag #packtheplaza, and draw- raffle tickets available at the event.
ing students in with street signs At the end of the 15-minute perevocative of a city festival, made formance, the performers would
select a ticket, andthe lucky winner
by Catherine Daigle, head of communications for RHA and A&S received a gift card to Target.
For RHA, BC Street proved an
?14. Furthermore, they planned
the event based on hours of peak invaluable opportunity to promote
stay

the organization. According to
Schlein, ?RHA as an organization
is knownandrespected, but I think
we can take it to the next level and
really make a name for ourselves.?
He hopes that this event in
particular, one of the higher-budgetedin theRHA calendarthisyear,
could further that name recognition. ?It?s different?it?s never been
done before,? he said. ?That?s what
I wanted to do with my position
[as vice president], do innovative

things that people haven?t seen
before.?
He added, ?As I tell the people
on my council, there?s no such thing
as an idea that?s too big.? n

BC 2 Boston holds Harpoon tasting
Harpoon Brewery, from A1
year as an independentdepartment
of UGBC. This restructuring has
allowed for a staff solely devoted
to BC 2 Boston programming, in

addition to

a

larger budget. The

Harpoon Brewery Tasting is BC 2

Boston?s third consecutive sold-out
event this year, a demonstration
of the organization?s growth in its
new division.
Harpoon Brewery?s expansive
tasting room emulates a typical
pub atmosphere,but the large windowsoverlookingthe breweryfoster the room?s unique educational
and historic atmosphere. Upon
presenting identification to the
Harpoon staff, students were given
a sample of Harpoon?s traditional
fall beer, Octoberfest. Students
kept their glasses throughout the
night and were then allowed to
have unlimited samples of any

beer on tap.
Although BC 2 Boston had
clearly marketed the event as
a tasting, there was confusion
amongst students who thought
they would additionallybe taking
a tour of thehistoric Boston brewery. ?Harpoon doesn?t allowgroups
to reserve tours, so in order to al-

low as many students as possible
to come we had to sacrifice touring
the brewery,? said event organizer,
Valerie Avila,A&S ?13.
Despite lacking a tour, students

glad I did because it?s a lot better
than I was expecting,? said Mike
Capineri, CSOM ?13.
Tickets went on sale Oct. 3 in

appeared to be enjoying them-

only available to members of the
classes of 2013 and 2014. Although
there were a few juniors, the majority of students in attendance
were seniors. One of thechief goals
of the BC 2 Boston program is to
make Boston a more accessible
city to BC students by providing
affordable events that allow them

selves, listeningto music, mingling
amongst friends, and discussing the variety of beers they had
tried. The tasting was led by two
Harpoon staff members serving
as both bartendersand educators.
The staff was extremelyentertaining as well asknowledgeable, cater-

ing their presentations specifically
to the BC crowd, attendees said.
?I?ve onlybeen 21 for a few months,
so I don?t know that much about
different types of beer,? said Katie
Tusch, A&S ?13. ?They simplified
the information, so you didn?t have

the Robsham box office and were

explore the city and take advan-

making
eun hee kwOn / heights stAff
these events especially appealing WBZ-TV anchor Paula Ebben (above) moderated a discussion on topicsranging from the economy to foreign
to seniors who are trying to do as
much as possible in their last year.
?Going to a brewery has been on
my Boston bucket list for a while
now, so I bought my ticketas soon
to be a beer expert to understand
row, Hopkins predicted, based lighting the ?deep divide between
the different varieties and what as they went on sale. I think BC 2
Decision 2012, from A1
Boston is such a great program
on the polls, that Romney would Democrats and Republicans,? Landy
occasions they?re good for.?
The staff educated the audibecause personally it has helped
win the national popular vote, but
spoke of how the president favors
ence on Harpoon?s history and
me check a lot of things off my
further apart.
Obama would win the Electoral
?soft power,? meaning promoting
More issues are subject to parthe brewing process throughout bucket list,? Tusch said.
Collegeand retain the presidency. positive cooperative activity, cultithe tasting, allowing the event to
Many studentswho went might tisan disagreementtoday,as social, The potential for this kind of split, vating world opinion, refurbishing
not remember the difference in
be entertaining, fun, and informaforeign policy, immigration, and reminiscent of the 2000presidential America?s international image,
tive. Students especially enjoyed how a cider is brewedversus a dark environmental issues are hotly election between George W. Bush
and only using force as a last rethe event because they didn?t have beer, but theymight rememberthe debated in Washington, whereas and Al Gore, will only be affected, sort. Romney, on the other hand,
to break theirbanks to attend this
good music, good conversations, previously the economy was the Hopkins said, by votes in the nine advocatesfor ?hard power,? which
includesbuildingup militaryassets
only main point of contention, she key battlegroundstates.
unique experience. ?My friends and good beer they had while imand I decidedto gomostlybecause mersing themselves in Boston?s added.
Hale?s main focus was how the through increaseddefense spending
tickets were only 5 dollars. But I?m
culture. n
and solidifying credibility that we
Hopkins highlighted the key government?s three major entitlenumbers that recent polls have ment programs?Social Security, will use our force if necessary.
Medicare, andMedicaid?are drivVoters, Landy said, will bestuck
shown regarding the current election. From the beginning of the
ing the nation?s debt crisis. He with decidinghow seriouslywe take
race throughAugust, Hopkins said,
pointed out thatthis year?s election world public opinion and value
President Barack Obama held a is clearly a ?choice election? where international institutions.
two-point lead over Mitt Romney, voters will have to decide between
During the questionand answer
a lead that only widenedafter the
candidates with ?distinctively dif- portion of the event, the panelists
Democratic National Convention. ferent big ideas about the way the discussedissues such as voterfraud
After the candidates? first debate, government should be run [it and the common ?blame game? ofhowever, polls indicated that the is] not just a referendum on the ten invoked by candidates wishing
tage of all it has to offer,

Panel focuses in on election issues

?

race was in a dead heat, and that
Romney may even have a slightedge
over the incumbent president.
?With the Internet, it?s easy to
get drownedin a deluge ofinforma-

tion from pollsters,? Hopkins said,
but thiselectionhas been consistent
in providing an aggregate picture

of the polls. Websites like pollster.
com and realclearpolitics.com, he
said, have contributed to the wide
phOtO cOurtesy Of

creAtive cOMMOns

BC 2 Boston brought students into the city for a tastingevent at Boston?s HarpoonBrewery (above) on Fridayevening.

availabilityand comprehensiveness
of election polls.
If the election was held tomor-

incumbent?s performance.?
Hale put it simply: Obama talks
about moving forwardon our current path, and Romney wants to
new path all together. The
Republican problem? Voters are

forge a

scared by the ?great unknown? that
Romney?s unspecific
proposals.The Democrat problem?
?The known is scary,? Hale said.
Finally,Landy widened the focus
of thediscussionto an international
level, weighing the candidates?
foreign policy positions. High-

represents

to hold the previous administration
responsible for every problem facing the country today.
In light of the first presidential
debatethe previous week and the
vice presidential debate that took

place on the night of the panel,
the professors emphasized that
post-debatemedia stories are often
insubstantial and focus more on
the performance rather than the
issues, with Hopkinscalling media

coverage of the debates ?theater
criticism.? n
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Help

wanted

Help

Newton SKI/BOARD Shop
seeks P/T SHOP-Experienced
sales and backshop staff. Flexible hours, informal atmosphere,

some ski/equipment privileges,
indoor plumbing. Email Centreski@aol.com.

Community

Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank?s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.

Used bicycle wanted. Mild to
moderate use preferred. A bright
paint color is desired. Willing to
pay variable price but will also take
it off your hands for free. Please
contact carljones@yahoo.com if
interested.

Check out the B-Line at
theb-line.tumblr.com

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

"Before giving,
always look for the
Humane Seal."
NOAH WYLE
Star of NBC's hit show ER

The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals.
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Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.
www.HumaneSeal. org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
ADMINISTERED BY PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

To be heard, fill out
Student Conduct survey

There may be people who have more talent than you, but there?s no excuse for anyone to work harder than you do?and I believe that.
-Derek Jeter (1974-), shortstop for the New York

Given the OIR review of the StudentConduct System, The
Heights urges students to provide constructive criticism
The policies of ResLife are one of
the most complained-about topics
on campus. Any organization that is
tasked with enforcing policies, especially ones that often conflict with
popular activitiesof the student body,
is bound to garner complaints from
many students?especially those who
have been subject to its sanctions.
Students complain that policies and
sanctions are unfair and not transparent enough, and they are often
frustrated when their voices seem to
go unheard.
With this sentiment in mind, the
Office of InstitutionalResearch (OIR)
is conducting a review of the current
Student Conduct System. OIR sent
out an email to the student body asking for student feedback regarding
theirunderstanding of and experience
with the conduct system. This survey

is open to both students who have
been involved in the student conduct
system andthose who have not. These
confidentialsurveys could potentially
effect change in the current system,
and are thereforepivotal tools for students to have their voices heard.
Considering this opportunity to
effect change, The Heights urges
students to complete the survey.
Any concerned students should feel
compelledto give their feedback, and
even students who are not as knowledgeable about the Student Conduct
System can provide valuableinformation to the review. We would like to
remind students to give both positive
and negative feedback, and to do so
constructively. If students want their
voice to be heard, it is essential that
they participate?especially in such a
quick, easy format.

Students should utilize
academic resources
Academic advisors and the upcoming Major/Minor fair
provide both guidance and support for undergraduates
In addition, we hope undecided
students will attend the Major/Minor
Fair this Tuesday in the Higgins Hall
atrium from 4 to 6:30 p.m. Hosted by
particular?the academicadvisor ser- UGBC and the Academic Advising
vice and the Major/Minor fair?will Center as part of Academic Advising
greatly benefit students if they choose Awareness Week, the fair is one of
the best ways for students to educate
to participate.
Often, students see faculty advithemselves on the courses of study
sors simply as the people they need to offered at BC. Undergrads are able
meet with to receive theirregistration to explore the possibilities of a new
access codes, and they fail to initiate major in an informed setting, and
helpful conversations.We wouldlike possibly even discover a less-known
to remind students that the academic minor such as Psychoanalytic Studies
advising process is truly what they or Faith, Peace, and Justice. Whatmake of it. One?s advisor is an expert ever questions students have, the
in his or her major and could provide Academic Advising Center is there
insightful and necessary advice for to help.
students? individual academic paths.
The Heights hopes that those who
The academic world at Boston Colmay feel lost in the academic whirl of
lege can be tough to navigate, and college life seriously consider accessadvisors should be sought out for ing these resources to enhance their
help.
college experience.
As spring registration time quickly

nears, The Heights urges students
to take advantage of the academic
resources available to them. Two in

BC 2 Boston excels with
recent programming
The newly separate UGBC department demonstrates a
proper use of funds and dynamic event planning
The Heights would like to compliment
and congratulate BC 2 Boston for their
successful programming through the first
weeks of the 2012 fall semester.The UGBC
departmenthas provided students the opportunity to attend several events in the
Boston area,including trips to the Museum
of Science College Night, the Boston Red

?BC 2 Boston has offered
students alternative events
for the weekends that have
proven to be highly successful and well-attended.?
Sox vs. TampaRays game,and the musical
production of WarHorse. These events have
been well-attended,many sellingout within
days, andshow the great potential offuture
BC 2 Boston programming. We wouldlike
to commendthe departmentfor offering so
many successful events within the first six
weeks of the semester, and we encourage
them to continue the good work.
The Heights would also like to con-

gratulate BC 2 Boston for producing
such worthwhile programs on a relatively
limitedbudget during their first year as an
independent department within UGBC.
As a newly-formed entity, BC 2 Boston
has successfully used their resources and
staff by offering students fun, relevant
events to attend off campus. The Heights
believesthatthe departmentsets a standard
that should be adopted by Nights on the
Heights (NOTH), an organization which
often struggles to increase attendanceand
provide relevantstudent programming.BC
2 Boston has offered students alternative
eventsfor theweekendsthathave proven to
be highly successful andwell-attended.We
hope that NOTH looksto this department
as an examplewhen planning events in the
coming months.
In light of the recent successes of BC 2
he Heights also urges UGBC to
Boston, T
allocate more money to the department
in the coming years. With such immediate
success, BC 2 Boston has great potential
moving forward, and we hope that UGBC
continues to provide the department
with the means to fund more successful
events.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The following letter is in response to "Girls (who run the world)" by Marc Francis
First of all, I would like to say that I did see a hint
of good intention from Mr. Francis in this article. He
acknowledged that women are gaining ground in the
business world, and he tried to explore the reasons
for this. However, whatever well-meaningthat existed
to begin with got lost in a sea of poorly articulated
observations, unnecessary pop culture references,
and a littlebit of ignorance.
In the last paragraph of his article, Mr. Francis
says that he finds the Women in Business organization at Boston College unnecessary since we are ?not
in the 1980s anymore.? While I admirehis optimism
about the ?tolerance and acceptance? of modern
society, I think that he needs to recognize that not
everybody is quite as open-minded as he is. In case
it is not clear to Mr. Francis, gender discrimination
does still exist, and it is not just a ?slight inequality
that will be obsolete in a decade.? I?m sure that most
people at this University are aware that women still
do not earn equal pay for equal work. Perhaps they
have also heard the term ?Glass Ceiling? whichrefers
to the veryreal barrier in the business hierarchy that
women are somehowstill prevented from passing.
Plus there are countless examplesof sexism in the
way that women are treated on a dailybasis (some
subtle and some not so subtle) that carry over into
the workplace. I could list off statistics about gender discrimination, but usually all it takes to see it is
opening one?s eyes.
Mr. Francis points out that women have come very
far in the business world, and he refers to this well-

emphasize the momentous accomplishment). However, he fails to recognize that the progress that has

been made for women in business is a direct result
of the hard work of (you guessed it) women. It is not
simply the result of a growing sense of tolerance in
society that magicallyappeared on its own. Women
have been fighting gender discriminationfor decades
and continue to struggle with it today. I completely
agree with Mr. Francis that we as a University should
celebratethe successes that have been achieved. In
fact, we should encourage further progress as much
as possible?hence the reason for the Women in
Business organization that he opposes.
Regardless of my opinion about his article, I do
feel sorry that Mr. Francis felt that he was excluded
from seeing Diane von Furstenberg when the Women

in Business club sponsored her visit to campus. I am
not personally a member of the organization, but
he should have felt welcome to attend if he was so
passionate about it. However, I would encourage him
to take the initiative to express his interest to the
event organizer the next time he would like to attend
a club-sponsored event. I am of course referring to
ANY event sponsored by ANY club on campus, not
just the gender-specificones. Many co-ed clubs also
host events for their members, but often they are
open to sharing their interests with other students.
Next time he feels so strongly about attending a
Women in Business event, he should just ask the organizer. Women can actually be pretty open, and we
aren?t always just ?feigning it.?

deserved and hard-won progress as ?the modern day?s
girl power? (maybe he should have dottedthe i?s with
hearts and made smiley-faces out of the o?s just to

Julia Burkett

A&S ?14

What do you think?
Wrile your own letter to the editor.
editoi@bcheights.com
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted
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OPINIONS

Are video games destroying literature?
Thumbs
Up
Grand theft clock- If you
went to Late Night this
weekend, you may have
noticed something: the big
clock was missing. We don?t
know if its absence was due
to routine maintenance or
because someone was playing a prank, but if it was the

latter, we applaud the soul
brave enough to try such a
feat. May you go down in
history along with the kid
who put a Natty Light in the
hands of Saint Ignatius.
Heroic moves by MichConfirmed sources say that
Mich, one of the Walsh
security guards, rescued
Walsh from imminent doom
by throwing a flaming trashcan out thefront doorof the
residence hall after someone threw a cigarette in it.

Boston College community,
we owe this guy some big
thanks. Not only does he

deal with drunken underclassmenshenanigans every
weekend(but really, imagine
how many sloppy freshmen
he encounters), but now he?s
saved us from a serious fire
threat. Thumbs up to an
unsung BC hero.

was simply more engrossing.

BENJAMIN OLCOTT
We?ve allheard how thebangs, flashes,
blood, guts, etc.?the sensorystuff?of video
gamesare purportedly shrinking the attention
spans and increasing violent tendencies of the
world?s youth. That?s old hat to us children of
the 2000s. Iwill debateuntil I?m very oldand no
longerhave an attention span thatvideo games
donot shrink the attention spans ofyoung
people,but I cannot deny that our generation
lovesthis type of chest-thumping, sensory-overload entertainment. Just look at thebest-selling
Xbox360 gamesofall time ? Kinect Adventures,
Call of Duty: Black Ops, Halo 3, Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 2, Gears of War.
Yetif that was really the major reason why
we play games?for the spectacle and adrenaline rush ofit?video gameswouldn?t need to
be more thansounds and moving splotches on
screens like Pong and Pac-man of yesteryear to
be popular. If this were true, big-time developers like EA Games or Activision wouldn?t spend
theastronomical amount of time andmoney
they do on developingnewer, more modern

games.They would simply update the sensorial
aspects (graphics, soundtracks, controllers)
of theseoldergamesand tweakgameplay
mechanics.But judgingby the existence of
really complex, bildungsroman-esquegames
like World ofWarcraft, it is evidentthatthereis
more to it.

So let?s look at World of Warcraft. It?s
possibly the most pop-culturally significant,
controversial,andbeloved video gameof our

generation.It isn?t uncommon to hear about
A purrfect political candidate-A Virginia cat named
Hank is seeking election for
U.S. Senate. Running on a
bipartisianplatform and not
asking for any donations,
we think he might have a
chance considering the current

playersspending730-plus hours in-game (an
entire monthof gameplay),or that some have
developedcarpal tunnel syndrome, a nervous
disorderthat usuallyrequires surgery to completelyheal, while playing.In a few completely
real cases, players have stopped interacting in
thereal worldbecausetheworldof Warcraft

What?s frighteninglyfun about the game is
thatyou essentiallyget to live your own fantasy
adventure story. You start by picking a character like orcs, night elves, and humans, andthe
?class? you want your character to be (a mage
for instance). Then, starting at a puny level
of one, you journeythrough a massive world
with thousands of potentialinteractions with
otherplayers, monsters, and gamecharacters
gaining experience,collecting better gear and
?leveling up,? as it?s called. Eventually?a long
eventually?youreach the highest level, your
gear is thebest, and neithermonsters nor other
players stand a chanceof defeatingyou. Who
doesn?t dreamof becoming powerful beyond
your wildestdreamslikethis?Who doesn?t
occasionallywish they lived in some other land,
not necessarily this universe, where magic,
monsters, andadventure are as common as
orc invasions, but still, somewhere completely
fantastic and personalto you?
What I?m suggesting is thatWorld of
Warcraft is so popular because it allowsme,
theplayer, to create the entirety of the narrative
structure that I will take part in. Not only doI
write the story, but I?m alsothe main character.
I haveabsolute authorityover everything.I
decidewhat sort of warrior I am, how Ifight,
who Ifight, where Ifight, when Ifight, if Ifight.
I can walk around and do nothing at all. I can
fish, cook, swim, or kill boar for hours. I can do
anything, but whateverit is or isn?t, it is Iforging thepath by myselfandfor myself?and I?m
completelyfree to doso. This iron fist over the
narrative of a life, regardless of its grounding in
reality, is to beblunt and mentallystimulating.
In thepost-WoW years, some form of

character/gamer developmenthas become
nearlyubiquitousin games.Xbox360 introduced a system of ?achievements? with which
gamers get ?points? for doing certain things in
games.Thesepoints can sometimes be traded
in for stuff from theXbox marketplace, but
mostlythey showhow many gamesand how
much of thesegamesa gamerhas conquered.
The higher the score is, the?better? a gamer
appears to others. Thus, completinggames
has, asidefrom the in-game narrative one, a
meta-narrative incentive, the meta in this case
referring to real life. Even supposedly?stupid?
shoot-em-up games like Halo or Call of Duty

have deeppersonalizationand character development. And in games like Wii Sports or Kinect
Adventures, your physical movements generate

How to treat
a lady

the movements of a virtual you whose particu-

lar movements, if performed wellby the virtual
you, andtherefore thereal you, result in virtual
you character developmenthappiness which in
turn givesreal you character developmenthappiness too. In short, it is specificallycompletely
egocentric, freeform narrative development
that makesthese gamesso damnpopular.
If I?ve done my jobcorrectly, it shouldbe
clearer now how video gamesmight inadvertently attack literature?the narrative space
that literatureoccupies is growing smaller as
the highlyrewarding and addicting narrative
space of video games gets more popular and
thus larger. But I believe thatliterature is an
impenetrablefortress, andvideo games are just
going to have to dealwith that.
It all comes down to point of view. Games
succeed because it is I, the player,controlling
everything about myself.Literature is the he,
she, you creating his, her, your world that I am
detachedly experiencing. Thecentral character
of a novel is never the person reading the novel,
which is another way to put it. Videogames
cannot possibly have this type of relationship

with a player, for if ever a video game was to
become beyond the controlof I, theplayer,
it wouldcease to be a videogameand would
become an animatedfilm.
And that is the separate and unique joy of

reading literature. Itis not just your mind in
your world.It is your mindbriefly mingling in
themind ofanotherwonderfulmind, your mind
entering the wacky worldof someone else?s
imagination, and whileit is fun to dothings how
theself wouldlike it, there is a limit to what the
self can imagine. Whatabout Tolkien?s orcs?
Poe?s ticking heart or Fitzgerald?s Jay Gatsby?
A video game cannot possibly transfer to us an
emotion, story, or experience that we ourselves
could not possibly have formulated. As it turns
out, these emotions, stories, and experiences

PARISA OVIEDO
For her first month in college,
Jenna (this name, and all the other
names used in this column, have been

changed for privacy purposes) had
felt like she was on top of the world.
She was ahead in her courses, already
beginning to wet her feet in leadership opportunities, and, as the cherry
on top, she was seeing a boy who
she was beginning to like. Then her
friends told her that Steve had a thing
for multiple, continuous, no-stringsattached hookups. They would hang
out in her room, get kicked out by her
roommate, go back to his room, and
then she wouldembrace the walk-ofshameback to her room. It became a
problem, but she never said anything
about it.
Womanizers are a particular breed
of their own. They will target anything
in a dress. With the cold weather approaching, most women don?t mind
wearing sweatpants or baggy sweatshirts. At Boston College, however,
girls suffer through the cold for appearance over comfort, often wearing
tight, short bandage skirts and dresses

from others are often the most pleasurable emotions, stories, and experiencesofall.
Benjamin Olcott is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

political atmosphere.

Plus, he?s got a sick website
and is just so fuzzy.

Freedom makes you fat
the year, sometimes too much dessert can
give you a stomach ache, and the freedoms
that I thought I had acquired only mademe
irresponsible,messy, and fat. There I was,
a mere adolescent, alone and catapulted
into this foreign environment where I was
expectedto excel scholastically, make my
bestfriends in a month, and stay perfectly
healthy and mentallyorganized.Naturally,I

Thumbs
Down

?

ALEXIALAFATA

No more Pirate?s BootyWe have searched high and
low, but it seems BC Dining
has officially phased out
Pirate?s Booty. Not sure if
anyone cares as much as
us, but we are absolutely

heartbroken.We loved those
delicious and cheesy rice
puffs, and now instead we
have to suffer through bags
ofBaked Lays. The wrathof
BC dining strikes again.
Being robbed by college
tuition, officially- Congratulations boys and girls,
not only were we ranked as a
top 40 school in the nation,

but also as one of the top
40 most expensive schools
in the nation. That?s right,
according to Campusgrotto.
com, we are

the 36th

most

expensiveschool in the nation, with a tuition clocking
in at a whopping $56,516
per year. Aren?t we just SO
lucky?

Unforunate Hollywood en-

dorsements-

Gossip sites
are reporting that Linsday

Lohan, everyone?s favorite
celebrity psycho, is voting for Mitt Romney. Poor
Mittens. After all his hard
work on the campaign trail,
he has to deal with the
publicity involving the fact
that the person in America
who makes the universally

decisions supports
him. That is a campaign

September has come and passed. (I will
spare all of you and not quote Green Day).
I?m upset about this passing because Septemberis my favoritemonth of the year. For
me, it is a month of change. I begin a new
school year and I age one year on the 23rd.
Last year, Septembermarked a change that
I had been lookingforward to since middle
school: I started college. I fled the nest and
abandonedmy suburban New Jersey home,
my weird friends, my overprotectiveparents,
and everything I?d ever known to begin the
bestfour years of my life.
My friendsand I had beenfantasizing about collegesince we were 13. I had a

particular obsession with the idea of college.
I imagined myself walking among beautiful
Gothic-stylebuildings and seeing frisbeeplayingpreppy boys occupying various
patches of grass.I pictured myself sipping
coffee and taking notes in classes that constantlypiqued my interest, sitting outside on
some sort of a quad while eating lunch and

doing homeworkwith the best peopleever,
and just generallyfeeling as thoughI was
walkingthrough thepages of a crisp college
catalogue every singleday.
When I was 17, college finally came.
And as I stood outside of AlumniStadium
saying teary goodbyesto my parents on that
fateful departingday in August 2011, it hit
me: I was now able to do whatever I wanted,

wheneverI wanted, with whoever I wanted
without anybodystopping me. College
was awesome. Freedomwas here. I could
literally taste it in the air. It tastedlike the
most delectablered velvet cupcake with the
creamiest cream cheese frosting on top. Like
a freshlybaked batch of warm chocolate
chip cookies sitting on your kitchen stove,
their scent emanating throughoutyour
whole house. It was that delicious.
But sadly, as Ifound out throughout

did what any normal angsty teenager would
do when under pressure: I took it out on my
parents. I neverresponded to theirtexts and
took days to call them back, and when I did
call I was resentful and mean. It got to the
point where my parents refused to put their

?BC Mom? and ?BC Dad? bumper stickers
on theirrespective cars until I pulled myself

together. That?s whenyou know it?s bad,
folks.

Anyway, all of this freedom to dowhat
I wanted truly came at a cost that I was not
preparedfor. First of all, I was embarrassingly terribleat taking care of myself. I hardly
ever mademy bed or changedmy sheets,
and my poor roommate wouldoften wake
up to my side of the room lookinglike the
aftermathof a clothing avalanche.I angrily
calledmy mom at least five times asking
how to separate clothes and what temperature correspondedto each color for washing.
And to top it all off, I never slept. I?d stay up
until threein the morning with a 9 a.m. class
the next day just because I could, and just
because nobodywas telling me otherwise.
I had gotten so used to weeknights in high
school when my parents wouldknock on my
doorat 10:30 p.m. and tell me to go to bed.
I ignored how sick I got(and remainedfor
six months), how dark the circles under my
eyes became, and how moody I was about
everything.
Additionally,even thoughDr. Oz is
practicallya deityin my house and uttering the words?white bread? and ?salt? is
the catastrophicequivalent of cursing off a
nun, I just didnot eat well.I had become so
accustomedto not thinking twice about the
nutritionalvalue of mymealsbecause for the
12 years I attended public school, my mother
packed my lunch and cooked my family dinner every single night. Coming to a college
equipped with a dining hall of my favorite

worst

endorsement you definitely
don?t want to have.
A bad start to a seasonMen?s hockey lost to Northeastern 3-1. We know it is
early on, but we are praying
to the hockey gods that
this is a one-time thing We

aren?t sure if we can handle a
bad season after the atrocity
that is our football team.

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Follow us on Twitter
@BCTUTD

Lecture Hall

BYPAT HUGHES

snacksand a nightly choiceof pasta and
meatballs(my favoritemeal in the world)
meant that I was destined to gain weight.
And I did. Ten pounds, to be exact. And if
you?ve ever seen a girlpanic, it?s whenshe
steps on a scale for the first time in months
and sees that she?s gained10 pounds.
I was positively devastated.I insisted
that this couldn?t be right, that the scale was
definitely broken because Ihave always had
a fast metabolismand it didn?t look like I
gainedweight, did it? The more I thought
about it, though, the more I realized that my
pants didfit me a little tighter and my shirts
didn?t look quiteas nice on me as they used
to. And allof those snacks were making my
skin break out in ways it never had before.
It tookforever for my stupid brain to equate
the weight gain and pimple problems with
the 2 a.m. Late Night sessions I?d been
indulging in. It was awful.
Despite thefact that my freshman year
was a tumultuousbalancing act of epic
proportions,I would never takeany of it
back. It was as amazing as it was damaging
to my health. I madeincredible friends. I
fell in love. I discoveredmy interests and
my passions. I tried new things and learned
a lot about my abilities, my limits, and my
fears. And even thoughit came with doing
a lot offoolish things that couldhave done
permanent damage to my mindand body, I
eventuallylearned how to takecare of myself. So, I?d like to offer the following piece of
advice to any freshmenthat may bereading
this: You are not invincible. Your mental and
physical health always come first in college.
Always. Theycome before thinkingyou?ll
be able to handle eating that entire sleeve
of Oreos at four in the morning without
eventually gaining weight, before thinking
you can stay out really late in the cold wearing just a skirt and a tank top withoutgetting
sick, andbefore thinking you are too cool to
talk to your parents when they contact you.
Because you won?t, you can?t, and you?re not.

You?re welcome.
Alexia LaFata is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

instead of sweats (guilty). In fact, girls
at BC are ranked above average in the

looks department?an ?A? grade according to collegeprowler.com.
The topic of womanizers at colleges got me interested. If women allow
men to have continuous, overlapping
hook-ups and treat them as nothing
more than sexual objects, then should
we simply accept such standards as
part of the college experience, or does
something need to change?
There are two types of men, according to a model, Cassie Fields,
from Season One of Sex & the City:
?slimeballs who are just out to get laid,
or [those who] fall in love with you
instantly.? Before I continue, however,
please note that I am not writing this
from the perspective of a hopeless romantic (indeed, my friends are afraid

the word ?love? around
and label me a cynic), but instead
from that of a decent person who has
respect for human beings of the opposite gender.
?I know lots of people think that
?there?s the one,? but I feel like there
are hundreds,? Steve told me. Steve,
a notorious womanizer, was living a
lifestyle that many guys dream of: we
ate dinner with a group of friends and,
in one sitting, at least five different
girls had walked in separately(two of
whom were roommates) and chatted
and flirted with Steve, hoping that he
would text them that night for round
two or three. And he did.
Not to say that all BC guys are like
to even use

me

Steve?indeed, that?s not true at all.
But to say that Steve is alone in his
womanizing ways would also be false.
A few weeks ago, for example, John
told a friend of mine that he was on
the varsity hockey team and contin-

ued to brag about last year?s championship. The next day, when someone
showed her a roster, she found out he
wasn?t, as he claimed, on the team.
Whether or not he even goes here and
what his name is are still in question.
Let me break it down for any college men who are, in any way, like
Steve or John: regardless of what she
tells you, there are unwritten, societal
rules as to how to treat a woman you
like, even if you are not in a relationship with her. I?m not going to tell
you what therules are, as that is up to
you to define and discover for yourselves. I?m simply calling into question why some women accept being

treatedlike dirtand are afraid to
anything about it, and why some
men treat them like that in the first
place. I am also calling into question
whether, as a community, we will accept thesebehaviors as the norm or
whether we willbegin to reflect on
say

what kind of respect we give others.

Parisa Oviedo is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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Rebel Wilson and AnnaKendrick make ?Pitch Perfect? just that
BYKATE WALSH & LUIZA JUSTUS
For The Heights

become a DJ in Los Angelesweighs her down
less and less as the movie progresses.
Beca ends up joining ana cappella group

called the Bellas while walking through her
Quirky and cute, Pitch Perfect is a lighthearted musical comedy with a lovable cast. school?s activities fair, not dissimilarfromthe
Although Rebel Wilson?Kristen Wiig?s odd one held on Linden Lane each September at
roommate from Bridesmaids?is one of the
Boston College.Beca, a lonerwith a passionfor
music, is just the ingredient the group needs.
main characters, the humordoes not possess
the
comedic
TheBellas are still recovering from a mortifyPitchPerfect:

B-

JasonMoore
Brownstone

genius of
Bridesmaids.

That being
said, it is still
a refreshing
comedy with a wonderful message: It?s okay
to be you.
The movie?s main character, Beca (Anna
Kendrick), beginscollege at the school where
her father works. As the brooding outcast,
Productions

Beca has aspirations to be a DJ, but is forced
by her father to at least college a try. The alternative outsider is a role that at times seems
to overwhelmKendrick, as her biting attitude
can be off-putting with a script that doesn?t
highlight her wit or humor as her previous

supporting roleshave. Nonetheless, Kendrick
wins theaudience over with her singing voice,
which is surprisingly good, and her desire to

ing end to their previousseason in which their
soloist projectile vomited during the entire
audience. A theme of vomit-relatedhumor
continues throughout the movie?producing
many a cringe-worthymoment?but is thankfully abandonedin theface of more quick and
dry humor, much of which is provided by a

familiarface to audiencemembers.
Beca brings RebelWilson?s character,who
asks to go by ?Fat Amy,? along for the ride as
a new member of the Bellas. Although many
will be sad to learn that the Mexican Drinking
Worm she so proudly sported in last year?s
Bridesmaids makes no appearance in the
film, her humor is on point as she provides
the most laughs by far out of anyone in the
film. Shesteals every scene she is in and gives
the audiencesomeoneto cheer on whenother
characters seem to dry out.

With Beca?s help, the Bellas transform
into a hip, entertaining group that can compete with the boys? a cappella group at their
school. Instead of singing predictable songs
from a much older generation while sporting uniforms similar to flight attendants on
American Airlines, the group performs new

renditions of modern, relevant songs. The
perfectionist Aubrey, playedby Anna Camp,
is atfirst uncomfortable with the changesBeca
brings, but soon fully embraces the group?s
rebirth. TheBellas becomea force to bereckonedwith?the film benefitsfrom strength in
numbers, and it is clearthat both thefilm and
the group sufferwhenKendrick is absentfrom
the performances.
The movie?s overwhelming positive response, whilepartially becauseof thecomedic
chops of thefilm?s standouts, also comes from
the fantastic music in the movie. Even those

strictly opposedto enjoying a cappella music
(though few and far between) will enjoy the
film?s take on many popular hits, including
?Give Me Everything? and ?Party in the
U.S.A.? Complaints about the music in the
film only arise fromthe overwhelmingfeeling
afterwardsthat the movie didnot have nearly
enough music. There is no questioning the

cOurtesy

Of brOwnstOne prOductiOns

With a cast boasting big Broadway names, ?Pitch Perfect? promises fun and always delivers.
cast?s musical capabilities, with Broadway
veterans Skyler Astin and Camp in strong
supporting roles. Astin, who loyal audiences willrecognize from Broadway?s Spring
Awakeningand the film Hamlet 2, steps in as
Beca?s love interest. Their romance, though
aestheticallypleasing,ispretty uncomfortable
to watchandmakes you longfor the onscreen

musicalchemistry of Danny and Sandra Dee

or Troy and Gabriella.

What is ultimately compelling about
films like Pitch Perfect is the celebration
of the nerds. Nerds make the world go
?round, and too often Hollywoodputs them
downor stereotypes them into helplessand
submissiveroles. It is nice, for once, to see
the nerds triumph as confident, powerful,
and capable of love. n

Affleck?s ?Argo? keeps audiences guessing

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekend gross

weeks in release

1. taken 2

22.2

2

2. argo

20.1

1

3. sinister

18.3

1

4. hotel transylvania

17.3

3

5. here comes the Boom

12.0

1

6. pitchperfect

9.3

3

7. frankenweenie

7.0

2

8. looper

6.3

3

9. seven psychopaths

4.3

1

10.atlas shrugged:part two

1.7

1

title
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Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston join forces to save a stranded group ofAmericans stuck in Iran during the IranianHostage Crisis of 1979.

BY NATHAN ROSSI

meet theescapees.

glasses, mustaches, and shaggy haircuts

For The Heights

Led by Mendez,thesix men and women
must quickly learn their new personas
before trying to boarda plane leavingfrom

sported by much of the cast are very convincing of the time period. They also add a
fun element to the movie thathelps lighten

Directing his thirdfeaturefilm andfirst
set outside of Boston, Ben Affleck (
Gone
Baby Gone, The Town) has proven once again
that he is a talentbehindthe camera, as well
as in front of it. Argo is an impressive and
gripping tale of the rescue of six Americans
from Iran
Argo:
during the
Iranian HosBen Affleck

a

tage Crisis.
GK Films
Based on
true events, the movie tellsthe story ofCIA

B+

Specialist Tony Mendez (Affleck), whose
mission is tobring homesix Americans who
are in hiding at the Canadian ambassador
home. The troubleis that these six escaped
from the American Embassy when it was
taken hostageby Iranian militants and are
currentlybeing hunted. Trying to leave out

s

of the airport wouldbe pointless because
all Americans caught in Tehran are being
executed.
Set in 1979, a popular time for sciencefiction movies, theplan hatched by Mendez
is to smuggle the Americans out of the
country by posing as a Canadian film crew.
The ?production team? is currently looking
for locations to shoot their new sci-fi adventure, Argo. To make the story as plausible as
possible, Mendez even heads to LA to get
help from Hollywoodmake-up artist John

Chambers (John Goodman) and producer
Lester Siegel (the hilarious Alan Arkin).
After getting the Hollywoodmen involved
in the story, Mendez travels to Tehran to

theTehranInternationalAirport. With their
Canadian passports, they will be free to
escape the country, as the Iranians are only

the tone in certain scenes.
Of course, the acting is exemplary as
well. As a director, Affleck has already
targeting Americans.
proven that he can get the best from his
cast. While thereisn?t necessarilya standout
Meanwhile,Mendez?s somewhatpreposterous plan is causing quite a controversyat
performance, the largeensemble as a whole
the White House. Althoughinitially acceptgenuinely works and helps to maintain the
ed by theCIA,President Jimmy Carter must realness of the story. The chemistry between
also approve theplan. Climbingtheladderto Affleck, Goodman, and Arkin during the
reach him is thehard part, as Chief of Staff Hollywoodscenes doesdeservementioning
Hamilton Jordan(Kyle Chandler) is initially because it helps to bring a lightertone to the
unsupportive of therescue mission.
film.When together, the men coin the terriThe tension createdin the last act of the bly funny catchphrase,?Argo F?k Yourself,?
film is both impressive and memorable. which sticks throughout the movie.
Affleck literally has the entire audience on
After debuting at both the Telluride
the edge of their seats, wondering if the International FilmFestival and Toronto
American workers are going to make it out
of Tehran. When the crew is pulled over
for questioning, the audience, too, is given
the feeling they are about to be interrogated.One of the most interesting decisions
made was to not give any subtitles to the
Iranian militants.This is key to creating an
anxiety-filledatmospherethat is undeniably
realistic. Like the hostages in the film, the
audience is forced to only guess what the
militia is chanting and what questions are
beingasked of theescapees. The onlyperson
who gets subtitles, therefore,is the hostage
who is ableto speak Arabic.
The production design is also worth
mentioning. Thebrilliantcostumes and sets

look like they came straight out of either
thelate ?70s or early?80s. The large-rimmed

Film Festival in September, Argo and
director Ben Affleck have been garnering a lot of positive Oscar buzz. Ex-

pected to be a big player and probable
Best Picture contender at the Academy
Awards, the film is worthy of the praise
it is receiving. While it is far too early
to say Argo is the best film of the year,
the movie has what it takes to continue
to impress audiences. Most importantly,
this is a movie that will undoubtedly be
a crowd-pleaser. The film is gripping
and intense. It?s entertaining in a way
that other Oscar players, such as Paul
Thomas Anderson?s The Master, can?t
be. A wideaudience can appreciate this
filmand will hopefully embrace it?Argo
certainly deserves it. n
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. casual vacancy
J.K. Rowling
2. mad river
John Sandford
3. winter of theworld
Ken Follett
4. gone girl

6. wanted man
Lee Child
7. live By night
Dennis Lehane
8. dark storm
Christine Feehan
9. phantom
Jo Nesbo
10.low pressure

GillianFlynn
5. time keeper
Mitch Albom

Sandra Brown
SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly

?Seven Psychopaths? packs Hollywood elite into quippy flick
BY CURT EGE
For The Heights
Martin McDonagh?s new film Seven
Psychopaths is a violent and twistedly
hilarious vision of Hollywood.The entire
movie serves as an ultra metacommentary
on violence in movies and the creative
process. Colin Farrell stars as Marty, a
Hollywoodscreenwriter working on a new

Seven PSychoPAthS:

ano

screen-

play titled

Martin McDonagh Seven PsyBlueprint Pictures chopaths.

progress

on

Making
M ak i n g
the script, he receives

unsolicited advice and inspiration from
his friends Billy (Sam Rockwell) and
Hans (Christopher Walken), who go

around town, kidnapping dogs and then
collecting the reward money. Billy and
Hans, however, mistakenly kidnap the
shih tzu of a psychopathic crime lord,
Charlie (Woody Harrelson). As Charlie
desperately tries to reclaim his beloved
dog, Marty and his friends must go on
the run to stay alive.
Seven Psychopaths is McDonagh?s
second feature film after his critically
adored 2008 hit, In Bruges. McDonagh?s
roots as a

renowned Irish playwright

shine in all his work through his affinity
for snappy, entertaining dialogue rather
than visual storytelling. The dialogue
truly stands out in this film, as the entire
cast delivers impressive performances.
Farrell performs admirably as the Irish
Hollywoodscreenwriter struggling with

the desert at night and describes to them
how he thinks Marty?s SevenPsychopaths
should end. The passion and excitement
with which he delivers those lines are
worth the price of admission alone.
The rest of the cast members nail
their roles: from Woody Harrelson as the

writer?s block. Christopher Walken nails
therole of Hans. He detoursfrom playing

manic gangster to Tom Waits as a rabbittoting psychopath. Every actor commits
to McDonagh?s compelling vision, and
what an odd vision it is. The characters
complain about movies being too violent,
but there is so much over-the-top bloodshed throughout the movie. Hans complains that Marty?s script possesses no
strong female characters, but in this film,
the only two female characters have one
scene of screen time apiece and very little
dialogue.Billy says that Marty?s script has
to end with a shootout, and that?s how this
film ends. In a very self-aware way, McDonagh made Marty?s writing project into
this very feature. Such a metafilmwould
often run therisk of alienatingthe viewer

the character as a self-parody and instead
delivers an honest and unexpectedlymoving portrait of a friend who has suffered
enough from violence in his lifetime.
The true star of the film, however,is Sam
Rockwell as Billy. A struggling actor who?s
a bit psychopathic himself, Billy is eager
to please his friends to the

point that he
takes out an advertisement in the newspaper calling for any and all psychopaths
to visit Marty and give him inspiration

for the screenplay.
As an actor, Rockwell has always excelled at playing characterswho constantly switch from hilariousto terrifying,and
he strikes a perfect balance of those traits
as Billy. Whenever Billy makes a mistake,
Rockwell conveys perfectly how his motives were not selfish, but he was merely
trying to help his friends. In perhaps
the best scene of the film, Billy stands in
front of Marty and Hans in the middleof

and distancing itself from the characters,
but with this movie, McDonagh tactfully
merges the metacommentary with his
dark sense of humor and ultimately creates a compellingfeature.
After a single viewing, the only
downsideof this film is the runtime. At

almost two hours, the film tends to sag
during some of Marty?s explanationsof
his screenplay. In these scenes, Marty
narrates individualpsychopath characters in his script. Thecharacters in these
scenes serve no purpose to the main
plot but to merely enhance McDonagh?s
meta message. These scenes disrupt the
flow of the film and take the viewer away

from the immersive experience that is
the central action. By removing these
scenes, the film?s pace wouldhave been
brisker and the film would have better
maintained its impressive highpoints.
This is but a small complaint, however,
about a film with so many layers that it
will almost certainly require multiple
viewings.

n
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Director Martin McDonagh follows uphis brilliant ?In Bruges? with this high-paced meta thriller.
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Strings harmonize to perfection
Quartet, from A10

finished with a lovely, subtle end.

by constant shifts in dynamics. During the bursts
and lulls of the violins, the celloremained sound,
building upon the same striking refrain.
Following Boccherini, the quartet performed
Hayden?s ?String Quartet in A Major, Op. 54, No.
2.? It commenced with the ?Vivace,? both full and
commanding and delicateand bright, and tinged,
at times, with a sense of somber urgency. Barely
perceptible, yet deliberate, silences in the melody
created a tantalizingeffect, emphasizing the modest beautyof everyprior viola note and anticipating
the booming richness of the entire quartet that
would proceed. Each audience member hung on
the harmonies as they floated and fell in the surrounding air. Serious and sad, the deliberateviolins
and stern cello of the ?Adagio? were exquisitely
wrenching?emotions lingered with every echo.
Then came the ?Menuetto con motto.? It was slow
and reservedly happy, almost pleading, with short
bow strokes scaling up and reaching a high tone
touched with worry. The quartet closed their set
of Haydnwith the ?Finale: Adagio-Presto-Adagio,?
a piece that consistently altered its tempo, but

cOurtesy

Of gOOgle

Joining the Skalholt String Quartet for their
set, ?Quintet for Clarinet and Strings in A
Major, K. 581? by Mozart, was internationally-acclaimedwindinstrument specialist Owen Watkins.
Watkins? clarinet added a fluid, soft sound to the
quintet, balancing the thinner, sharp tones of the

last

violins. Ascending and descending with scales
through all four Mozart pieces?the ?Algretto,?
the ?Larghetto,? the ?Menuetto,? and the ?Tema
con Variazioni: Allegretto??the clarinet added
a strong, spirited element to the performance. In
both the first and the last pieces, Owen?s fingers
bounced swiftly up and downhis clarinet, making
the melodyskip smoothly along.
His attachment to his instrument, and to the
music itself, was alluring, and even as the quartet
passionately pulled their bows across their taut
strings, swaying committedlywith each note, the
audience could not help but be swept away as
well. Eyes were closed, but hearts were evidently
open. Imaginations, memories, and thoughts were
running, dancing, and strolling, reveling in the
simple and beautiful pleasures hidden in music?s

harmony. n

iMAges

The movie theater experienceis somethingpeople will enjoy for years to come, despite the allure of Netflix.

Future of movies lies in the past
Movies, from A10
What doesall this add up to? It
that all these gimmicks, especially 3-D, are ways
of pullingpeople awayfrom their
seems to me

tablets and Netflix accounts and

Blu-rays and into theaters. Yet almost no one I know likes 3-D. It frequentlyresults in darker images and
headaches, andfor a formatthat?s
supposed to beabout increased
spatialdepth it more often feels like
a pop-up book shoving things in
your face. It?s really no wonder that
people aren?t willing to pay extra
for the experience. This is not to
mention the other, more general
woes of modern multiplexes, from
the obnoxiousads (when did movies becomeTV?), to the absurdly
overpriced snacks, to theaudiences
who too often lack any kind of

etiquette?like the 15-year-oldgirls

behind me during The Perks of Being a Wallflower whofelt compelled
to voice their every thought for the
entire audience. It?s enough to make
me sympathizewith those who
always prefer to watch a movie from
the comfort of home.
At the same time, though,
people like going to movie theater?they always have, and they always

will. Nothingcan replace the communal experienceof gatheringin
the darkto gaze upon a big screen,
and Lawrence of Arabiaon an iPad
is not Lawrence of Arabia.

So what should the future of
movie-going be like? Call me crazy,
but I think the future lies in the
past. I don?t think the way forward
lies in standardizingeverything
to be 3-D and IMAX. It lies in the
simple pleasures of a place likethe

Coolidge,which provides good
films, projected wellin an appeal-

ing setting, or the Brattle Theatre
in Cambridge,with its eclectic
programming of repertory series,
special premieresand cult classics. Or the lesser-knownHarvard
Film Archive, which screens rare
gems, classics, and cutting-edge
contemporary films and often hosts

directorsto introduce theirfilms in
person. All of these places share a
commitment to showing films the
way they were meant to be seen,
and they cultivate audienceswho
feel the same way.It?s that simple?no 3-D, no IMAX, just a theaterrun
by people who are clearly passionate about cinema, and an audience

willingto go alongwith the journey
in thedark.
Sean Keeley is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments
at

DAniel lee
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Listeners were given the chance to explore the beauty of classical music in Gasson with a String Quartet show.

BC Street turns O?Neill into a bustling epicenter of street-style dance
BY ERICKA SCHUBERT
For The Heights
Last Friday, the Residence Hall Association (RHA) hosted BC Street in O?Neill
Plaza. Acollection of on-campus and hired
performance groupsentertained audiences
and passers-by forfour hours, enlivening the
newest green space on campus. Although
the rain caused a slight delay in programs
and forced most of the groups to perform

under the cover of the building, the event
was a hit. One student said, ?O?Neill plaza
should look like this everyday. I love to see
everyone playing in the open space like this,
despite the weather.?
The Boston College Drum line set the
mood and played through the rain before
Lucky Bob officially started the show. Although you can usually find the magician
and comedian entertaining the masses at
Faneuil Hall, Lucky Bob couldn?t quite connect with the crowdhere on campus. While
several dozen people gathered to watch his
performance, theaudience was anything but
energetic. Nonetheless, Lucky Bob put on a

good show, evenbalancing a machete on his
face. Therain startedto pick up as B-XTREME
tookthe floor witha moreenthusiasticcrowd.
Thefour male performers gavea high-energy
show packed with acrobaticstunts.
The dancers didn?t fail to amazeas they
flipped, jumped, and spun through their
routines. They called one male volunteer
from the audienceand decked him out in a
B-XTREME hat, then joined the audience
and left him on stage alone to perform.
After a moment of ruthless waiting, they
rejoined him on stage and taught him a
couple of their moves, including some
shameless hip thrusting and booty shaking
across the stage. For the finale, they called
another audience volunteer forward and

instructedher to position her arms out and
hold a towel.She did as she was instructed
as they performed one final stunt, andthen
one performer grabbed the towel to dry
off. The crowd roared with laughter and
applauded.
Synergy took the stage next and gave an
excellentshow as theyalways do.After a larger
grouproutine, some of theindividualmembers

came forwardto perform freestyle. The audience seemedto swaywith thebeat of the music, excited to watch theirpeers perform. The

something
the event, especially between
performances.
Overall, BC Street was a phenomenal
success. The event introducedstudents
sit for a portrait and added
extra to

they
wouldn?t normally have the opportunity
to experience on or off campus. With
the success of this first attempt, BC
Street may be around for a while. n
to many performance groups

hip-hop dancegroupof BC, Synergy,fit right in
with the ?streets? themeof the day?s events. A
few of the girlswatchingexchanged,?I want to
dance! That?s how we looked like last night??
?I wish! These guys look great!? F.I.S.T.S followed theirperformance with a great show of
their own. The six girls impressed the crowd
with severalstomp routines. F.I.S.T.S boasts an
entirely unique style of dance on the Heights.
The women are all very talented and gave a
terrificperformance.
Fuego del Corazon took the stage next.
Each of the couples in theLatino dance group
danced beautifully, showing off salsa, tango,
and other styled dances. The guys in particularreceived a great response from the crowd
during their solos.
After a short break, Jammin? Toast,
Chris Paterno, CCE, The Sharps, and Mike
LaPointe entertained passers-by for the
remainder of the afternoon with delightful
musical performances. A caricature arteun hee kwOn \ fOr the heights
ist drew sketches of anyone willing to Entertainers amused huge crowds in the Plaza with high energy performances all day long.

?Walking Dead? explores bleak future for humans, with some humor
JOE ALLEN
This week brings the start of a

brand-new season of the most frustrating drama on television:The Walking Dead. Ever since the aftermath
of the AMC show?s incrediblepilot, I
have hated on it. This ill will toward
the series began as a vague uneasiness back in 2010?s mini first season.
I remember thinking, ?Wow, none of
these characters are too interesting,
but there have only been six episodes.
A full season next year will surely allow the show to grow into greatness.?
Sure enough, season two began in
spectacular fashion, with the survivors

hiding on a crowded highway from a
sea of zombies. With the show?s intensity picking up, anything was possible,
so the writers naturally went with
a seemingly never-ending search for
a missing girl and a season-long stay
at the most boring place in the entire
zombie apocalypse: Hershel?s farm.
Cue the collective groans of Walking
Dead fans.
I weatheredthrough the entire
second season, complainingregularly
to my friends who watched the show
along the way. With the third season
just starting, I?m hating on The Walk?

ing Dead as much as ever. People have
asked me why I keep watching a show
that I complain about so much. ?You
complain about Here Comes Honey

Boo Boo, and I?ve never seen you

setting of a huge prison, Mazzara and

watch that,? my roommate reasoned

company should include more violent

after my latest Walking Dead rant.
But I?m not watching the show because I enjoy self-torture. I?m watch-

plot. Another season of sitting around

ing because The Walking Dead has
had the potential to be a great series
right from the get-go, and it hasn?t
lost this potential yet. The show still
has only 19 episodes to its name, and
some of my favorite series have had
rougher beginnings. With this 16-episode third season, I am, once again,
cautiously optimistic that series
show-runner Glen Mazzara and crew
will use a new setting to finally, set
this show on the right track. For this
to happen, other aspects of the show
will also need a face-lift, such as
The pacing! A zombie shuffling
slowly across the screen is the perfect
image to describehow long it takes
for anything interesting to happen
on The Walking Dead. To bring up
a sore point again, Walking Dead
writers stranded the characters on a

interactions and more twists in the

and talking would only remind viewers that
Few of the main characters are interesting, up to this point in the series.
Leader Rick may finally be manning
up, but what about the other characters, who range from mildly annoying
to ?Please kill this character off. Right.
?

Now.? The writers have made Lori
into the most annoying wife and worst
mother of the apocalypse. Hershel is
too old to be useful, and rarely has
words of wisdom. Glen and Maggie
spend more time awkwardly interacting with each other than trying to
survive. Andrea alternates between
bad-ass and mopey, depending on how
the writers are feeling that day. Then
there?s Carol T-Dog, Carl, and a bunch
of other minor characters who can

?

only serve the show by dying.Right.
Now. In season three, the writers will
hopefully have the sense to purge the
cast of all useless characters and to

give all the major characters a consistent

personality. These actors all seem

capable of performing well if given

good material.But good material for a
show about zombies should involve
More horror. More comedy. The
writers have tried to wring every bit
of dramapossible from The Walking
Dead?s where-does-humanity-gofrom-here premise. Unfortunately,
their efforts have resulted in melodrama, not compelling television.Let?s
all remember that we?re dealing with
zombies here, not serial killers. Zombies, by their nature, are the funniest
of monsters. By lighteningup its somber tone, The Walking Dead will start
becoming more enjoyableto watch.
Also, a few more legitimate scares per
?

hour mixed in with the drama and
comedy should help to make the series
unique in a positive way. If the show

relatively safe farm for virtually the
entirety of season two. In a show
where the majority of the population
is dead and hungry for human flesh,
we shouldn?t spend multipleepisodes
having characters argue about leader-

makes even one of these changes during its third season, I, for one, will be a
much happier viewer.
Also, stop calling zombies ?walkers.? They are zombies.And someone,
please keep an eye on Carl!

ship, birth control pills, and whether
zombies make good pets. The series
be going for a Breaking Badstyle pacing, but unfortunately, it isn?t
seems to

Breaking Bad. With the season-three

cOurtesy
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?The Walking Dead? remains distinguished from its genre through a heavyemphasis on humor.

Joe Allen is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomescomments atarts@
bcheights.com.
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Fall Open House excites fine art lovers

AN EYE ON CULTURE

SNL grasps
our culture

The Museum of Fine Arts opened its doors to
Boston residents with major seasonal exhibits
BY ALLIE BROAS
For The Heights
Large multicolored balloons placed

TAYLOR CAVALLO
As the presidentialelection approaches
quickly, my political thoughts (which are
not many, I might add) automaticallyturn
to one thing: not Obamacare,not the
abortion issue, not even Mitt Romney?s
Mormonism. My wandering, pop cultureoriented mind initially thinks of only one
thing: Saturday Night Live.
For my confessionof the day: I dreamed
of being an SNL cast memberwhen I was a
child. I?m funny, but unfortunately I?m not
that funny. A strange dream job(considering my first was ?the ice cream man?), but
mine nonetheless.
When I was younger,staying up late was
a treat. The one time I didn?t have to beg my

aroundthe Kenmore/Fenway area ledadults
andchildren alike to the Museum of Fine Arts
(MFA) for its Fall Open House on Monday,
Oct. 8. The day marked the 11th annual
?Opening Our Doors? celebration hosted by
the Fenway Alliance in Boston, whereseveral
institutions all over the area open theirdoors
to thepublic for a variety of musical and cultural activities. Dressed in fall?s finest, people
lined up outside the MFA to take advantage
of the free admissionand family-friendly exhibitions and performances.Throughoutthe
day, the museum offered multiple interactive
exhibits, tours of the museum, and special

to the Americas? allowed peopleto explore

the floors of the Art of the Americas wing,
finding new activities and interesting facts
on

eventsthatcelebratedmusic

andculturefrom

each floor.
Part of the celebration included per-

aroundtheworld.
formances scattered throughout the day.
Special events included a performance by
The MFA offered a large variety of family-friendlyart making activities throughout MuzikoMonda presented by The Boston
the entire day. Those who attended the Conservatory of Music. MuzikoMondais an
Rangoli Designs station were treated to a international ensemble, and the musicians
celebration of the Hindu holiday Diwali,
are all graduates or students of The Boston
the festival of lights. While learning about Conservatory. Audience members were
the cultural and religious importance to treated to a spectrum of music from Latin
Rangoli, children could create their own America, Africa, Asia, and the MiddleEast,
Rangoli designs, which remain one of the and a wide variety of instruments including
oldestand most cherished traditionalfolk marimbas, gongs, and harps. The local DJ
art formsin India.Other art-makingactiviBerbere playeda set for two straight hours in
ties included ?Drawing in the Galleries,? a the afternoon,keeping with themulticultural
station where visitors could get drawing theme as he sampled music from Middle
tips andideasfrom an artist as they created Eastern, African, and Europeanunderground
their own drawing in the gallery.?Passport
music. Not your typical DJ, Berbere laced

parents to let me stay up past my bedtime,
of course, was on the weekends. With this
biweekly freedom, I used it to achieve the

highestlevel of fun a 10-year-oldcan have. I
watched SNL. My parents and I wouldmake
popcorn and sit in our basement watching
what I firmly believe was one of the overall
best casts the show has ever seen, that of
the very late ?90s and early 2000s, featuring
Tim Meadows, Ana Gasteyer, Cheri Oteri,
Chris Kattan, Will Ferrell, and Molly Shannon, to namea few. While most of the jokes
probably went over my head, I still vividly
remember that my parents could hardly
contain their laughter duringMeadow?s
portrayal of TheLadies? Man, Oteri and
Ferrell as the rejected cheerleadingduo, and
Darrell Hammond, Shannon, and Gasteyer
embodying the Clinton/Lewinskylove triangle to shockingly accurate precision. SNL
has certainly remained hilarious over the
years, but Ithink there was a certain magic
about this cast during that specific time that
captivated audiences. I?m not sure it?s been
recreated since.
While I dobelieve that the aforementioned yearswere the glory days, there has
been one standalonein recent seasons:
Kristin Wiig. Not only do I have a huge,
not-so-secret girl crush on her, but she is
also hands-down and unanimously seen as
the funniest woman of our time?if you say
otherwise, you?re wrong. During her time
on the show, you wouldhave beenhardpressed to find a skit she wasn?t in, and even

harder-pressedto find a role she couldn?t
play fantastically. Her stints as the Target
Lady, theridiculous one-upper Penelope,
and the woman who can?t keep a secret
because she?s just?REALLY EXCITED!? are
some ofmy favorites from the show.
As I?ve developedinto a sort ofSNL geek
over the years, I think I?ve figured out what
was so special about this time. It wasn?t just
the great cast and the current events that
seemed to spoon-feed amazing material to
the writers. It was precisely the fact that it
was a troubling time for our country. While
it seemedlike we were justripe off the

Clinton/Lewinskyscandal thathad people
all over America talking about the sexual life
of our number one man, and the Gulf War
that brought the U.S. (and the SNL writers)
some of our first major interactions with
Saddam Hussein, our country was struck by
tragedy on Sept. 11.
Less than three weeks after the attack,
on September 29th, 2001, still-shakenfans
all over the country turned on theirTVs to
try and escape the news bombarding viewers with terrorism and fear in hopes of some
laughs. Hosted by Reese Witherspoon,

the show featured a performance of ?The
Boxer? by Paul Simon and appearances by
New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and
membersof the Fire Department of New
York. In this moment, SNL not only took
a stand for the shocked country, but also
showed love and honorfor theircity. They
stepped back from poking fun at political
figures and seeminglytrivial current events
to be serious for a few minutes?something,
quite frankly, they were never used to doing.
I clearlyremember watching this
episode as a child. I grewup in New York
and the confusionand abstractfear I felt
consumed me for a while.The experienceof
watching SNL alwaysbrought me comfort,
and as I listened to Simon sing, I knew I was
watching history.

allie broas
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The prestigious Museum of Fine Arts welcomed crowds of art enthusiasts to celebrate new seasonal exhibits with theirFall Open House.

his samplings with his own violin playing and
vocal synthesis and produced tracks akin to
tribal house music. Other performances included two by theAnikaiDance Theater. The
performance used a variety of dancetraditions

form a ?tillana?a dance of celebration? to
tellthe story of Ardhnarishwar, theHindu god
of dance. Theperformancefit in perfectly with
the day, as theaudience was treated to a new
piece commissionedspecifically by the MFA
to

for this celebration.
The theme of Celebrations Around the
World was enforcedwith the museum?s presentation of the Hispanic Heritage MonthShort
Film Festival. Many visitors to the museum
came solelyto see the collectionofshortfilms
on display for thefestival?many of the films
are fresh off the festival circuit, coming from

the internationallyrenowned Los AngelesFilm
Festival this summer. The films put together
showcased Hispaniccinema acrossgenerations
in celebration of Hispanic Heritage month,
which lastsuntil Oct. 15.
Major exhibitionsthat are currently being
featured in the MFA became a part of the
celebration, including the Ori Gershi: History
Repeating exhibit that is showingat the MFA
until January. Visitors were treated to an ex-

clusivelook at several of these exhibitionsand
tours ofthe museums most famouscollection
scattered throughout the day.
Through thecrowded halls of the museum,
parents followedtheirchildrenaroundeagerly
with their arms full of silver embossments
pasted on construction paper and handmade
Rangoli designs, as they moved to the next
station for more artworkto takehome. While
visitors were treated to interactive exhibits
and iPads scatteredthroughout the museum
to explorethe museums collectionofancient
coins, the streets and nearbybuildings were
likewise flooded with activities. Stands selling
apple cider and crepes were on hand, as flyers
led you to the exhibitions at nearby MassArt
and the Gardner Museum. Children wiped
chalk off theirpants as they touted their selfmade rabbit sculptures around the Fenway
area, eager to explorethehundreds of activities put on by the Fenway Alliance. It is safe
to say that the day was a success, bothfor the
MFA and the Fenway Alliance??perfectly
refreshing? was the term that one staffer at
the Museum used to describethe day where
all age groups gathered outside to celebrate
and appreciate art forms fromall aroundthe
world. n

Movie viewing has been
tragically commodified
SEAN KEELEY
A few weeks ago,I went with a
group of friends to see The Master at
the Coolidge Corner Theatre. While our
opinionon the movie itself was somewhat
divided?I think it began as masterpiece
quality but stumbled in its second half,
while many of myfriends simply thought

the whole thing was a sloppymess?we
could surely agree thatthe presentation
of the film was revelatory. The Coolidge
Corner has long been one of my favorite
spots in Boston, with its art decostyle,
diverseselectionof filmsand programs,
and its localambiance. What made the
screening of The Master so special was
that the Coolidge screened it on 70mm
film: the expensive, high-resolution
film formatthat directorPaul Thomas
Andersonused to shoot the movie. The
Coolidge was one of only a handful of
theaters across the country to show
the movie this way, so we got to see the
movie as its director intended,with every
extreme close-up or expansivewideshot
presented in crisp and stunning detail.
The experiencegot me thinking about
the way we consume movies today, and

the huge variety of formats we have at
our disposal. A few decades ago, the only
movies available were whatever happened
to be playingin town, whether it was a
new release or occasionalrevivals and
re-releasesof classicfilms. Home video
changed that dramatically,and in recent
years the story has only become more
complex: DVD, Blu-ray, instant streaming
services likeNetflixand Hulu, and digital
releases through the iTunes store are just a
few common ways of accessing movies. In
theaters, the situation is sometimes even
more complicated. If you plan on seeing
thefirst part ofThe Hobbit this December,
you?ll have the option of seeing the 2-D
version, the RealD 3-D version found in
most multiplexes,or the morerare IMAX
3-D version. And if Peter Jackson has his

way, some theaters will be equippedto
show the movie at 48 frames per second,
the higher framerate that he?s trying
to force the industry to adopt. This will
create two more versions of The Hobbitfor
viewers to choose, since the 48 fps version
willpresumablybe availablein both 2-D
and 3-D.
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The Skalholt String Quartet performedcaptivating Classical and early-Romanceperiodpieces.

Visiting string quartet
enchants Gasson Hall
BY ARIANA IGNERI
Heights

Staff

Few pleasures are both simple and
beautiful. Undeniable and basic, the
emotional response to the aesthetic
beauty of classical music is certainlyone

now.

of those rare and sometimes unexpected
pleasures. In Gasson 100 this past Saturday evening, the Skalholt String Quartet

Boccherini and Mozart. Beginning with
Boccherini?s ?String Quartet in A Major,
Op. 32, No. 6,? they worked through the
?Allegro,? the ?Andantino lentarello,? the
?Minuetto con moto,? and the ?Finale:
Presto assai.? Breaking the silence, a

performance.

melody from the viola complementedthe deepnotes of the cello, completely enchanting and captivating the
audience. Intense at times and playful

graced the audience with their musical
talents, enabling them to effortlessly
indulge in the raw beauty of classical

See Movies, A9

completing several more. Their repertoire, since their formation, has steadily
expanded and continues to grow even

The quartet?with Jaap Schroder
and Rut Ingolfsdottir on the violins,
Svava Bernharosdottiron the viola, and
Sigurour Halldorsson on thecello?was
founded back in 1996 in southwest

In fact, for their concert this weekend, the quartet played compositions
not only from Hayden, but also from

sweet

at others, the second Boccherini

piece

Iceland. After being asked to perform
the Seven Last Words of Christ in Skolholt, the quartet traveled and played
in France and at a festival in Hungary.
They performed in Slovenia, Holland,
Italy, Amsterdam, and Spain as well, and
now, thanks to the Boston College Music
Department and the Institute for the

highlighted the violins, accentuating the
vitality ofeach note. Their strokes were
shortand sharp at first, almostas if they
were chasing each other, and then they
transformed, merrily frolicking amidst
the steady and resounding cello.
The Boccherini performance, like
the rest of the performances, mesmerized listeners, pulling them along on an

may see it simply as a sketch comedy show,
SNL is a cherished staple of our time.

Liberal Arts, the Skalholt String Quartet
has played in the United States.
Focusing on historical performance
practice of the music of the Classical and

Taylor Cavallo is the AssistantArts
Review editor of The Heights. She can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

early-Romantic eras, the group dedicates much of their time to the works
of Schubert and the Hayden brothers.
They produced a couple recordings of
such pieces for the Music Omnia label,
and they are currently working on

emotional journey with each distinct
melody. A brief pause followed each
song?s conclusion, until the Skalholt
String Quartet promptly began again.

That?s thepower of the show. It?s so relevant that it is a unifying force. While some

courtesy of coolidge

Actors hit all the right notes in Pitch
INSIDE ARTS
The
blendof
and
elevates this
THIS

corner

Despite the artistry of some recent movies, the experienceof viewing films has been soiled.

Developing hurriedly and strongly beforefading into a tempered and pleasant
tone, the next piece was characterized
by an irresistible tension forwarded on

See Quartet, A9

How AMC can fix The Walking Dead

music
perfect
comedy
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Possibly one of the most frustrating dramas on cable
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Huskies upset Eagles
BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights Staff
BOSTON

It took just 60 minutes

?

to rememberthat nothingcomes easy in

zone.?

Hockey East.

Northeastern opened up the scoring
just five minutes into the game when

Northeastern

The No. 1
Boston College

3

Boston College 1

men?s hockey

opened their season with a 3-1
loss at Northeastern Saturday night,
ending the 19-game winning streak that
propelled it to the national championship last season. Playing in front of a
raucous crowd at Matthews Arena, the
Eagles were thoroughly outworkedand
outplayed for the vast majority of the
game.
The Huskies took the lead early on,
built on it quickly, and played a razorsharp defensivegame that stifled a normally dangerousBC offense.Head coach
Jerry York spoke about Northeastern?s
play, saying that there was no question
who the better team was on the night.
?I thought it was a well-played game,?
York said. ?I thought Northeastern was a
team
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Steven Whitney scored in the season-opener against Northeasternat Matthews Arena Saturday night, but it wouldbe the only BC goal of the game.

A letter to

hemmed us in for different parts of the
game, which ultimately leads to victory.
You?re not going to score a lot of goals
when you can?t get the puck out of the

Ryan Belongerbanged home a loose puck
for his career goal. Just three minutes
later, Kevin Roy doubled the lead for the
Huskies when he beat Parker Milner up
high on a great passing play.
The Eagles lookedflat for the majority

little sharper than us in different areas. I

of the first period before Northeastern
tooka bad penalty in the offensive zone. It
took just nine secondsof power play time
before Steven Whitney took a gorgeous
pass from Johnny Gaudreauand burieda
shot past goalieChris Rawlings with just
over five minutes to go in the period. BC
looked better as the period continued
and had a few goodscoring chances, but
Whitney?s goal would prove to be the
only time it beat Rawlings, who drew high
praise from York after the game.
?I thought our inability to score more
goals was a directreflection on how well
Rawlings played in goal,? York said. ?We

thought our breakouts weren?t sharp and
crisp either. Theyforecheck verywell and

See Men?s Hockey, B4

A CRUSHING DEFEAT

freshman

Superfans

take over

BY ALEX MANTA
Heights Editor
TALLAHASEE, Fla.
For the first
four minutes of Boston College?s game
at Florida State on Saturday evening, the
Eagles lookedlike
Florida State
51
they might be a
Boston College
tougher matchup
for the Seminoles thanmany anticipated.
BC quarterback Chase Rettig was able to
orchestrate a 68-yard drive that landed
the Eagles at first and goal on the Florida
State one-yard line. But that?s where it
all went wrong and things started going
downhill?fast.
FSU stuffed both of
?

AUSTIN TEDESCO
Dear freshman season ticket-holdersfor
Boston Collegehockey,
Congratulations. You are in possession
of the goldenticket.Well, 16 golden tickets,
actually. This year especially, those 16 tickets
are the most valuableitems on campus.
You should?ve heard thereaction some of
The Heights seniors hadwhen they tried to

running back Andre
Williams? plunges
up the middle and
forced two incomplete
passes

buy season tickets a month ago, only to find
out that they had already sold out. I think
our graphicseditor was about to breakhis

on

downs and take

over

the

responded to the tune
of 28 straight points in the first half with
quarterback EJ Manuel assaulting the
momentum. FSU

t o

computer.
You (and

by you, I mean your parents)
likelypurchasedhockey ticketssometime
this summer. How could you miss out on
the chance to see the defending national

Eagles? secondarywith a highly effective
passing attack and leading his team to a

51-7 victory.
In front of a crowd of 81,075 in Doak
Campbell Stadium, the Seminoles were
able to put up 10-pluspoints every quarter and held the Eagles to just 225 total

yards on the day with their relentless
tight coverage.
?There?s a lot of offense there, and we
just didn?t execute,? said head coach Frank
Spaziani. ?It wasn?t like they did things
we didn?t practice against and did things
differently. It was just a matter of us fundamentally not being able to stop them.?
Manuel finished the game with a
career record 439 passing yards and tied
his career-high of four passing touchdowns.The big passing plays helped the
Seminoles move the ball up and down the
field with ease.
?I messed up on a few plays and some
other guys had a few mess-ups too, and
pressure and

See Football, B3

champs takethe ice for a couple of games?

And it?s only $95 of Mom and Dad?s money,
so why not buy season tickets even if you
won?t use all of them, right?
Wrong. Deadwrong. If you have tickets,
you need to go. BC hockey at Conte Forum
is not the type of event you casually stroll
into during the middleof the first period if
you can?t find anything else to dobefore going out on Saturday night. Itis your Saturday
night.
If you have ticketsand legitimatelycan?t
attend, that?s fine. But you need to sell your
tickets. BC has a reputation to uphold as
one of the greatest atmospheres in college
sports, not just for collegehockey. That
won?t happen if the student sections aren?t
full.
If you?re still on the fence about going,
I thinkI can convince you that there?s
nowhere else you shouldbe on Saturday
night at 7 p.m. thanKelley Rink. I?ve been
to night gamesbetweenTexas and Texas
A&M at both schools? home stadiumswhen
each team was nationally-ranked. I was at
LSU when Nick Saban madehis first return
with Alabamaafter ditching the Tigers. I?ve
even been to the NBA Finals. Yet absolutely
nothing topped the atmosphere in Conte
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BC bounces back at home
After lineup changes, Eagles return to form vs. NCSU
BY MOLLY CONNOR
For The Heights

last season when BC opened the season
against Denver.
As a freshman, I had no idea what to
expect. I?d been to maybe threehockey
games my whole lifeand never had any serious interest in the outcome. I showed up 30
minutes early because some upperclassmen
told me I had to get a spot behind the net,

and they were right.
Once the puck dropped,I don?t think
there was a non-deafeningmoment outside
of intermissions. I promise you, there aren?t
many feelings in the worldbetter thantelling a complete stranger thathe sucks at life
and goaltendingwith 2,000 of your closest

friends.
Head coach Jerry York called it the best
crowdhe?d seen atKelley Rink in his 18
years at BC. You?ll get to knowYork well.
He?s kind of a hero aroundhere. He?s only 12
wins away from the all-time wins record for
collegehockey, and there couldn?t be a bet-

See Column, B4
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Rugg nearly put BC on the scoreboard on multiple occasions, but instead a tie ensued.

Double OT not enough for BC
BY ALEX STANLEY
For The Heights
The Boston College men?s soccer team
drew 0-0 to the Clemson Tigers after double
overtime at the Newton Soccer Field on Saturday night. Both
Boston College 0
defenses held firm
0
Clemson
throughoutthe 110
minutes, which puts theEagles? record at7-3-3

and 2-1-2in ACC play, whileClemson is4-7-3
with 2-2-2 in the ACC.
BC came out as the stronger of the two
teams in the first half. Within the first five
minutes, a JasonAbbottfreekick went straight
offthe headofCharlieRugg,placing it justpast
the wrong end of the goalpost. Not too long
after, Rugg shot anotherball wide from close in,

See Men?s Soccer, B5

Ghana?s Boateng starring at BC
INSIDE SPORTS
Derrick
fulfill
THIS

After suffering a 3-2 overtime loss to
Maryland on Thursday night, the No.
23 Boston College women?s soccer team
came back with
Boston College 6
a vengeance this
NC State
2
Sunday to defeat
NC State 6-2 in a home match. After
making some changes to the starting
lineup, the Eagles entered the game with
a prepared and potent offense that came
ready to play.
In just 20 minutes, BC scored an impressive five goals against their Wolfpack
rivals. Freshman Jana Jeffrey set the tone
earlyon in the game, scoring the team?s first
goal after only four minutes of play, coming from two unbelievable assists upfield
by teammates Stephanie McCaffrey and

coming into the game was in its offensive
lineup. This time around, the Eaglesproved
to be more dangerous in their attack.
?Kristie Mewis and Jana Jeffrey offered
us so much,? said head coach Alison Foley.
?Kristie from theleft flank was phenomenal
with her service. I mean, she got three assists from thewidechannel, and we?ve been
looking to get better service in the boxand

she providedthat.?
With the help of Mewis and Jeffrey,
the Eagles succeeded in burying their
opponents early on. McKenzie Meehan
scored two more goals for BC in the first
period, coupled with a goalby McCaffrey.
The Eagle defense allowed only one goal
in the first period, scored by NC State?s
Brittany Stanko.
Following such an eventful first half,
the second half proved to be fairly slow by
comparison. BC used the second half as

Casey Morrison.

an opportunity to get some inexperienced

The Eagles
offense following the goal. Kristie Mewis
scored only four minutes later in a sensationalunassisted 20-yard goal.
The greatest adjustment that BC made

players on the field, who succeeded in keeping their opponents at bay.
McCaffrey had her second goal of the

maintained an aggressive

Volleyball drops weekend pair

See Women?s Soccer, B4

Boateng is trying to
Hosting a tough Florida State and Miami squad, the
Quote of the Week B2
a promise
Football Notebook B3
Eagles came away with two losses B2
ISSUE
he made to his grandmotherback homeB5
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Volleyball downed by Florida State
BY CHRIS GRIMALDI

point in the Seminole?s favor. FSU jumpedout to a quick

Heights Editor

4-0 lead, showing off the cohesive ball movement and solid

Looking to tally its third straight conference victory,
the Boston College volleyballteam faced off against No.
12 Florida State on Friday night in a heated matchup of
ACC rivals.
Headcoach Chris Campbell?s vastlyimproved BC squad
came into the night with one more win on its record than
it compiled during the entire 2011 season. Yet despite a

atop the conference.
Winning nine out of the set?s

defensethathasheadcoachChrisPoole?s squadentrenched

valiant effort and an energeticcrowd of Superfansat Power
Gym, the Eagles fell in three sets (25-20, 25-15, 25-19) to
the first-place Seminoles.
?I was really proud of the way our team came out,?
Campbell remarkedafter the game. ?We battled hard, we
really competed a team like this doesn?t give you that
many easy opportunities,but when it happens you really
?

have to capitalize on them, and we didn?t do that quite
often enough.?
Both teams came storming out of the gatein thefirst set,
matching each other point for point. The Eagles? hustle on
defense and solid ball movement?bolstered by 11assists
from sophomoreKellieBarnum?enabled them to take a
9-8 lead on FSU. Although theSeminoleswouldfireback by
winning nine out of the next 13points to force a BC timeout, Campbell?s Eagles came storming back to cut FSU?s
lead to threeat 23-20 thanks to a six-kill performancefrom
freshman standout Katty Workman. However, Seminole
Ashley Neff?s four blocks solidified FSU?s advantageous
presence at the net, preventing BC from inchinganycloser
and clinching a 25-20 win.
?[FSU] is a verysolid team,? Campbell said. ?They?re very
tall, they have a great block, and there were times when I
felt we were forcing them into situations we wantedthem
to be in. We just didn?t quite do it enough.?
After a closelycontestedfirst set, BC appearedpoised
to push FSU to the brink and push its foe?s endurance to
the limit. The second set, however,proved to be a turning

first 12 points, the Seminoles outlasted the Eagles on volleysand out-killed BC by
a margin of 14-10. The Eagleskept chipping away, thanks
to seven assists from junior Cagla Sen and five of a gamehigh 17kills from Workman, but a 12-4 FSU run was the
difference in the visiting team?s 10-point win. Campbell
acknowledged that the second set was a major obstacle
blocking the Eagles? pursuit of a potential upset.
?It?s alwaystough to play from behind in the score,? he
said. ?[If] the score?s closer within one or two points, then
you?ve got some freedom to be a bit risky on things, to
takea few chances, but once you?re down big it or behind
in the score, it?s a littlemore difficult to takesome chances.
[FSU] started out with a 4-0 run right off the top, and all
of a sudden you?re downfour points?now you become
very predictable and because of that, they become even
a little bit better.?

TheEagles would not godownwithout a fight, however.
as Campbell?s squad notchedfour of thethird set?s firstfive
points and came out energized after a disappointingsecond

GrahaMBeck

frame. A few timely blocks from BC captainKrystle Higgins later in the set kept her team?s slim 13-12 advantage
intact. Yet the captain?s effort and 12assists from Barnum,
who had a match-high 25 on the night, were not enough
to halt a complete team effort from FSU. When the dust
finally settled, the Seminolescame out on top with a 25-19

BY MEAGHAN CALLAHAN

set victory.

For The Heights

While Campbell and the Eagles had high hopesfor an
ACC upset, their perseverantperformance against one of
the country?s best teams will boost momentum heading
into the 2012 season?s stretchrun.
?I?m glad we competed,? Campbell said. ?I?m glad we
pushed thema littlebit, butfor us it becomesa great lesson
to work on in practice.? n

On Sunday, the Boston College Eagles faced off
against the University of Miami Hurricanes in Power
Gym. It was a high-energy environment, with a crowd
of 280. The match went to five sets, but ultimately
the Eagles fell to the Hurricanes, 3-2.
The Eagles played a hard four sets, winning the
second and the fourth. But Miami took the first and
the third set and then gained a commanding lead in
the fifth set. BC was unable to rally and the set went
to Miami 15-10.
The University of Miami is currently ranked No.
1 in the ACC with an 8-1 record. Its overall record
is 16-3.
Head coach Chris Campbell recognized the Hurricanes as a tough opponent and praised his team for

until the end.?

The first
with each
fighting
a lead. Though it appeared that BC was coming
out strong with an earlyadvantage, the University of
Miami quickly matched it and rallied to win the set
28-26. Each team tallied 17 kills in the first set.
The Eagles came back with a vengeance to take
home the second set. They quickly gained a lead and
maintained it until the end, winning the set 25-16.
Miami gainedmomentum after the second set and
set was close,

team

for

/
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Hurricanes drop BC in five sets

taking them to five sets.
?Miami is a great program, and taking it to five
was great,? he said. ?It?s tough to get behind and
then come back in a 15-point set, but we hung on

GrahaMBeck
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Despite a solid effort from last week?s ACC Freshman of the Week Franny Hock, the Eagles could not handle Miami.

was able to win the third set 25-18.

Freshman Katty Workman attempted to keep her team in the match, howeverthe Seminoles proved toomuch in the end.

The Eagles dominated in the fourth

set,

capital-

izing on the adrenaline that came from losing the
third frame. Miami seemed to have lost some of the
momentum that it had gained. BC brought its lead
to 13-5 just before the Hurricanes called a timeout.
Afterthe timeout, the Eaglesmaintainedthe leadand
won the set 25-11.
The pressure was on for both teams going into
the fifth set. Miami gained a lead and at the half way

mark, whenthe teams switched sides, the score was
8-5. The Hurricanes held on to the leaduntil the end,
winning the set 15-10 and the match 3-2.
Both teams had strong showings from key players. For BC, freshman Katty Workman continued to
demonstrate her role as a power player. She tallied
18 kills and 19 digs. SophomoreCourtney Castleled
the team with kills, racking up 22. She also tallied
16 digs. Current ACC Freshman of the Week, libero
Franny Hock, led the team in digs with 30.
?We have a young team this year, with only one or
two upperclassmen on the court at one time,? Campbell said, ?but the entire team contributed today, and
I am proud of the effort they put forth.?
For Miami, junior Alex Johnson and sophomore
SavanahLeaf led the team in kills, each with 16. Junior
libero Ryan Shaffer notched 30 digs in the match.The
strong showing from these players helped to lead the
Hurricanes to their victory over the Eagles.

This loss to Miami follows the Eagles? loss to
Florida State on Friday. Yet, as Campbell acknowledged, this is the toughest stretch of the season for
the Eagles.
?We knew going into this weekend that this was
going to be the toughest stretch of the season and now
we are going on the road, which will be tough.? n

Field hockey finds success in homestand against ranked opponents
BY MATTY PIERCE

past Eagles goalieLeah Settipane to tie the game.
With just over a minute left in the first half, BC
sophomore Sarah Hospodar made a defensive play

For The Heights

The No. 24 Boston College field hockey team
was able to gain some confidence playing at home
this weekend, defeating two ranked opponents with
a 1-0 victory over the No. 10 Northeastern Huskies
(10-3) on Friday night and a 6-2 victory over the
No. 20 New Hampshire Wildcats (7-7) on Sunday
afternoon. With these victories, the Eagles (9-6)
were able to pick up their two first home wins of
the season. Both games were played at the Newton
SportsComplex. In yesterday?s game, the team raised
money and awareness for cancer in the ?Stick It To
Cancer? game.
After gaining their first home victory on Friday
night against Northeastern, the Eagles lookedto stay
strong against the Wildcats on Sunday. BC was able
to gain its fourth win against a ranked opponent this
year on the back of freshman JordynHamilton, who
recorded a hat-trick in her team?s 6-2 victory. The six
goals scored by BC marked the most the Eagles had
scored in a game this year.
?One of the goalstoday was to shoot,? said head
coach Ainslee Lamb, according to BC Athletics.?It?s
exciting to see theresults of putting the ball to goal.
I?m excited that the players reaped some reward for
executing that goal.?
The Eagles took an early lead in the 12th minute
of play whenHamiltonscored her first of three goals.
This came when junior Paige Norris struck the ball
into the circle, where Hamiltonreceived the pass and
chipped it into the right corner of the net.
The Wildcats responded to tie the game at 1-1
seven minutes later. Casey Pohlmeyer received the
ball in the circle off a corner and quickly passed it to
Megan Bozek.Bozek struck the ball from the center

SPORTin SHORT

have to workreally hard,and she [has] been putting
in the work day in and day out,? Lamb told reporters of Hamilton. ?I am really excited to see that pay
that was ableto keep the Eagles from falling behind. off for her.?
UNH?s Meg Flatley drew Settipane out of the goal
BC outshot UNH 22-7 in the victory, while Seton a breakaway. After having the ball knocked away
tipane recorded two saves for the Eagles and Carlie
by Settipane,Flateleyregained possessionof the ball Tarbell recorded 10 for the Wildcats. Alongside
and took a shot. Hospodar had positioned herself Hamilton?s hat trick, Hromisin ended the day with a
in front of the goal and deflected Flateley?s shot to
goal and two assists for the Eagles.
preserve the tie.
The Eagles gained their first home victory in a
?Her will to win is incredible,? Lamb said of Hohard-fought 1-0 win against the Huskies Friday night
spodar. ?Those types of saves and that type of defense on a second-half goalby Sebia.
Lamb was pleased with the Eagles? effort as well
happens because of her desire forBC field hockey to
as the outcome of the game.
be successful.?
?It?s exciting for our program to have our first
Buildingoff the momentum from Hospodar?s defensive stop, the Eaglesscored with eight seconds left home win
Their desire to win was the highest
in the first half. Sophomore Katlyn Soucy dribbled I?ve seen it, and that?s what won the game tonight,?
into thecircle andfound the backof the net to put the Lamb said.
Both teams headed into the lockerroom scoreless
Eagles on top 2-1 as the first half came to a close.
Hamilton collected her second goal 10 minutes after the first half. By that time, Northeastern had
into the second half when freshman AshLeighSebia recorded four shots on goal while BC had recorded

Maryland
Florida State
Clemson
NC State
Wake Forest
Boston College

struck a shot that Hamiltonredirected in front of the
net for a goal, putting the Eagles up 3-1.
In the 58th minute, UNH cut the deficit to one
when Pohlmeyerdumped the ball off to Meg Carroll
in front of the net, and was able to record her fourth
goal of the season to make the score 3-2.
After that point, BC took control of the game.
Freshman Kelcie Hromisin struck a shot that Sebia
tipped in to make it 4-2. Shortly after, junior Chapin
Duke scored on an assist by Hromisin, who centered
the ball to Duke at the stroke line. Duke was able to
score her fifth goalof the season to make it 5-2 with
10 minutes left to play. In the 65th minute, Hamilton

recorded her third goal of the day after beating a
defenderand set the score at a final of 6-2.
?I am so thrilledfor Jordyn As a freshman, you

Conference
2-0
3-1
2-1
1-1
1-3
0-3

?

Overall
4-2
6-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
1-5

Coastal
Miami
Duke
North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Georgia Tech
Virginia

3-1
2-1
2-1
2-1
1-3
0-3

as a

freshman. She is

so experienced

BC was able to outshoot Northeastern 9-8 while

collecting the win. The Huskies recorded sevencorners while BC recorded three. Settipane collected
three saves for the Eagles, compared to Priest?s two
for the Huskies. n

?

ACC Football Standings
Atlantic

and maturity
already.?

4-3
5-2
5-2
4-3
2-4
2-5

three. Two corner opportunities occurred for each
team in the first half.

What turned out to be the game-winner by Sebia
occurred five minutes into the second half when junior Virgynia Muma crossed the ball in front of the
net after bringing it into the circle. Sebia received
the cross on the right side of the net and scored her
third goalof the season past the Huskies divinggoalie
Lizzie Priest.

The rest of the game was

a

hard battle for both

teams, with the Huskies? best scoring chance coming

with 11:25 left in the game.From the topof the circle,
Crystal Poland lifted a forceful shot that Settipane

able to knock down.
?Leah made a great save at a critical moment,?
Lamb told reporters. ?It?s amazing to see her poise
was

GrahaMBeck
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Numbers to Know

Quote of the Week

97

?It wasn?t like they did
things we didn?t practice
against and did things
differently. It was just a
matter of us fundamentally not being able to
stop them.?

men?s hockey?s Pat
Mullane after his assist in Friday
night?s 3-1 loss at Northeastern.
Career points for

649
The total number of offensive yards
given up by the Eagles? football team
in Saturday?s loss to Florida State.

10
The shot differential between BC
men?s soccer and NC State (advantage
BC, 14-4) in Saturday night?s 0-0 tie.

?
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Chapin Duke helpedlead the Eagles to a strong

Frank Spaziani on
Saturday loss
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KEY STATS

QUOTE OFTHE GAME

yards by BC junior
104 Rushing
Andre Williams
Total yards let up by the BC
649 defense
Yards per play for the Florida
9.1 State offense

College ball is a lot about momentum and being able to build and sustain your
momentum, and it was a real buzz kill when we couldn?t get the touchdown from
the one, but at the same time we need to be able to move on to the next series.
-

Andre Williams

Junior Running Back

KEY PERFORMERS

GAME-CHANGING PLAY
After driving 68 yards on their opening
series, the Eagles had first and goal at the
FSU one-yardline but were unable to punch
it into the end zone. The fourth-downplay
action pass fell incomplete, as Rettig faced
heavy pressure in the backfield.

IT WAS OVER WHEN...

s
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BC?s Andre Williams had another impressive day on the ground,racking up 104 yards. FSU wideoutKevin Benjamin (right) had five catchesfor 68 yards and a touchdown.

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Unexpectedly, Williams able to run freely
BY ALEX MANTA
Heights Editor

the Eagles are still figuring out how to
mesh the two for a more successful offense overall.
Coming into
?I think we?re realizing that it?s got

TALLAHASEE, Fla. ?
Friday?s game, the Eagles knew it was
going to be very challengingto move the
ball against theSeminoledefense.Florida
State came into the gameranked fourth
in total defense, fifth in run and pass
defense, and seventh in scoring defense
in the nation. While theEagles were shut
down through the air, the ground game
was a

different story.

In the first half, Andre Williams had
89 rushing yards on just 14 carries, giving
him an average of 6.4 yards per carry in
the half, and he finished with 104 yards
on the day. His burst at thelineand power
to shed arm tackles allowed him to find
holes in thedefenseand consistently have
solid gains. Being down by somuch early
on in the game, however, theEagles were
forced to focus on trying to score quickly
through the air rather than pound it on
the ground.

?I?m definitelyglad we were ableto run
against their defense because everyone
was tellingus we weren?t going to be able
to run,? Williamssaid.?We got some good
yardage in thefirst half, but in thesecond
half we just weren?t putting it together.?
This was Williams? second straight
100-yard rushing performance, and he
is now averaging 4.8 yards per carry on

and out.?

who ran for the first down. In a matter of
just a few plays, the momentum had completely swung in the Seminoles? favor.
?College ball is a lot aboutmomentum
and being able to build and sustain your
momentum, and it was a real buzz kill

BC hopes it can sustain its recent
productivity in the running game against
Georgia Tech, who is giving up an average
of 163 rushing yards per game.

when we couldn?t get thetouchdownfrom
the one [yard line],? Williamssaid. ?But, at
the same time, we need to beable to move
on to the next series.?

FSU Goal-Line Stand Stuffs BC
What many will point to as the pivotal
moment in the game came on the Eagles?
first drive, as they failed to get a touch-

Making Bad History

to come from both ends, both pass and

run, for us to be able to move the chains,?
Williams said. ?Too much of one and not
enough of the other is gonna get us three

down after having first and goal on the
Florida State one-yard line.
BC elected to try a short pass to
Swigert,which fell incomplete, and then
followed that up with two unsuccessful

After this weekend?s game, BC has
played FSU 11 times in school history
and eight times since joining the ACC.
The Eagles had never lost by more than
30 points since joining the ACC until last
year?s 38-7 loss at home, and this past
weekend marks the first time in history
that BC has lost by more than 40 points.

runs up the middle. On a critical fourth
and inches, BC called a play-actionpass,

Spaziani is now 1-3 against Florida State
in his BC career.

but FSU

also the
Saturday night?s game
first time since 2000 that a Florida State
quarterback passed for over 400 yards,
as EJ Manuel more than doubled the
amount of passing yards the BC defense
has allowed on average so far this year.
Despite defensiveback Jim Noelrecording his second interception of the season

defensive lineman Bjoern Werner explodedthrough the lineand was in

Rettig?s face the moment he turned to find
his receiver, forcing him to get rid of the
ball in a hurry.
?I don?t know if that?s going to be a
difference in the game, but it certainly
sets a little differenttone,? saidhead coach

Frank Spaziani.
That was followedup on the very next
Despite the team having some strong series with a lucky breakfor Florida State.
passing and some strong rushing games, On thirdand three, theSeminole receiver
the season.

fumbled the ballafter being stopped well
short of thefirst, but the ball popped out
directly to FSU quarterback EJ Manuel,

was

and defensive back Manny Asprilla getting his first, the Seminole offense still
dominatedand posted 649 total yards in

the game. n

FSU intercepted Rettig pass with 12 seconds
left in the second quarter after BC had just
gotten their first interception. The Seminoles
quickly moved the ball up the field and got a
field goal as time expired to go up 31-7.

BC can?t keep up with ?Noles
Football, from B1
we can?t have that,? said linebackerSteele
Divitto. ?We have to limit the big plays,
and we didn?t do that today.? In the first
half alone, the Eagles gave up passing
plays of 77, 48, 46, and 42 yards.
BC was able to put together a solid
drive midway through the second quarter. Williams had 38 of the 87 yards on

the five and a half-minute drive that was
capped off by Rettig dumping a pass to
wide receiver Bobby Swigert over the

middle as he came out of the backfield
and juked two defenders to give BC its
first and only score of the game.
The Florida State scoring barrage continued in the second half as the Seminoles

scored on four of their six possessions.
FSU wide receivers Rodney Smith and
Kenny Shaw both had over 100receiving
yards in the gameand were just two of the
nine players to record a reception from
Manuel, who finished with 27 completions on 34 attempts.

The Seminoles defense was equally
on-point, holding Rettig to 122 passing
yards on 15 completions and 31 attempts. Florida State defensive linemen
Cornellius Carradineand Bjoern Werner,
who lead the ACC with 7 and 6.5 sacks
respectively, kept Rettig under constant
pressure, while forcing him to throw the
ball awayrather than get tackledfor a loss
in the backfield.
?We only took one sack tonight, which
was good because obviously they were

back there a lot more than that,? Rettig said, ?but sometimes you just have
to throw the ball away and live to play

another down.?
The ground game was more productive for the Eagles, as Andre Williams led
the team with 104 yards on 20 carries.
?[Williams] ran the ball well tonight,?
said Spaziani. ?So there were positives,
but you?ve got to turn that into a W.?
Saturday night?s game was the first
time since 2000 that BC has given up over
50 points since a 52-6 lost against Miami
in 2000 when the Hurricanes were ranked
No. 2in the country, and the Eagles were
more than frustrated that they weren?t
able to record stops.

?It?s embarrassing as a defense just
because we?ve had such a strong tradition of having good defenses here at
BC,? said linebackerNick Clancy. ?When
they score 50 against you and you know
your guys worked so hardand the strong
traditionwe?ve had at BC on defense, it?s
really hard to swallow.?
Spaziani reiterated the sentiment
saying, ?That?s not easy to swallow, the
yardage and the points, but what I do see
is guys practicing hard, working hard, and
competing
you can build on that, and
?

that?s what you can ask for.?
BC faces Georgia Tech, who runs a
similar triple option offense to that of
Army, next week. The Eagles remain
winless in ACC play, but steadfast in
their commitment and work ethic going
forward.
?We?re gonna get in at 3 a.m. this
morning, but we?re gonna wake up
tomorrow morning, get a lift in, get a
practice in, get film in,? Rettig said. ?We
just got to get back to work, and that?s

how we approach it.?
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Lineup change proves effective
Women?s Soccer, from B1
game in the 53rd minute. Meanwhile, the
Eagles defenseallowedonly one goalin the
second period from NC State freshman
Rachel Harris, bringing the final score to
a 6-2 victory by the Eagles.
Coach Foley attributes many of the
team?s shortcomings in recent matches to

slow start and missed opportunities on
goal.Following therecent loss, she and the
staff reevaluated the offensive lineup and
made changes accordingly.
?The biggest message was to take care
of business early,? Foleysaid. ?I don?t think
we played poorly in too many matches. I
thought we played well in Maryland, but
the problem I had with that is thatwe kept
a team that we were better than and on top
of around.?
Because of their strong performances
both defensivelyand offensively, NC State
a

didn?t spend much time hanging ?around?
BC?s goal,especiallyin the first half. At the
half, the Eagles held an impressive lead
with the score at 5-1. Even more impressively, however, are the shot statistics: For
thefirst half, BC shot 17times and allowed
NC State only one shot on goal.Although
BC could notkeep up thislevel of offensive
energy for the second half, they still held
an impressive 23-10 lead in shots on goal
at the end of the game.
The offensive adjustments, coupled
with their aggressiveness on goal, proved
a success for theEagles. Foleycommented,
?We needed to find our most committed
starting line up and our most potent starting lineup, and I think we did that.?
Armed with this potency on offense
and consistency on defense, BC will go on
to face No. 1Florida State on Thursday in
a home match that is sure to put this new
offensive line-up to the test. n

GrahaM Beck/ heiGhts editOr

The Eagles played a strong first 90 minutes, but were stunned quickly into the first overtim period, as Maryland scored the game-winner.

Maryland pulls off overtime thriller over Eagles
BY ANDREW KLOKIW
Heights Staff

Oftentimes in sports, the little things
can make a big difference. A slip, a missed
assignment, or maybeeven justa littlebitof
luck can go a long way towarddetermining
a winner and loser. For the women?s soccer
team, it seems that everyone of thesebreaks

has been going against them lately.
Last Thursday on Newton campus, head
coachAlison Foley?s squad droppeda heartbreaker of a match to ACC rival Maryland
(11-3-2, 6-1-1 ACC) by a score of 3-2. The
Eagles (8-5-2, 2-4-0 ACC) were defeated
merelyone minute and 10 seconds into the
first overtime period, as junior Maryland
forward Hayley Brock slotted home the
game winner.
?I thought we played some great soccer,
especially in the first half,? Foley said of the
game. ?Sometimes thegameof soccer is all
about a little bit of luck and a few inches
this way or that way. I thought we had some
greatopportunities in the first half. Theyhad
three shots and three goals, so obviously
that?s something we need to work on. They

The slip took Lombard out of theplay and
allowed Maryland?s GabbyGalanti the opportunity to go 1-on-1 with Gaul.
Galantifinished well into thefar side of
the net to put BC behind in a game that they
were dominating.
Foley echoed this sentiment as she
remarked, ?I don?t think we gave up much
defensively.I think we reallycontained their

of a breakaway as Gaul could not keep the
ball out of the net. The goalwas Maryland?s
third on only threeshots for thegame.
The loss is BC?s fourth in a row, and
fifth overall in the past six games. After a
hot start, it appears that Foley?s squad may
drop out of the top 25in the nation for the
first time allyear.
After the game, Foley was very upbeat,

two forwards,up until thatlast situation over
there. We stuck to our game plan and didn?t

despite her team?s troubles of late.
?We?ve got to keep believingandkeep on

let them have any time in the midfield or

battling,? shesaid. ?I don?t think it is any tac-

had a little bit of luck on their side and we

didn?t.?
Boston College jumped out to an early
lead 11minutes into the match, whensophomore defender Casey Morrison scored her
first goalof the season off a corner kick. The
set piece was playedinto thebox by captain
Kristie Mewis, and after bouncing around
the penaltyarea it fell to thefeet of Morrison,
whorocketed it into the net.
Maryland?s response was swift and
against the run of play. The Eagles were the
owners of thelion?s share of the possession,
but 25 minutes into the first half, Terrapin
freshman Shannon Collinsmade a winding
run in the box.The run ended 25 yards from
goal, where the defenderlofted a ball over
thehead of EaglesgoalieAlexaGaul to knot
thegame up at one apiece.
A bitofluckwouldindeedgo Maryland?s
way with just over six minutes remaining in

GrahaM Beck/ heiGhts editOr

McKenzie Meehanrecorded two goalsin the win, as theEagles talliedfive goalsin thefirst half.

GrahaM Beck/ heiGhts

Stephanie McCaffrey recorded four shots in BC?s overtimeloss to Maryland on Thursday.
much possession.?
The Eagles would be the recipients of

the first half.

good fortune about halfway through
the second half, as Marylandwouldbecalled
for a handball in the box. Mewis stepped up
to the spot for BC and coolly put away the
penalty kick, as she sent the goalkeeper in
the wrong direction.
The rest of theregulationperiodwas almost all BC, as Mewis andherfellow captain
Gibby Wagner saw a few shots glance just

Eagle defender ZoeLombardhad a clearance teedup on the edge of the 18-yardbox,
but slipped just as she went to play theball.

wide of the post.
Brock?s winning tally, her fourth gamewinning goalof the season, came on theend

some

tical stuff. Ithink we?re doinga lot of things
really well. There is no big change that has
to happen. We have to pull the trigger a little
sooner without question, and get a littlebit
of luck on our side.?
The Eagles face four crucial ACC matches (three at home) to close out the regular
season, and will needas much good fortune
as they can get to ensure a deep postseason
run. For a team as seasoned as Foley?s, a
break here and there can be the difference
between missing the NCAA tournament

and making a deep national championship
run. n

BC dumped by Huskies in season opener
Men?s Hockey, from B1
needed more people in front to screen
and deflect pucks, and we just did not get
that over the course of the night.?
The second period saw more of the
same from the Eagles. Northeastern
pressured the BC defenseall night and
kept them from creating many chances
on offense. Milner was forced to make
some impressive saves to keep his team
in the game. The Eagles were noticeably
shaky on the defensive side, where three
freshmen played significant minutes
throughout the game. Such youth and
inexperience is not unexpected, but the
defense that was such a strength in last
season?s run has a longway to go, according to York.
?That?s certainlysomething we?re going to have to go through some growing
pains with,? York said. ?But as the year
progresses, I?m sure they?re all going to
benefit from the ice time they?re getting.
But that?s certainly an area that we need
an improvement on. They?re just young
kids, so it?s going to take a while.?
The Eagles came out better in the
third, upping the pressure and getting
more shots on Rawlings. The senior
goalie was up to the task though, stopping everything BC threw his way. The
Huskies lookedback on theirheels until
Colton Saucerman took a shot from

but also said that he did not believe that
the goal decided the game.
?The third goal,it lookedlikefrom the
bench that it really dropped down,? York
said. ?It just kind of knuckled straight
down and fooled Parker. It was one of

those strange shots. The goal didn?t
decidethe game because there was still
plenty of time to play, but it certainly

made it an uphill battle for us. I would
have liked to get that thing knotted at

two.?
The Eagles lost despite outshooting
Northeastern 32-29, with 15 of those
shots coming in the thirdperiod. BC next
travels to play UMass on Friday night
before hosting the Huskies on Saturday
for banner night. n

alex trautwiG / heiGhts seniOr staff

York is nearingthe all-time wins recordfor collegehockey coaches, and Superfans could see it live.

With tickets in such high
demand, take advantage
Column, from B1
ter man to achieve such an incrediblerecord.

Sure, the Eagles lost on Saturday to
Northeastern,but that shouldn?t make you
any less excitedabout therematch this
weekend.Thatincredible environment
against Denver last year came in a loss. It?s a

outside the blue line that fooled Milner
and knuckled into the net with just over
15 minutes remaining in the game. The

goal seemed to take the energy out of
the Eagles, who had some chances as
time wore downbut were unable to get
themselves back into the game. York
spoke on the shot that fooled his goalie,

alex

trautwiG / heiGhts seniOr staff

Milnerrecorded26 saves on the night at Northeastern, but itwasn?t enough to stop the Huskies.

long season, and the third and fourth lines
are still figuring out their chemistry while
the defense gets young players up to speed.
But the talent is there and this squad is still
championship-caliber.Besides, doesn?t it
make Saturdaythat much sweeter knowing
the Eagles have an opportunity to get some
early-seasonrevenge against the Huskies?
I was never a hockey fan before I got
here.Football and basketballwere almost
exclusivelymy sports, but that changed a

year ago. There are probably going to be
a lot more ofyou in the crowd than there
will be upperclassmen thisyear. Listen to
the juniors and seniors sitting next to you.
Follow their lead. Scream ?sieve? as loud as
you can. Jump aroundwhen ?Shipping Up
To Boston? starts playing.Make ChrisRawlings, Northeastern?s goalie,want to get out
of Conte as quickly as possible. It really does

make a difference.
If you?re pissed thatfootball got blown
out again, that?s okay. It?s understandable,
but don?t letthat keep you from supporting
BC?s best team. We are BC, and we need you
there on Saturday.
Austin Tedesco is the Asst. Sports Editor for The Heights. He can be reached
at sports@bcheights.com.
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Notebook: Tough D stunts Eagles
Murphy, who beat Clemson defenders defender Nick Corliss flew in from the
with ease throughout the night, Bekker right sideand shouldered Gayton off the
fired a shot high and wide from the left ball inside the box in a heavy collision.
Gayton injured his ankle on the play, and
While both the Boston College and side of the box.
In the second half, Bekker caught the to the outrage of the Clemson players, no
Clemson men?s soccer teams exited the
pitch without a goal on Saturday evening keeper out and whipped the ball toward foul was called.
in Newton, it wasn?t for lack of effort or the goal from almost 40 yards out. Cody
Mizell, the Clemson keeper, could only BC hovers near top of ACC standings
creativity by the Eagles.
BC repeatedly sent its midfielders watch as the ball curved just over the
Entering the match trailing both No.
1 Maryland and No. 2 North Carolina
up field in attack. In response, Clemson corner of the goal.
held its midfielders back to aide its back
?Charles [Rugg] had a great chance, in conference play, BC could not afford
line.
Bekks had a great chance, but some of a loss if it wanted to stay ahead in the
?[Clemson] didn?t want to lose, so the other stuff, the scrappy stuff we could ACC.
it was obvious they were playing tough have picked up on,? Kelly said.
?Losing would have been awful the
defense,? said head coach Ed Kelly.
Boateng provided the scrappy stuff way we played,? Kelly said. ?It was a tough
The trio of CharlieRugg, Kyle Bekker, terrorizing the Clemson defense down game. It was a bit of a scrappy kind of
and Derrick Boateng created most of the the left flank, but he and the Eagleattack game, but we?ll take it.?
chances for BC. Both Bekker and Boateng always needed onemore touch, or one bit
Luthy named ACC Player of the Week
had four shots as they operated on the of luck, to put the ball in the net.
For the second week in a row, a BC
wings for the most part, although Bekker
?We were a little unlucky,? Kelly said.
often wandered toward the middle to link
?We played well enough. I thought we player was named ACC Player of the
up with Rugg at the top.
got the best of the game, but on the
Week. Luthy, following in Rugg?s footThe Eagles? best chance came in the other side of the coin, these games, as steps, nabbed the awardafter saving eight
first 15 minutes of the game,when Rugg a coach you always fear that you miss shots in the second half of the 1-0 Wake
found himself alone 10 yards out from the those chances, and they come back to Forest victory.
This season, Luthy is ranked fourth in
penalty box behind the Clemson defense. haunt you.?
BC played the ball into Rugg, who then
Clemson?s best chance near the end of the ACC with 16 saves. Luthy has been
had a clear shot at the top of the box but the first half was when the Tigerschipped a four-year mainstay between the pipes
the ball over the BC back line onto a and will go down as one of BC?s finest
narrowly missed to the left.
Bekker also had several narrow misses.
streaking Preston Gayton, who thought keepers. He leads the program in wins
BY RYAN DOWD
For The Heights

On a feed from central midfielder Colin

he was alone with the keeper, but BC

and minutes. n

grahaM Beck / heights editOr

Boston College held Clemson scoreless on Saturday, but couldn?t come up with a goal of its own.

BC forces draw with CU
Men?s Soccer, from B1
when he only had the goalkeeper to
beat.
The game took a physical turn when
a fight almost broke out after defender
Chris Agerfollowed up on a Kyle Bekker
free kick, sliding into the opposing goalkeeper in the process.
The Tigers managedto put some pressure on the BC defense, but none of it was
too much for the backline to handle. The
better chances continued to fall in favor

of the Eagles. With around 10minutes left
in the half, Colin Murphy picked off a pass
at the center of midfieldand sprinted up
the field. He sent off a pass to Bekker on
his left, who shot off target.
After the game, head coach Ed Kelly
said thathe thought the Eagles could have
been up 2-0 at the end of the first half.
?We created three or four good chances,? he said.
The second half started similarly to
the first half, when Bekker raced down
the left side and crossed the ball to Rugg,
whose shot was blocked, but followed
up by Murphy, who failed to convert
grahaM Beck / heights editOr

The Eagles had a solid defensive effort on Saturday,but the Clemson Tigers held themscoreless on the offensive end due to a strong defense.

distinguishedby a couplenear-miss long
shots.The first came fromabout 30 yards
out, but sailed just over the crossbar. The
one that really awed the fans was a leftfooted curler, which once again flew just
above the crossbar.
Freshman Derrick Boateng managed
to get himself into dangerous positions
over the course of the half, taking four
shots in all. However, the majority of these
shots were either blocked or endedup on

the wrong side of the goalpost. Clemson
didforce a fewclose calls, and succeeded
in working the ball around the BC goalon
a handful of occasions. Nothing was too
much for the Eagles? defense and goalkeeper Justin Luthy, though, as they sent
the game into overtime at 0-0.
Overtime was uneventful for both
sides, as most of the action came in the

the ball into the back of the net. Bekker

midfield.The Clemsondefense was strong
and fast, allowingRugg very little room
to play with on the occasions that he was
sent through balls. Afterwards, Kelly
called the game ?heartbreaking.?
?All in all, we did have some good,
good chances,? he said. ?But also, we
could have lost and that wouldhavebeen
a terrible thing. So, take a little good with

played confidently throughout the half,
and managed to open up play. He was

point.?

the bad?another clean sheet, another
n

NANA CHASES THE MOON

JOseph

BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. Sports Editor
As the 5-foot-9, 145-pound, Mohawksporting forward steps onto the pitch, chants
of ?Nana, Nana, Nana, Nana, hey, hey, hey,
goodbye? fill the home fan section of the
Newton Soccer Field. They are referencing
freshman Derrick ?Nana? Boateng, a native
ofGhanaand one of Boston College
brightest young stars. While Boateng appears
to have all the confidence in the worldwhile

soccer s

makingmoves aroundthe pitch,a deeper look
into his life reveals a journey of hard work,
sacrifice, and a promise madeto a loved one.
Growing up in Ghana,Africa, Boateng was
not born into wealth. He realized that there

were not many options for him to overcome
this poverty and help his family. One of the
few ways he could make a difference was
through soccer.

scious of his background, where he comes
from, and what it takes to take advantage of
the opportunities in frontof him.
?If you are born on top of a mountain, it is

very easy to touch the sky,? hesaid.?But ifyou
are not, it is verydifficult to see thebrightness
of the moon. You have to work hard to climb
up to the top. None of us get to wherewe are
on our own because Ibelieve that in life there
is no such thing as a self-made person.
?Our parents and our grandmom made
sure that we were taken care of. I was not born
at the top of the mountain, so it was very hard
to see thebrightness of the moon. However, I
think that everythingyou put yourmind into
in life and you believe in and you work hard
towards and speak positively about in your
future, positive things will happen for you.
That is what Ibelieve.?

Boateng credits his successes to his
grandmother,as well as the promise hemade

?Soccer is Ghana?s favorite game,? hesaid.
?For some, school was the only way to get out
of the poverty, and for others soccer was the
only way. I used soccer as my motivation to
leavethe poverty.?

to her. The young forward does not see his
performanceas a resultofhis athleticabilities,
butrather theinstallmentofhard work given
to him by his family and God.
In 2008, after being selected to play for

Boateng recalled a promise he made to
his grandmother.This promise, though made
whenBoateng was a youngboy, has been the
catalyst behind his rise to BC, as well as his

the Ghanaian Youth National Team, Boateng
came over to America, driven by his talents
on the local circuit. He played for the New
England Futbol Club for three seasons in
which he was under the advisementof BC
head coachEdKelly for some time.Kelly kept
an eye on the young star, and ultimatelystuck
byhim during the collegerecruitment period,

continued dedicationto working hard all his
life. He begged his grandmotherto buyhim a
j ersey, and in return hewouldworkhis hardest
to have success for themand wear that jersey
forreal whenhe was older.The jersey was that
of the Ghanaian national team.
?I wanted to come to the United States to
leave the poverty, but it was mostly to fulfill

that promise,? hesaid.
Despite his youth, Boateng is very con-

something that Boateng willnever forget.
?Coach is like a god to me,? Boateng said.
?He gaveme this opportunity, and I appreciate
it so much. I will do anything Coachasks me
because he believes in me and he has given
me this chance.?

Beginning in 2011, Boateng joinedtheFC
GreaterBoston Bolts Academy. He continued

playingsoccer constantly,trying to makesure
that his promise wouldbe made certain. He
captained his high school squad at South
High Community School in Worcester, Mass.,
where he was the teams leading scorer from
2009-2011. He was named an All-Central
Mass. and All-Stateplayer in 2009 and 2010,
and namedthe 15thbest playerin TopDrawSoccer.com?s New England?s Top 20.
Kelly gave his former playera shot to play
on his ACC-contending squad, realizing the
potential of the Ghanaian recruit. College
soccer would be a definite adjustment for
Boateng, butKelly gavehim a chance. For the
freshman, it was the greatest thing thatcould
have happened.
?It is something that I will never trade,? he
said.?It?s thebest thing thathasever happened
to me becausewhoeverknew who I was growing up wouldn?t ever believethat I would get
to where I am today. To be at one of the best
schools in theworldand playingfor a Division
I school, I am closer[to my goals]than people
would think. If tomorrow never comes and
I have come this far, it is still a dream come
true. It?s thatpromise. Getting heremakes me
proud of myself and my grandmom, because
not

everybody has this advantage and this

opportunity to be here.?

Although the early-going has been an
adjustment for Boateng, he is maintaining
his common attitudeof calm in adversity. No
matter the challenge, he realizes that there
are always worse situations. As with most
things, he credits his successes to those
aroundhim.
?The transition has been pretty good,? he
said. ?I?m not going to deceivemyself. Not

castlen and alex Manta/ heights

everythingis better, but with me I like the way
it is. Whether it is tough or not tough, that is
whatI?ll do. I willhustle until my heart stops.
I appreciateeverything that is going on here,
whether good or bad.
?The people at Boston College are very
welcoming,and thatis whatIneed. All I need
is peoplemaking me feel comfortable.Classes
can be tedious. It?s tough between playing
soccer and then havingschool, but that?s just
the way it is. I knew that before I came here.
Even thoughwe have to just grindthrough it
and hopefor thebest allthe time, Iknow that
my best days are ahead of me. There are so
many people whose best days are still ahead
of them.Hard work alwayspays off. Whatever

other?s backs. In my opinion, it is the best team
to be on. We all have the goal of winning a
nationalchampionship, and bringingBC to a
new level in men?s soccer.?
The culmination of Boateng?s drive
through life?s obstacles cameon Sept. 22 as
the Eaglesfaced San Francisco. The gamewas
tied and nearing theend of its secondovertime period. Senior Charlie Rugg sent a pass
to Boateng. The freshman dribbled the ball
into the box, andlofted a high shot over the
headof the opposing goalkeeper.It seemedas
if time slowed down as the goalkeepertried
his best to diveback andmake the play, but
it was allfor nothing.Theball hit thefar post
corner of the net for the goldengoalvictory.

Ido in this world, Iwill put in 110percent. I?ll
put in everything that I have, so that even if
I don?t succeed, I know I did everything that
I could.?
The journey of Nana Boateng has been
long and arduous. He has left poverty, but
also his home and family. He attends one of
the top schools in the country, but he is still

The crowd eruptedas teammates surrounded
their hero. Nana?s work had paid off, made

adjusting to the fast-paced lifestyle of college
athletics. He has never lost faith in his abilities
because heknows they come from the people

aroundhim. They are his strength, and drive
him to be great.
?I justplay fromthe heart,? hesaid.?What
I do on the soccer field comes from my motto
to give all that I?ve got. It is just about giving
all that I?ve got. Play like it?s my last, so that if
tomorrow never comes I will never have any
regrets. My main focusis winning. I don?t want
to lose. I don?t play for myself. I play for the
fans. Iplay for Boston Collegeas aninstitution.
I play for my coach. And most importantly I
play for the teammates I?m playing with. We
have a great groupof guys. Everyone has each

evident by the swarm of maroon and gold
crowding him andhis new teammates.
?That?s whatI?ve been workingfor since I
was growing up,? hesaid with a smile.?I was
dumbfounded when I scored the goal, but
at the same time everything happens for a
reason. Scoring that goalwasn?t by mymight
or by my power. Itis all by the graceof God.
It is God who put me in that spot, gave me
the mentalityto shootthat ball, and mademy
shot go in the goal.I was just dumbfounded.
All I could say was thanks to my teammates
for believing in me, my coach for playing
me, and most importantly thanks to God for
helping me score that goal.?
While such a story wouldbe theperfect
ending to any sports movie, Boateng is not
done. He continues to work his hardest ev-

eryday to continue reaching for the sky that
has become just a little bit clearer, and to
fulfill that promise to his grandmother?his
inspiration. n
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Only 30% of cancer patients find a donor match
in their families. The rest rely on donations
from complete strangers.
Join the millions who have already committed
to being a potential donor match to save a life.

textmy SPIT
"38383

to find out Mat \jou can do

to help

cancer patients eve^Met^e.

HINT: ITS MUCH EASIER THAN YOU THINK
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ELECTION 2012:NO LABELSROCK TVHE Pretend that you
BY ANDREW OLSON
For The Heights
No Labels is the new political, bipartisan organization on campus. It is a subchapter of a national organization that is
based in Washington whose major focus
is getting Congress to work together.
No Labels strives to limit the effects of

partisanshipby attacking polarization

and making
theaisle.
No Labels strives to answer a very
real problem that is affecting this country:
polarization. Polarization, generally
speaking, is the sharp division of a population or group into opposing factions. In
practice, these opposing factions are the
congressmen reach across

extremists of either party. These passionate few define the policy of the party as
a whole.These are the people who come
out and vote in the primaries, and these
are the people incumbentsfrom both parties have to fear. If incumbents do not cater to their demands, a candidate emerges

who will, and that incumbent is beaten
in his or her primary. When polarization
becomesrampant and extremists hold
power, moderate voices lose traction and
parties are less inclined to compromise.
Extensive polarization defeats the

purpose of political parties in general. The
dualparty system is so successful
is that those in power always have a loyal

reason a

opposition. This ensures that policy never
gets too extreme because the opposing

side is always there,ready to step in if the
voters are not satisfied.Each side compromises to provide effective legislation that
satisfies voters. At least, that is how things
are supposed to go.
In today?s political climate, those
who compromise are vetted in their own
party. For example, Senator Olympia
Snowe (R) did not seek re-electionfor
her next term, citing polarization as the
main reason. In a statement, she elaborated, ?Unfortunately, I do not realistically
expect the partisanship of recent years
in the Senate to change over the short
term.? Snowe was known for regularly
voting against her Republican colleagues
as the ?last moderate? in Congress.
These instances support ineffectual, rigid
partisan voting. It can be seen from the
past presidential term that polarization is
negatively affecting Congress.
One manifestationof polarizationis
the recent use of the filibuster. Originally
enacted to prevent the Senate majority from steamrolling the minority, the

filibuster

was used rarely and with great

What a filibuster effectively does is
stall voting on a bill. As long as a senator
was on the floor, the bill could not be
movedforward until a supermajority of
60 membersvotedto end the debate. Filibusters took a great amount of time and
were used very rarely. This is no longer
the case. In its first 50 years of existence,

and provide a support system for moderate candidates that they currently do not
have. No Labels supports candidates,
from either party, that show a history or
willingness of working with the opposing
party to produce bipartisanlegislation.
No Labelsdoes not seek to be a political
party itself?just to limitpolarizationand

the filibuster was used 35 times. In the
past two years, it was used over 100
times. This is a measure by the minority
party?the Republicans in this case?to

endorse pragmatic and effective leaders.
No Labels has a 12-step plan to ?Make
Congress Work.? Parts of this plan are legislation, other parts are simple measures

make sure none of the President?s legislation gets voted on, severely limiting his
effectiveness in office.
Congress has been broken by polarization, and candidates are increasingly less
willing to reach across the aisle. No Labels
is a group of Republicans, Democrats,

break gridlock and facilitate discussion. Some such measures are as easy
as bipartisan seating, but others require
legislationsuch as the No Labels plan for
filibuster reform, or ?No budget, no pay,?
which wouldforce accountability of Congress to produce a timelybudget.
No Labels, paradoxically, is thelabel
for the vast moderate majority. It is the
group people can turn to if they want to
see pragmatic and effective legislation
that helps end gridlock in Congress. Many
members of the Boston College community strive to work with organizations to
facilitate discussion on a local level, provide political awareness, and bring people
together. No Labels is a group of Repub-

cause.

and independents who are not giving up
their labels. They are simply putting them
aside to make this country work, which
will happen if Congress is able to produce
pragmatic andeffective legislation.
No Labels is the voice of the vast
majority. The general voting public is not
on either extreme. These people in the

middlefeel disenfranchised from politics
because they do not feel either party
meets theirneeds. No Labels aims to be
the moderate voice to get people involved

to

licans, Democrats, and independents. No
Labels is you. n

Hispanic Heritage Month closes on a positive note
BY MICHAEL HEAD
For The Heights

Student Programs lauded the level of involvement at the opening ceremony.
?It was the beginning of the semester,

Sept. 15 may seem an unremarkable date
for many students at Boston College, but
for Andrea Lopez, CSON ?14, it marks the
beginning of a month-long opportunity to
express ?Pride as a Latina and [to] educate
thosewho don?t know a lot about Hispanic

and it felt like, wow, this is a community at
Boston College that is not justreflective of

groupof people,? she said. ?It was the
Boston College family coming out
and
starting a celebration.?
Maynard, who organizes the events
culture.?
with Lopez and other students, noted with
Lopez co-chaired this year?s Hispanic satisfactionthat support for the celebration
only grewfrom there.
Heritage Month, a series of art presentations,lectures, discussions, and social events
?We had something called Bienvenidos
aimed at celebrating the Hispanic contribuwith Latinos at BC, a faculty and staff orgation to the Americanmosaic.
nization of Latinos, in Gasson 100?it was
?Our purpose,? she said, ?is to celebrate packed,? she said. ?We had students at all
andhonor Hispanic Heritage Month by rethe tables it was thekind of thing where
flecting thatwe as Hispanics are celebrated different places [and] different groups on
not because of our background, skin color,
campus came together.?
or language, but because of the impact we
Lopez and Maynard hope that this imhave made locallyand nationally.?
pressive turnout translates into a re-evaluWith over seven successful events beation of the Hispanic identity, one that, in
hind them, the organizers have already met
theirview, is too often defined in superficial
and exceeded these objectives, and many terms.
are pleasantly surprised with the level of
?We were very concerned that people
communitysupport. Joana Maynard,senior have an image of what Hispanic and Latino
assistant director, of the Office of AHANA ought to be,? Maynardexplained.?You speak
one

?

?

with an accent, or you have this complexion, or you?re from this state or another.
We wanted to say that there are so many
of us on this campus that don?t fit those

stereotypes.?
The selection of this year?s theme,
?Quienes Somos?,? meaning ?Who are
we?,? speaks to thiscritical issue. Reaching
beyond racial and cultural pride, the theme
seeks to characterizetherole of Latinos in
shaping theBC community and the nation
as a whole.
With this vision in mind, Hispanic students shared their struggles with identity in
a YouTube video created byAHANA staff,
providing a more intimate perspective on
what, for many, is an incredibly complex
journey.
Representing over 20 different countries

order to foster a sense of community and
solidarity.
?There?s a lot more that unites us than
separates us,? Maynard said. ?So during
this month in particular, we wanted to stop
and say, ?Hey, we acknowledge that we may
come as a sort of rainbow, if you would, and
we have different experiencesand different
backgrounds but we still have this commonality.? And so that?s what it?s about. It?s
a celebration.?
It is a celebration that has, for many,
?

facilitated the creation of a distinct Hispanic identity. Listening to the experiences
and trials of their peers, Hispanic students
have recognized that a greater community
shares in their complicated journeysofself-

discovery.
The Hispanic population at BC has
undoubtedly enriched the University experience, and this celebration will serve
to mold perceptions, build identities, and

with a myriadof differentcultural traditions,
Hispanic students at BC face the daunting
taskof retaining therichness of theirunique
backgrounds while simultaneouslymolding educate those ignorant of Latin culture and
an identity independent of their roots. Loheritage. The festivities wrapped up with
pez, Maynard, and other organizers of the final Hispanic Heritage Month event, the
celebration hope that the events will bring closingcelebration, this past Friday, Oct. 12
students faced with this issue together in in Gasson 100. n

WRC fosters growth for the men and women of BC
BY MARY JOSEPH
For The Heights
A comfortable, warm environment
fosters the growth of women and men in a
particular institution. Boston College has
established an organization to achievethat
growth through the Women?s Resource
Center (WRC) in hopes that every individual on this campus experiences greater
intellectual, spiritual, emotional, and social
development.Located in McElroy 141, the
WRC has a full-time director, threegraduate students, and seven undergraduatestu-

dents who are all stronglypassionate about
furthering the success and achievements
of each student at BC. Contemporary social topics are discussed through multiple
educationalprograms that are designed to
empower and enlighten young adults, created and supported by the director of this
on-campus resource.

Katie Dalton, the director of the WRC,
invites any student throughout the academic year to visit McElroy 141 to engage
in a wide variety of services thataccelerate
the learningand progression of thestudent
body. From 10 a.m. to 4p.m. each day,both
men and womenare encouragedto dropby
and speak to differentindividualsaboutsocial topics, issues thatpertain to their lives,
or to ask for any relevant collegiateadvice.
On Mondays, free cookies are handed out
upon entrance, and the WRC is vibrant,

lively, and full of intellectual conversations
thatbouncefrom one individualto another,
from men to women.
Many men and women havefound peer
support in year-round discussion groups
such as Mosaic, Think Tank, and UnCovered.UnCovered is an underappreciatedoffering in which students gatherand discuss
a variety ofissues, such as feminism, gender
identity, and sexuality. Think Tank itself

ON-CAMPUS QUIRKS

providesawareness to UnCoveredthrough
its weekly discussion meetings. Each semester, members create an action project
thatdeals with topics thatwere brought up

CAROLINE HOPKINS
Upon entering the Fulton Atrium for
the first time, prepare to find yourself
overcome with a strange and inexplicable notion that you ought to be
wearing a pair of ruby red slippers and
carrying your books in a small wicker
basket. Had you failed to take part in a
student-guided tour of Boston College

prior to enrolling, distinguishingthe
cause of

these sudden urges may be a
challenge.The majority of BC students,
though, fondly recallfrom their campus
tours the fascinating phenomenon that
is FultonHall?s Wizard of Oz theme.
First and foremost, the large, tin,
dome-shapedlight fixtures that hang
from the ceiling are undoubtedly
reminiscent of the Tin Man?s hat. The
curved construction of the risers in the

arched ceiling look unusually similar to
an outline of Glinda the Good Witch.
The abstract design of the tapestries
hanging on the wall represent the
disorderof the Kansas tornado, and
are even woven with the red, pink,
and black hues of a poppyflower. Not
convinced yet? Have you noticed the
streak of red tile leading from the back
entrance of the atrium to the portrait
of Wallace E. Carroll? Did you know
the book version of The Wonderful

Kansate Tam Adesse,? which, translated
into English, reads, ?Certainly Toto,
we?re not in Kansas anymore.? Yep,
you?re definitely going to have to wear

that blue and white gingham shirt next
time you have class in Fulton.
However undeniablethe Wizard
of Oz theme in the Fulton Atrium may
seem, many debatethat the aspects
were not actually intentional creations
of architect David Ickes. DJ Adams and
Brianna Nassif, senior tour guides in
the Student Admissions Program and
both A&S ?13, like to suggest to their
tours that the architect?s wife was a
?huge fan of The Wizard of Oz,? which
led Ickes to incorporate the features
into his construction of the Powers
Atrium (the official titleof the Fulton
lobby). Others contend this claim,
insisting that the individual features exist for reasons entirely unrelated to the
Wizard of Oz, such as the distinct type
of lighting that the tin fixtures shed on

the Mods

of

JULIETTE SAN FILIPPO
For many of us, living in the Mods
was a distant dreamthat was crushed

back in March after the housing lottery
debacle. Come October, many of us
have gotten over it since, and as any senior will tell you, livingin those hillside
dormslike Rubenstein, Ignacio, Voute,
or Gabelli(sorry, Edmond?s folks) is not
so bad after all. But to underclassmen,
it seems sacrilege to be a senior without
a Mod.

Lucky for your popular appearance,
there are some ways to fool the crowd
and fake that you live in a Mod. The
glory may be all yours if you commit to
following a few fun tricks.
Know the layout: The first thing
that might distinguish you as a Moddweller is if you know where they all are
or how to find the one you?re looking
for. There does not seem to be much

rhyme or reason to the layout of the
Mods, but they do follow some sort of a
pattern. Starting from the right corner
of the houses near the Plex and bordering the Mod lot, they go in vertical
rows back toward Walsh. They go odd
and even, starting with No. 2 and going
up to No. 42, spreading out to the left
toward Vanderslice. Fun fact: there is no
Mod 1A or 1B.
Know the Strip Mods: I am not
sure if every person who lives in the

Mods knows which ones are the legendary Strip Mods, but you can bolster
your plan of pretending to live there by
impressing the unassuming with your
knowledge of this Mod tradition.They
are Mods 27A and B. Make sure to
throw in afterwards how glad you are
that your Mod is not the Strip Mod this
year.
Know the Mods on game days: Always carry a copy of your license (even
if you?re not 21) because you?ll obviously need it to get back into where you
?live? past the ID-checkers at the gates.
It is important to note that after football

games, some of the gatesthat they close
during tailgatinghours remain closed
into the evening, so you can easily
embarrassyourself by trying to enter
the Mods through one of these other
blocked gates when trying to get to a
party Saturday night. You can usually
always enter in the gate by Walsh and
by the Mod parking lot.
Laundry: Make sure to complain
to other people about how you must
drag your laundry all the way to Walsh

stems from the community within the

to do it, since the Mods do not have

organization. She is able to freely explore
feminist ideas that are applicable to the
world today. The community becomes
interpersonal. ?The Women?s Resource
Center is greatly needed in today?s society
because sexism is still prevalent,? Bae said.
?An example of this is displayed through
rape jokes stemming from society?s lack of
seriousness in such occurrences.?
Students can learn more about the WRC
by ?friending? themon Facebook, following
themonTwitter, reading their blog postson
Tumblr, and checking them out on Pinter-

laundry machines in them. You drop
your underwearon the way on the
sidewalkand ?it?s embarrassing.? You
drop a clean t-shirton the way and it
gets muddy again and ?it?s frustrating.?
You?re considering investing in a laundry service??it?s that annoying.?
Lawn games: Become a master at

throughout the months. Most members
who actively participate in the WRC said
theirexperienceshave been positive.
Keun Young Bae, A&S ?13, is one of the
seven undergraduatestudentswho willingly
and lovingly participate in and direct many
any lawn activity. Popular Mod lawn
different activities and groups within the
games include corn hole, bags, ladder
ball, Kan Jam, andFrisbee. If you can be
WRC. As the director of C.A.R.E. Week,
Bae encouragesstudents to activelypartake
really goodat these games, people will
in many of theiractivities. Love Your Body
think you sometimes spend your free
Week, which will be the second week of
est. Volunteers are always welcomed and
time convenientlyplaying in your Mod
Novemberthis year,raises questions about greatly appreciated, especiallywith many backyard with the music blaring like it?s
worldwideissues such as eating disorders, events on the horizon such as Love Your nothing.
This alsoincludes grilling. You by
body image problems, and self-perception Body Week and the Clothesline Project.
conflicts. Different organizations around Every person is welcomeand appreciatedat no means have to be a master at it,
campus havecollaborated with the WRC to McElroy 141, and students are encouraged but if you can casually make a mean
to stop in and take a breather from their
bring social awareness to theses topics.
cheeseburger on the spot, you can say
Bae believes that her love for the WRC hectic weeks. n
it?s because, well, with all these football
tailgates at your Mod, you?ve had a lot
of practice.
Pick a Pseudo-Mod address: A
friend of mine who also does not live
in the Mods gave me a handy trick that
he devisedif he ever wanted to fool
someone that he lived thereand not

BC?s Fulton Hall: Home to the Carroll School of Oz
Wizard of Oz actually featured a red
brick road? Some say the stones lining
the glass facing the Honors Library are
positioned to look like the Scarecrow?s
hat. As if these architectural features
don?t already create enough of a Wizard
of Oz vibe, take a look at the Latin
inscription on the second bench on the
right as you walk into the Atrium. The
Latin reads, ?Certes Toto Sentio Non In

are a resident

the space and the aesthetic appeal of
the French-designed abstract tapestries. Coming to terms with the notion
of the direct Wizard of Oz quotation on
the woodenbench as a mere coincidence is surely more difficult, yet allegedly the line is simply one of several
benches featuring well-known quotations in Latin, several of which come
from popular songs or stories, such as
lyrics by Duke Elington and a quotation
from Alice in Wonderland.

Coincidence or not, the Wizard of
Oz-themedarchitecture in Fulton Hall
certainly serves its purpose of bringing light to end of a long campus tour.
After walking all the way to Robsham,
through Conte, and trudging up the
Million Dollar staircase, there is no denying the fact that a tour group may be
dragging toward the end. This fascinating anecdote (or rumored coincidence,
if you are of the non-believingvariety)
certainlyrecaptures this lack of attention. Adams says he often invites his
tours to ?decide for themselveswhether
or not the architecture is a coincidence,? and has on numerous occasions
been told by a BC student that the only
part he truly remembered from his tour
was the fascinating ?Wizard of Fulton?
anecdote.
Regardless of whether or not you
believe the theme to be a coincidence,

there is no denying the fact that Fulton
Hall carries a wonderful, wizardly
aura. If nothing else, the phenomena
ought to serve as a conversation starter
or perhaps an awkward-silence-filler
for those of you cowardly-lionCSOM
students looking to strike up a conversation with that attractive member of
the opposite sex as you wait for class in
the Atrium. Who knows, a simple ?Did

you know?? may lead you both to end
up tapping your shiny shoes together in

happiness, reciting blissfully, ?There?s
no place like Fulton.?

in Ignacio. He advised that you should
pick a Mod at random and say that you

live there?not one that your friends
live in or one that houses anyone you
know. That way, no distant, mutual
friends of yours will be able to call you
out on not livingwith your friends who
they know have a Mod. If the person
you are speakingwith knows someone
in your pseudo-Mod, switchthe letter
you originallysaid (A to B or B to A),
pretend you made a mistake there for a

and pray that those Mods you
said are not blocked.
These are just a few pointers to help
you brush up on your lying game. You
could even get theatrical with it and
have a story on hand about that time
you bush jumpedin your backyard, and
it was either an epic land or a seriously
ugly land. (But make sure the pseudomoment

Mod you picked to be your own is one
with bushes in the back, for the sake of

being thorough).
Either way, with thesefew tricks
locked down you might just be able
to wear that Boston College ?Mods?
sweatshirt with a little more swagger,
and have no fear of being called out for
it.

Caroline Hopkins is a contributor to The

JulietteSan Filippo is a contributor

Heights. She can be reached at features@
bcheights.com.

to The Heights. She can be reached
at features@bcheights.com.
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UNSUNG HEROES: JOHN ACAMPORA

Meet the man behind Chestnut Hill?s Flat Breads Cafe
BY BRIDGET NORRIS
For The Heights

franchise. Eventually,the plans didnot materialize,but througha combinationof potential
profitabilityand personal matters within his
If you?ve eaten at FlatBreads Cafe, chances family,he decidedto remain in Massachusetts
are you have spotted the owner, John Acamto invest himself in FlatBreadsCafe. Although
pora, though you probably didn?t recognize the name may have changed, Acampora exhis managerialposition, due to his hands-on plainedenthusiastically,?Our originalconcept
approach at the shop. Dressed in an apron here for this store has endured and we have
with a contagious smile, Acampora makes put a life?s effort into its growthand it?s been
an effort to know his customers. Acampora a very,very profitable littlebusiness.?
was born and raised in a close-knitfamily in
?We?? Proud business owners may often
the Bronx. Like Boston College students, he shy awayfrom this term, especially ones as
is a product of Jesuiteducation,beginning at successful as Acampora, but anything other
Fordham PreparatorySchool and graduating thanthe use ofinclusiveand invitingterminolfromFordhamUniversityyears later.A classic ogy wouldbe out of characterfor this unasNew Yorker, his first job ever was at Yankee suming entrepreneur. Although the interview
Stadium sellingCoke and hot dogs to fellow was meant for summarizing his personal
achievements,he used every opportunityhe
baseballfans.
From humble beginnings, Acampora could to spin the question toward someone
entered the business world and maintained else.
a similarlyhumble manneras he climbedthe
He referred to his employees as ?co-owncorporate ladder. He spent his years working ers? and ?senior staff,? commending their
at the executive level for world-renowned dedication to and pride in their work at his
hospitality institutions like Hilton Hotels, sandwich shop, and describing them as ?the
the Waldorf Astoria, and Eastern Region most honorable, hardworkingprofessionals
Hotels. Naturally, these various jobs moved thathave taught me more life experiencethan
him around the country to places including I couldhave ever taught them.? He went on to
San Francisco, Washington, D.C., Chicago,
describe the day one of his employees got his
Minneapolis, Atlanta, and ultimately suburgreen card as one of the best days of his life.
ban Massachusetts.After passing through so
He ritually praised his family, who he
many cities and especiallyafter growing up as holds responsible for almostevery recipe on
a GiantsandYankeesfan, howcouldheend up the menu. He explained, ?The single most
important thing to me is my Irish wife, my
livingin the Fenway-lovingcity of Boston?
What started as a franchise ended up as kids, and now my grandkids,and to makesure
one of the most rewarding experiencesof his
there is a pass-on. When things got difficult
life. Twenty years ago, Acampora bought a and we were beset with obstaclesthatseemed
Cape Cod-centered company called Boxed to be insurmountable,it was the deep-seeded
Lunch with the intention of expandinginto a faith and commitment to each otherand the

love we hadfor eachother that gotus through
it.? His thematic sense of family and love for
others not only demonstratehis selfless and
strong character, but also his deepgrounding
in Jesuitprinciples.
Acamporaattributeshis altruisticattitude
to the years he spent at Jesuit institutions.
?My roots are not only in my family, but they
are in the Jesuit traditions,? he said. ?I try to
live my lifeand do as much as I can for others every day, and a significant part of that
comesfrommy years at Fordham.? Much like
BC, Fordham seeks to instillthe Jesuitvalues
of men and women for others within their
students?and if Acampora is a product of
thesenoble educational values,they must be
doing an incredible job of it.
Through these Jesuitprinciples, Acampora
hascollaboratedwith other notablepeopleon
campus to betterBC. Mario Gabelligraduated
a yearbehind him at Fordham Prep and Billy
Voute was one of his closest friends from
FordhamUniversity.Naturally, John still spoke
modestly of his famous friends, describing
their companionship as ?[what] makes the
boredomof making sandwichesand stocking
shelves?doing the things you need to do to
run a smallbusiness?a joy.?
Acampora believes that after college,
this philosophical groundwork is a means
for bringing people together outside of
university-specificalumni. He describedhis
unexpectedreunion with Rev. Mark Rossetti,
a graduateof hisrival high school Xavier, as?a
blessing,? andusedthis opportunityto praise
Rossetti as ?a man who has given his whole
life to the service ofothers in a remote part of
theworld.? He trusts theideathatthese Jesuit

cOurtesy
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Acampora?s love for the BC community is in large part due to his belief in a Jesuiteducation.
principles will drive students to do similarly
selflesswork.
Acampora adores serving and simply
experiencing the BC community. He spoke
highly of ?the joy of seeing young, educated,
Jesuitpeoplecomethrough[FlatBreads] and
interactingwith them.? His generosityis apparent in his constant catering to the needsof
financially struggling students. He makes his
sandwichespayablebyEagleBucks andoffers
a ?Super 10? card in which every sandwich
counts for one signature (if you?re lucky, he
rounds up totwo) and on the 10th signature,
usersare rewarded with a free sub.
Yet Acampora?s giving tendenciesgofar
beyondEagle Bucks andfreebies. He admitted that, ?Some kids come in with enough
money for a bottle of water and they never
leavehungry.? This confession exposes where
his true passion lies.It?s not in the money?it?s
in thestudents. He went on to explain,?I get
the greatest charge out of listening to and

counselingyoung men and women and seeing them return,? and laughed as he recalled
the memory of a girl who returned to Flat
Breads six years after graduatingfrom BC
in the hopes that her Super 10 card would
still be valid. (As you may have expected,
it was.)
As the interview continued,Charlie, the
mailman, dropped in with the mailfor the
day. On his way out, Acampora reminded
him of the Philly Cheese Steak waiting for
him on his lunch break, and then turned
and explainedwith a smirk, ?He won?t take
lunch!? This candid example of generosity
embodieseverythingthis man is about.Statedbest by Acampora himself, ?In life, we are
herefor a short periodof time andifyou can
help or touch someoneon theway through,
make their life easier, well that?s what were
herefor.? With this man behind thebusiness,
students are guaranteedto leaveFlatBreads
with much more than a sandwich. n

PROFESSOR PROFILE: SUSAN ROBERTS

A girl from Vermont with aspirations and a love of learning
BY ALLIE BROAS

for literature and how to convey that to
students. It?s a gift to be able to teach at

For The Heights

this level and with these students.?
Roberts is a firm believer that everybody has something to write about.
Growing up in a town of granite quarries
in Vermont, Roberts found creative inspiration in her adolescent experiences.
?Growing up, the granite quarries
loomed large in my imagination,? she
said. ?My friends and I used to hang out

There are professors who make you
regret every book you skimmed over, every class you skipped, and every missed
opportunity to challenge or question
something. These professors, few andfar
between, can change youroutlookon life
during a 50-minute lecture or over a cup
of coffee. Where are these professors,
you ask? They are enjoying theirrelative
anonymity in Eagle?s Nest and the Quad
amongst thousands of unfamiliar faces,

in the cemetery afterschool, and we?d just
sit thereand smoke cigarettes and sit on
the mausoleum steps. Not till years later
did I realize what rich material that was
for my writing. Geography is destiny?where you come from is your material.

and it?s those lucky enough to stumble
into their classrooms that get the opportunity to witness their enthusiasm
firsthand. One of these professors is
Sue Roberts, a longtimeprofessor in the
English department whose number-one

The history of the place, yourfamily, how
it got there,why it stayed there. Everyone
has stories to tell, so I don?t accept that

priority in the classroom is for her students not to be bored.
?I am probably a very entertaining
teacher, not always intending to be,?

Roberts said. ?I don?t have a very welldevelopedinternal censor. If I?m thinking
something, it usually comes out. Emotionally, I?m about 13, so the students
and I hit it off.?
And hit it off they do. Humor and fun
are commonplace in Roberts? classes,

excuse from my students.?
It?s no surprise that this kind of encouragement causes students year after
year to list Roberts as one of theirfavorite
professors.Kate Walsh, A&S ?13, is one of

many who sing Roberts? praises about the
enthusiasm she displays when it comes
to her
cOurtesy

by poetry or literature.?
Many wouldbe surprised to learn that
a career in teaching was not alwayswhat
Roberts had in mind. Her formative years
students to confront theirfears of poetry were in the aftermath of Watergate, and
and literature head-on, fully understandshe easily found inspiration in the field
ing the limitations of a semester-long of investigative reporting. Although her
creative writing course.
goal was to one day be a reporter at The
?It?s insane that we think students Washington Post, ?a series of happy accan produce a whole body of work in
cidents got [her] into teaching English.?
15 weeks. If I can create enough space
It was through her decision to pursue
here in three months to give them the a general master?s degree in English at
opportunity to write about things they Boston CollegethatRobertsrediscovered
care about intimately, then I?ve done my
her lovefor contemporary poetry and bejob. I want my students at the very least gan writing again. Although she majored
to learn not to be afraid or intimidated in journalism in college, her electives

which include Creative Nonfiction and
the First Year Writing Seminar. Not surprisingly, class participation is a cornerstone in her classes. She encouragesher

HE SAID, SHE
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Roberts, of the Englishdepartment, believes students need apassion for learningto succeed.
were made up of literature and theater
courses. She enjoyed the classes so much
that at times she says she was very close
to majoring in either of those studies.
Her love of writing soon translateditself
into a job at BC teaching Critical Read-

ing and Writing, the freshman seminar
at the time.
?Teaching, for me, is something you
learn how to do by modelingyourself on
other teachers,? Roberts said. ?I had some
great professors in college and graduate
school, including current BC professors
Judith Wilt and Dayton Haskin, both of
whom I remain very friendly with. They
showed me how to have a great passion

students.
?The writing class I took last year with
Sue never had a dull moment,? Walsh
said. ?Sue constantly pushed me to look
at the world through a writer?s lens. Her
curiosity about the world around her is
contagious and arguably makes her the
incredible writer and person she is.?
When asked to recall a favorite moment in her teaching career, she mentions
a visit she had from her sister, a fellow
educator. ?My sister came to one of my
classes many years ago,? Roberts said.
?She said to me, ?Your students really
know that you like them.? That was the

best compliment I?ve ever received on
my teaching. I like my students as people
and really go out of my way to care about
them.?
Outside of the classroom, Roberts

continues to write, running a poetry
series once a month that has been going
for the past 12 years. She also encourages

her students to attend independent films
in Coolidge Corner, a place she calls her
home away from home. Another place
Roberts encourages her students to go?
Fenway Park. A New England native,
Roberts calls being at Fenway a spiritual
experience.

?I got to go to the second World Series
Fenway?that was absolutely amazing. I always tell people that I saw Jesus
Christ, and his name is Josh Beckett.?
Speak with Roberts or any of the
people she has come in contact with, and
they will tell you that she?s got fire in the
belly for her job. She humbly recognizes
the extraordinary gift she?s been given to
have an education, praising her parents
for pushing her and her siblings to apat

preciate every educational experience

they had.
?You?ve got to be hungry for it. What
a privilege it is to have an open and educated mind. My students always accuse
me of reading too much into things. I
always say, If you don?t want to think too
deeply about things, then why are you
here? Go homeand sit on yourcouch and
eat Doritos. One my favorite stickers I

had in the ?60s said ?Challenge Authority.?
I want my students to question authority
at every opportunity, even mine, and to
not be passive. They need to be agents

A professed skeptic, Roberts instills
in her students the desire to question?something that we as a generation
so often fail to do. In his address to the
class of 2008, author David McCullough
advised students to ?make the love of
learning central to your life.? Roberts
not only champions this advice, but she

also

ensures

that with everything she

does, she conveys this advice to those

around her. n

SAID
A week ago, I tweeted something I thought was funny from a friend?s computer, and it ended up being a
much bigger deal than I thought. It involved her and her boyfriend, and although it was deleted pretty fast,
everyone started freaking out about who did it and why. I got too nervous to fess up, but the guilt has been
haunting me ever since. What should I do? Should I come clean or just let it slide?

Sounds

of

their own lives.?

Interestingly

like you?ve gotten yourself into a tricky situation, and
I?ve definitelybeen therebefore. As someone who especially
enjoys playing jokes and pranks on people, you?re going to
run into the situation every now andthen where your victim
doesn?t find the jokenearly as humorous as you do, and
then the guilt hits.If you?re trying to decidewhether or not to fess up
to it, there are a few factors you have to consider. The biggestthing
ALEX MANTA
is whether or not your friend is still upset about the tweet. People?s
initial reactions can often be due to that pack mentalitywhere one
person starts freaking out and everyone just jumps in to build up the drama.Once thedust has
settledand yourfriend has cooled off, there?s a good chancethat friend doesn?t care as much as
they did at first. At that point, you might as well let it go without saying anything. After all, if
they?re not bringing it up anymore, then why should you? It also depends on howoffensive the
tweet was. If it?s somethingthat could?ve really hurt your friend, then you owe it to that person
to own up to what you said to preserve your friendship going forward. If you were in your
friend?s shoes, wouldn?t you want them to do the same, if it was somethingreally mean that was
tweeted?Finally, it depends on whether or not you mind the guilt. Some can let that fall right
off their shoulder whileotherpeople mightfeel sick to their stomach about it. It sounds like
you?re really having a hard time dealingwith this, though, so I would find a time to talk to your
friend and come clean about it, so you?ll both feel better going forward.

it is driving your friend crazy.
When I was in this situation myself, I was not upset about the
TAYLOR CAVALLO
tweet at all. I completelylaughed it off and diverted my attention to
who it actually was?not so I could get mad at the person, but because I was genuinely
curious. I still have not discoveredwho tweetedthat infamous, anonymous tweet from my
computer in the Heights office. Hopefully one day I will find out.
Anyway, I wouldn?t worry too much about it. Just tell your friend that it was you, and
I?m sure he or she will applaud you for being so sneaky by keeping it a secret for so long. I
wouldn?t let the guilt ?haunt? you. If you think about it logically,people hack each other?s
Facebooks or Twitters all the time.
Maybe next time think before you hack, but I?m sure your friend will just laugh it off as
soon as you tell them.

Alex Manta is an editor for The Heights. He can be reached at features@bcheights.com.

Taylor Cavallo is an editor for The Heights. She can be reached at features@bcheights.com.

enough, I can relate to this story, except
I happened to be on the receiving end of it! I?d say the
advice here is pretty straightforward.
If this person that you Twitter-hackedisn?t a complete drama queen or known to over-exaggerate minute

incidents, they should be completelyunderstanding if you are
honest with them and come clean. The hype around the incident is
definitely more about wanting to know who did it, because I?m sure
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Students urged THE HEIGHTS THROUGHOUT THE CENTURY
to take part in
A look at ?The Heights? in Octobers
of the past, and as previous
psych studies
presidential elections loomed
ahead in the near future

Research, from
study, the researcher will grant research credits using Sona Systems. It is
the student?s responsibility to keep the
receipt as a record of participation and to
verify that he or she has received credit.
The studies students participate in are on
allkinds of topics?visual memory, attention, moralreasoning, estimating number,
reading emotion in faces, responding to
works of art?they can even participate
in a study in the sleep lab. If students do
not wish to be a research participant, they
do have the option to critique an article
instead. Most students choose to participate in studies and earn research credits,
however.
Winner underscoredthe value to the
student of being in a study, noting that
students ?learn what it is like to be a research subject in an experiment. You are
debriefed and understand the purpose
of the study and see what psychological research is really all about. Students
learn that psychology is not just a body
of knowledge that you can take off of a
shelf, but it is always beingproduced. It
is an active science and it is changing all
the time.?
Kelly Miller, A&S ?15, noted how this

By Caroline Kirkwood
For The Heights

in a

As we move through the month
of October, with the changing of the
leaves and the resurfacing of North
Face jackets that comes with the settling in of fall, this year we have an
addition to the typical fall line up: talk
regarding the upcoming November
presidential election.As the presidential and vice presidential debateshave
begun, those students with strong
political views have rallied behind
their chosen presidential candidates,
whether it be the Republican nominee
Mitt Romney or the Democratic candidatePresident Barack Obama.The
less politically minded students may
be just beginning to educate themselves on each candidate?s policies, as
well as figuring out that last-minute
voter registration. Throughout the
years, Boston College students have
beenconfronted with different issues,
problems, andbeliefs in regard to the
choice they will make when it comes
to Election Day, alongwith the means
that bring them to this choice.

requiredresearch has motivatedher to get

On Oct. 15, 1980, when then-curpresidential aid to Jimmy Carter

feel for psychological research, which
is a directionshe definitely may consider
in the next two and a half years at BC.
?Participating in the studies were actually
really rewarding because I got a taste of
what researching wouldbelike if I decide
to pursue that eventually,? Miller said.
In addition to being participants in
studies, students are strongly encouraged
to join a research lab and participate in
designing and running studies. BC also
makes it possible for students to carry
a

rent

Gregory Schneider came to BC?s
Graduate School of Social Work to
talk about the upcoming electionbetween Democratic candidate Jimmy
Carter and Republican candidate
Ronald Reagan, the topic of conversation shifted from the expected
focus on public policy to the role of
television in this campaign (as seen in
The Heights? article ?TV Power in the
Campaign of 80?). Schneider attempted to promote theradio as the truest

study as a thesis or as an
independent study project. If a student
proposes a study, finds a faculty advisor
willing to supervise,and applies for InstitutionalReview Board approval, the study
can begin. Some studies are run without
funding, and others are funded by BC
internal research expense grants, or by
external granting agencies. Students are
also sometimes paid for working in a lab
through the BC UndergraduateResearch
out

their

own

and most unbiasedrepresentation of
each candidate?s goals and opinions,
as opposed to television networks
that are more concerned with the
entertainment factorassociated with
news stories. In his talk at BC, Sch-

neider emphasized the media?s, and
most specifically television?s, ability
to sway voter?s opinions.
In contrast to therole of media
in today?s election, the students and

Fellowship program.

?I think that it?s really important to
have the subject pool for students to
actually get a feeling for howresearch is
done?to be in a study. It?s really important for undergraduates to learn how to
design a study and collect data,? Winner
said. ?We want all of our undergraduates
to learn how to investigate a psychological question, and this will always require
either human(or animal) research participants.? Although the psychology department facultymembers strongly encourage
everyone to do research, there are not
enough faculty with labs right now for

of today are bombarded by
different media perceptions and
viewpoints from exponentiallymore
angles, through the dozens of difvoters

ferent news networks from ABC,
NBC, CBS, CNN, Fox, and others,
as well as Internet sources such as
blogs and online newspapers. The

idea of students going to theradio as
their source of political news seems
almost laughablein today?s election,
when they could go to the Internet
and find hundreds of differentarticles
in seconds. Even more interesting,
however, is the role of social media
in today?s election. Following both

every major to be involved in research.
Winner said, though, that the department is trying to growenough so that all
students can find a place in a lab. n

the most recent presidential and
vice-presidentialdebates, Twitter and

VSLC, from B10

Facebook were blowing up with various tweets and status updates about
every facet of the debates, whether it
be something as trivial as how someone likedthe colorof one candidates?
tie or a play-by-play critique or praise
of certain candidates? responses.
Whereas student voters before may
have fallen victim to being influenced
by television, as Schneider suggested
to BC students in the ?80s, this year?s
student voters must be wary of the
constant opinions and beliefs of others that they are exposed to through
social media, not letting the voices
of their peers and friends alter their
own beliefs.
Upon lookingthrough the archives
of The Heights, year after year, along
with articles laying out the policies of
each candidateand dealingwithproblems and issues especially prevalent
to college students, there has almost
always been an articleurging students
to get out there and vote. In the Oct.
14, 2004, issue of The Heights, two
separate articles ran addressing the
lack of student voting, not only at
BC, but also among college students throughout the country. There
seemed to be a mentality among
students interviewedfor one article,
?College Students Evaluate Options
in Election Cycles,? that his or her
vote as one individualperson couldn?t
possibly count, creating a nonchalant
attitude in regard to voting. Other
students cited the confusion behind
absentee ballots for first- time voters
as the reason behind their inclination
not to vote, as it is simply too much

of a hassle.
While in 2000 only 42 percent of
18-24 year olds votedin the election,
and this number increased to 48.5
percent in 2008, there still is a clear
lack of voter enthusiasm in collegeaged students. It appears that this
less-than-50-percent voter turnout
may continue this year, as the prob-

lems central to this election seem to
be mostly economic and appear far
removed from the life of a college
student, who may be much more
interested in social issues. Yet with
the ease of voter registration today
with rockthevote.com eliminating
much of the confusion of registering
for first time voters, and with all of
the various media outlets providing

information regarding candidates
and theirpolicies, there doesn?t really
seem to be any excuse not to vote this
year. So with less than a month until
the election, get yourself registered
to vote, and go to any of the various speeches and programsthat BC
clubs and organizations are hosting
regarding the presidential election.
On Nov. 6, get yourself to the voting
booth and make your voice heard in
the 2012 election. n

graduates, as and mentioned as well the
otheralumni he knows of workingfor the

JVC in Portland,

Seattle, San Francisco,

Albuquerque, Cleveland, Bridgeport, and

other cities. Cronin said that ?the idea
that we are men and women with and
for others? resonated with him from day
one, adding, ?BC stresses the fact that we
are not only at BC to learnhistory, math,
or management, but also to embark on a

journey ofself discovery.A lot of discovery comes through serving.?
Katie Madson, A&S ?11, spent the
year followingher graduationin Ecuador

volunteering at an organization called
Rostro de Cristro, whose mission is ?to
provide spiritual and educational opportunities for young people from the

United States to live out the Gospel of
Jesus Christ together with the people
of Ecuador.?

BC?s current vice presidentof student
affairs, Patrick Rombalski, serves as
executive director to the organization.
Madson now continues her work for
the program at BC, working on campus
to coordinate with retreat

groups and to

recruit volunteers.
?My time at BC

taught me that I am
incredibly privileged in the eyes of the
world, and that it is my responsibility to
serve others who are not as fortunate as
I have been,? Madson said.
Clearly St. Ignatius? presence at BC
exceeds a casual glance at his statue on
the way to Cushing.The words?men and
women for others? are more than just a
byline. In talking to past volunteers it
becomes evidentthat the campus culture
encourages selfless acts such as committing to a full year of service.
It is clear that the Jesuit education
one receives at BC tends to instill in its

graduates a sense of responsibility and
social justice that leadsso many to these
programs.

?Our education is not just for us,?
Madson said. ?It is meant to be given

away.?
Even for those who do not volunteer
and who go straight to the professional
world or to graduate education, these
are important lessons to carry into the
greater world. As Daly noted, volunteer
work is ?not for everyone. And there
are lots of different ways to do good

things.?
She described a retreat thatthe VSLC
offers in late Novemberfor seniors who
are contemplatingfull time service. The
highlights of the trip are the three talks
given by three graduates who chose three
different paths?one who is currently
serving, one who is a few years out from
serving, and one whochose not to serve.
Even for those who choose not to serve,
there is a strong sense of civic responsibility ingrained in a BC education.
Madson and Daly both noted the
social aspects of service at BC as being
determining factors in their ultimate
decisions to commit to full time volunteer work. Interestingly, Madson said,
?one of the biggest complaints of BC is
that the volunteer opportunities are so
competitive.?

BC celebrates National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month

?It is also readily apparent that for
some reason or another, volunteering
at Boston College is a cool thing to do,?

Cronin said.
Schools similar to BC are known for

their competitiveness?in their classtheir societies and clubs, and
their athletics. But in their volunteer
work? That is something particular to

rooms,

Breast Cancer, from B10
biggest thing is trying to make peoplemore
aware of the things associated with breast
cancer and to make people see just how
many people are affected by it in general,?
she said. To achieve this goal, Osgood and
her fellow committee members plan to
?paint the campus pink,? which will include
pink decorations and posting facts around

the Quad and O?Neill Plaza.
?We are alreadyahead of wherewe were
last year in terms of teams and participants,?
she added. ?Last year we raised about
$149,00 total, so our goal this year will be
about $155,000.?
For Osgood, her own personal experiences with breast cancer have inspired her
to become more involved in Relay in an
effort to join the worldwidefight against
cancer and become a resource for other
students on campus who have felt the effects of cancer.
?The reason I got so involved in Relay
in the first place was because of my Aunt
Donna,? she said. Her aunt was diagnosed
in 2001 with breast cancer in her lymph
nodes, and fought a hard 9-year battle with
the disease, going in and out of remission. At

only 50 years old, she passed away, leaving
behind a husband and three children.
?In a way it made our family stronger and
brought us closer together,? Osgood said.
Within a year of Donna?s passing, her own
sister (and Osgood?s other aunt) was diagnosed with breast cancer as well, but it was
detected early and she is now cancer-free.
During her senior year of high school,
Osgood named her own Relay team after
her aunt, called ?Do It For Donna,? and
raised $5,500. When she arrived at BC

her freshman year, she continued her involvement by joining the Colleges Against
Cancer committee, which works toward
advocacyand spreadingawareness of can-

BC.
It is true, though: volunteeringat BC
is a ?cool thing to do.? Volunteer organizations such as 4Boston regularly have
to turn away applicants due to numbers
restrictions. Service trips like the Ap-

cer on campus.

?I think [joining Relay] was a great
thingfor me because it taught me not only
more about breast cancer but all the dif-

ferent kinds of cancer in general,? Osgood
explained. ?It was really inspiring to see
how many people at BC had been affected
by cancer in general and how many people
wanted to do theirpart in making sure that
cancer is no longer an issue in the future.?
Many students are encouraged to join
Relay if they have been affectedin any way
by cancer, and those who have watched

palachia Volunteers Program are quickly
becoming staples in the undergraduate
BC experience.The vast array of volunteer opportunities at BC, offered by the
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a loved one suffer from the disease may
benefitfrom joining otherstudents who can

Students gatheryearly to celebrateand honor those they know andlove with breast cancer.

share their stories and providesupport.
?I?m very interested in Relay?I?m
hoping to join and help out,? said Kelsey
Barnes, A&S ?14. Barnes, whoperformed at
last year?s Relay for Life event with the BC
Dance Ensemble, plans to become involved
further in Relay this year due to her own

both have valuableadvicefor those facing
similarchallengesand for women who may
be at risk.
?I think thatthebest thing to do is to just
get closer to the people you love,? Barnes
said. ?Lean on themfor support. If you do
have [cancer], justknow that you are a huge

personalexperiences.

example and a person that people can look
mom was diagnosed with breast up to and admire for beating cancer.?
cancer when I was a freshman,? she said.
For Osgood, early detection is key, and
After chemotherapyandradiation, Barnes? she encourages women to be informed
mother is currently in remission, yet the about breast self-exams (BSE) and mameffectsof her struggle are still a strong pres- mograms as they get older. According to the
ence in Barnes? life.
ACS?s website, women should be informed
?My mom was always working, a very about BSE benefits and limitations beginstrong woman, so to see her in a very vul- ning in their 20s, while women aged 40

?My

nerable position it?s hard,? Barnes said. and aboveshould strongly consider getting
?Looking back, Ithink everything happens yearlymammograms.Regularcheck-ups, as
for a reason, and my mom and I are super well as a healthy diet and exercise, can also
close now.?
make a huge difference, Osgood said.
?Also, educating yourself in general,? she
After experiencing the impacts of breast
cancer first-hand, Barnes and Osgood added. ?If you know that someone in your
?

and elsewhere, contribute to the
strength of BC?s volunteer culture. It is
this tangibleatmosphere of service that
extendswellbeyond the four years of undergraduatestudy and into the innumerVSLC

able communities that havebeen affected

by alumni volunteers. Both Madson
family has been affected by breast cancer, and Cronin mention the undergraduate
you should probably see if it?s hereditary programsthat they were involved in that
because that?s a reallygood way to be aware led them on the path to service, namely
Appalachia, the Arrupe International
of it.?
Immersion Program, and 4Boston.
Osgood hopes that education and research willeventually lead to a cancer-free
?The best part about the culture of
world, and she emphasized how so many service at BC is that it encourageseach
people who Relay are dedicated to follow- student to reflect upon their experience
ing the ACS?s motto: to create a world with
more birthdays. For now, she encourages

with others in order to better understand
the communities we live in, the structural
injustices that surround us, and potentially the action we can take to educate
others or be in solidarity with those we
serve with and for,? Cronin said.
So take a minute to check out the Post
Graduate Volunteer Fair on Tuesday,
Oct. 23. You may find that the Ignatian
tenants that this Jesuit education is based
upon resonate more with than you would
imagine. And, at the very least, you will
be helpingthe Eagles to once again outdo

share their story about
why they Relay, and to remind those who
are facing the effects of cancer that they
are not alone.
?I think it?s a really great thing when
people sharetheir stories because it makes
peoplerealize that they?re not alone,? Osgoodsaid. ?If you need someone to rely on,
especially if you?re going through it right
now, there are resources for you. And there
are people here who want to help you get
the Fightin? Irish.
through this process.? n
anyone at BC to

n
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BC?s VSLC attracts
alumni involvement
BY KEVIN TOOMEY
For The Heights
Fightin? Irish come
Alumni Stadium to face off against
the Eagles on Saturday, Nov. 10, Boston
College and Notre Dame will face off in
yet another rivalry between these two
top Catholic institutions?their respective Post Graduate Volunteer Fairs, of
Even before the

to

of the center, estimates the number for
the Class of 2012 to be at about 150. Daly
finds that many BC students are very
familiar withpostgraduatevolunteering
as an option and are ?already comfortable with those types of settings and
conversations.? As well as hosting one
of the country?s largest volunteer fairs,
BC is also one of thebiggest nationwide

contributors to the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps (JVC), a program whose mission
On Oct. 23., the Volunteer and is to ?enhance the capacity of local orService Learning Center (VSLC) of BC
ganizations to serve their communities
will host its annual fair for full-time by providing JesuitVolunteers to directly
post graduate volunteer work, bringing serve the poor and marginalized in the
in over 50 domestic and international
U.S. and developingcountries.?
It is certainly an appealing trait for a
programs to Corcoran Commons. BC is
well known for its fair, which regularly university to have so many of its graduattracts both the most students and the
ates committing to a year or more of
most programs. The onlyinstitution that full-time service. But it does beg the
simple question ? why? Why, after
rivals BC in this department is, unfortunately,some little schoolin South Bend, dedicatingfour years to rigorous course
Ind.
work and paying more than $150,000 in
In these tough economic times,
tuition costs to attend a prestigious uniwhere finding employment with a deversity, would someone workfor free?
The answer, it seems, lies in the fundagree from even the country?s top-tier
course.

universities can be difficult, and the
pressure to succeed is becoming more
and more urgent as tuition costs rise, it
may be hard to believe that so many BC

mental principles that BC and that school
in South Bend share, though we hate to
admit we have anything in common.
David Cronin, A&S ?12, now works

graduateswillingly and enthusiastically
graduation.
Yet they do.
According to the VSLC?s website,
over 100 graduates from the class of

through the JVC at Homeboy Industries
in Los Angeles, which is the largest gang
intervention and rehabilitation center
in the U.S. He noted that five of the 21
JVC volunteers in Los Angeles are BC

2011 went on to do full-time volunteer
work, and Kate Daly, assistant director

See VSLC, B9

turn to volunteerworkafter

BC psychology professor
studies responses to art
BY CATHRYN WOODRUFF
Heights Editor
Her walls are an eclectic canvas,

splashed with the vibrant colors of masterpieces crafted by Chinese children,

Italian preschoolers, and chimpanzees.
She speaks art, and teaches how we think
art. Ellen Winner is a professor in and

chair of the department of psychology
at Boston Collegeand a senior research
associate at Harvard Graduate School
of Education?s Project Zero. She teaches
a class called ?The Psychology of Art,
Creativity, and Genius,? which explores
how people and the brain respond to art,
the relationship between art creativity

and mental illness, the effects of

art on

creating moods, and how we perceive
pictures.
It is impossible not to notice the art

BY MICHELLE TOMASSI
Heights Editor
For the month of October, pink will be the color to wear on
campus in recognition of Breast Cancer AwarenessMonth.Founded in 1985, NationalBreast Cancer AwarenessMonth (NBCAM)
is an annualcampaign facilitated by breast cancer charities to raise
awareness and funds for research, as well as provide support for

those who are diagnosed or have been affected by the disease.
Breast cancer accounts for nearly one in threecancers diagnosedin
women, and thelifetimerisk for getting malebreast cancer, which
is very rare but still possible, is about one in 1,000, according to
the American Cancer Society?s (ACS) website.
The ACS is one of the most prominent organizations in the
U.S. devoted to spreading awareness about breast cancer this
month, and Boston College?s own Relay for Life members are
committedto doing the same. Currently, almost 60 teams and
about 275 participants have registered for Relay, and over $5,900
has been raised thus far. This year?s chairs of the Relay committee?Madison Aleksa, LSOE ?13; Karen Guarino, A&S ?13; and
CaseyOsgood,LSOE ?14?have alreadyplanned severalevents for

editor

the month,including last week?s bake sale in McElroy Commons
and last Friday?s Pink Out Dance, which was held in the O?Connell
House as a way to promote Relay for Life and share information
aboutbreast cancer. On Friday, Oct. 19, Relay alsoplans to host a
barbequein the Mods, wherestudents will beable to sign up for a
team as wellas meet othersinvolvedin the organization, allwhile
enjoying foodand games such as cornhole and Kan Jam.
Osgood,who hasbeeninvolvedin RelayforLife for eight years,
describedplans for the monthof October, as well as the goals for
Relay leadingup to the main event in February.
?We?re hoping to put ona documentary attheendof themonth
called The Breast Cancer Diaries,? she said. The film will show the
experiencesof Ann MurrayPaige, a BC alum who was previously
diagnosedwith breastcancer.Paige will alsobe doinga one-woman
show on Oct. 21 at Notre Dame Academy in Worcester, Mass.
called ?In the Pink,? in which she will focus on how individuals
can support each other in the face of trauma.

Osgood hopes the documentary will conclude a successful
monthof informingBC students aboutbreast cancer. ?I think the

See Breast Cancer,
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political group, No

and asked which they liked more and
which they judgedto be a superior work
of art. Participants ended up preferring
professional paintings to seemingly identical paintings created by a chimpanzee
or a young child.In addition to boosting
the legitimacy of abstract art, Winner
was also able to offer a window into how
we perceive art. When people chose the

professional works, they explained that
it was because these works lookedmore
intentional, more thought-out and less
random. As Winner said, they saw more

is given the same training, each can
complete the same picture in an almost
identical way. Another part of her wall

Statistics and Research I and II? are requiredto earn three research credits as a

displays the work of child prodigies she
has been studying, some with Asperger
Syndrome, who excel at realistic drawing. She calls these prodigies?precocious
realists.?
Her color-splattered walls also contain the evidenceof a study she completed with her doctoral student, Angelina

ALC Election
INSIDE FEATURES
Labels, who have fresh outlet
A look the
moderate
at

showed artists and non-artists paired
images, one by a famous abstract expressionist and one by a child or an animal,

that infuses Winner?s walls with brightand an air of mystery. Rather than
Picasso or Monet paintings dressing her
white walls, impressive yet rudimentary
pictures craftedby childrenand animals
hang there. Perusing the room, she explained the different configurations of
pictures. Placed next to a drawing made
by her own son are paintings that were
sent to her by a preschool teacher in
Italy, highlighting therange ofchildren?s
artistic ability at different ages. In another section of the room are pictures
made by children she studied in China
who were taught in a very methodical,
step-by-step fashion to do incredibly
complicated work. Because every child
ness

Maggie Burdge / HeigHts

Hawley-Dolan, which was published in
Psychological Science, the journalof the
Associationfor Psychological Science in
2011. Similar-lookingabstract paintings
juxtaposedon herwall were the material
for her study ?to test whether people really conflate paintings by professionals
with paintings by children and animals.?
In this study, Winner and Hawley-Dolan

a

on Boston

of a ?mind? behind the art of the professionals. So peoplethink theycan?t tell the
differencebetweena Jackson Pollock and
a child?s work, but they actually can.
Although Winner?s research may
seem to be a daunting undertaking to
an undergraduate, the psychology department makesresearch opportunities
very accessible. To begin with, all students enrolled in either ?Introduction
to Psychology as a Natural Science,?
?Introduction to Psychology as a Social
Science,? or ?Introduction to Behavioral
research participant during the semester,
which equates to being in threeone-hour
research studies. If a student is enrolled
in more than one of the four courses,
though, he or she only has to complete
the three required credits once.
Following the student?s participation

See Research, B9
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